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ABSTRACT

A CNG intensifier has been designed to compress natural gas from a variable, elevated-pressure
storage source (20 - 200 bar) to a constant high discharge pressure (200 bar) . The intensifier
delivers variable amounts of gaseous fuel (5 - 43 kg/hr) at a maximum required pressure ratio of
10:1 for fueling a heavy duty bus diesel engine which is converted to a gas-diesel engine.

Based on a study of alternative intensifier concepts, a single-stage and a two-stage
reciprocating crank-shaft driven intensifier prototype was built . The bore and stroke dimensions
of both intensifiers are 31 .75 mm and 82 .55 mm, respectively . The stage volume ratio of the
two-stage intensifier is 2.78:1.

The performance of the intensifier prototypes was measured at pressure ratios between
6 :1 and 12 :1 while keeping the discharge pressure constant at 200 bar . Taking into account
volumetric efficiency and the need to limit compression temperature for satisfactory life of the
elastomer seals, the performance of the intercooled two-stage intensifier prototype proved to be
decisively superior, providing volumetric efficiencies of 92 per cent, isentropic efficiencies of 77
per cent and maximum operating temperatures of 120°C with air cooling at design pressure ratio
(10:1) . A bore-to-valve area ratio of 16 :1 or less was found to be adequate to limit the valve flow
velocity to Mach numbers less than 0 .1.

The test results of the proposed two-stage intensifier indicate a potential for efficient
intensifier operation at pressure ratios exceeding 10 :1 . However, the crank-shaft actuation of the
intensifier can lead to friction- and alignment-related problems at higher piston frequencies and it
is suggested that a variable displacement, hydraulic actuator could be utilized to further improve
efficiency and to offer better controlability .
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A CNG1 Intensifier is a natural gas compressor which is located on-board an urban bus . Its
purpose is to compress and supply gaseous fuel to a heavy duty diesel engine which has been
converted to direct injection of natural gas into the engine cylinder . The newly developed gas
diesel injector requires constant high gas pressure . Thus, the intensifier compresses (i .e.
intensifies) natural gas from variable tank pressures up to a fixed injection pressure matching its
capacity with the constantly changing fuel requirement of the diesel engine . The term intensifer
has been chosen because the compressor operates at elevated inlet pressures rather than
atmospheric inlet pressure.

1.1 Motivation
The importance of using the earth's natural resources efficiently and responsibly has become
evident. Alarming levels of pollution in urban areas, global atmospheric pollution and the
greenhouse effect are direct consequences of the massive use of fossil fuels for transportation
and industrial processes . In an effort to ameliorate urban air quality and to reduce general
atmospheric pollution, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the United States
established the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) . The CAAA set regulations that target,
among other sources of pollution, passenger cars, buses and trucks.
Buses and trucks have been traditionally powered by diesel engines because of their
greater durability and higher thermal efficiencies compared to gasoline engines . Diesel exhaust
1 Compressed Natural Gas

2
is characterized by concentrations of nitrogen oxides (NO R) similar to those of gasoline engines,
slightly lower concentrations of unburned hydrocarbons (HC) and carbon dioxide (CO 2) and
carbon monoxide (CO) . However, diesel engines are a major source of particulate matter (PM)
emissions [7].
Recognizing the impact of diesel exhaust in urban areas, the new EPA regulations call
for a reduction of 90% in PM and 15% in NO R for urban buses between 1990 and 1994 . The
proposed emission standards are summarized in Table 1.1.

URBAN BUSES HEAVY-DUTY
ENGINE EMISSION STAND

NOx

HC

CO

PM

NOx

HC

CO

PM

1990

6 .0

1 .3

155

0.60

6.0

1 .3

153

0.60

1991

5.0

1.3

15.5

0.25

5.0

1 .3

15.5

0.25

1992

5 .0

1 .3

155

0.10

5.0

1 .3

155

0.10

1993

5 .0

1 .3

155

0.05

- 5.0

1 .3

155

0.05

1994

4.0

1.3

15.5

0.05

4.0

1 .3

15.5

0 .05

Table 1.1: EPA Emissions Standards (Source : 1991 Detroit Diesel Information Update)

Satisfying the stringent NOR and PM emissions simultaneously becomes increasingly difficult
even with latest diesel technology . Improved diesel engine design, electronic control and
particulate traps are among the strategies to solve the problem . Electronic control of the
injection has significantly improved the emission characteristics, but further improvements are
necessary to meet the 1993 standards . Particulate traps are being designed and tested
successfully, but reliability and cost are concerns.

Another strategy is to use an alternative fuel . At present, methanol and natural gas are the most
promising alternative fuels for diesel engines.

3
Methanol engines have been field tested and have met both NOR and PM emission
standards . However, since methanol is industrially derived from natural gas (or coal) through
chemical processes, its cost as engine fuel is considerably higher than that of natural gas . The
corrosive characteristics of methanol require the replacement of engine parts by more resistant
materials . Methanol bums with an invisible flame and the exhaust emissions contain aldehydes
which are pollutants not yet regulated by the EPA . These factors render methanol as a less
attractive alternative fuel.
The history of natural gas used as engine fuel goes back to the early 1920's . Problems
associated with handling and storage of pressurized gases limited the usage of natural gas as
engine fuel. Today, natural gas can be stored in gaseous form (CNG) and in liquified form
(LNG2). Both methods are save and reliable . The main advantage of natural gas as alternative
engine fuel is its availability (particularly in North America), its low cost, and its potential for
clean burning. Although, these factors are in favour of natural gas, its application to diesel
engines faces some challenges.

1.2 Natural Gas in Diesel Engines
Since the auto-ignition temperature of natural gas is higher than that of liquid diesel fuel, autoignition cannot be achieved by the compression ratio of conventional diesel engines . Use of
small amounts of diesel fuel (i .e. pilot diesel) can preheat the cylinder content sufficiently to
provide auto-ignition of the diesel fuel.

The amount of pilot diesel can be either fixed or variable . Dual-fuel engines can operate on
diesel fuel only under certain conditions, whereas gas-diesel engines always operate with both
fuels.

2 Liquified Natural Gas

4

HIGH —PRESSURE
NATURAL GAS

DIESEL FUEL

CC) DIRECT INJECTION

Figure 1.2.1 : Methods of using natural gas in diesel engines [2].
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Three principal methods of using natural gas in diesel engines are shown in Figure 1.2.1:
• Manifod injection of natural gas (MING)
• Timed port injection of natural gas (PING)
• Direct injection of natural gas (DING)
In MING engines (also known as naturally fumigated engines) natural gas is injected into the
inlet manifold (Fig . 1.2.1 A) forming a naturally pre-mixed fuel-air mixture . The advantage of
this method is associated with its simplicity . It can be easily adapted to existing diesel engines.
However, this method lacks in part-load performance due to poor flammability of lean mixtures
and is susceptible to knock and incomplete combustion . High quantities of pilot diesel are
required . The application of this method is limited to four-stroke engines which operate at
relatively constant speed and load . In two-stroke engines, fuel is lost due to the scavenging
process.

As an attempt to solve the problems imposed by the MING engine, the timed port injection of
natural gas (PING) has been developed where natural gas is injected into the inlet manifold close
to the inlet port (Fig.1.2.1 B) or into the cylinder at moderate pressure close to the time of inlet
port closure . Although better stratification can be achieved due to timing of the injection, knock
and incomplete combustion are still a concern . Reduction in compression ratio, throttling and
relatively high piot diesel quantities are required with the overall effect of reduced efficiency.

In a DING engine, high-pressure gas is injected directly into the combustion chamber near the
end of the compression stroke (Fig . 1.2.1 C). Thus, a full stratification of fuel-air mixture can
be obtained resulting in good flammability over the entire load range with only a small pilot
diesel quantity. Successful operation has been demonstrated in applying this method to a
medium speed railway engine 3 . Previous work on marine diesel engines has shown that direct

3 1n this case seperate injectors for diesel and natural gas were used with 2% pilot diesel quantity .
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injection of natural gas coupled with diesel pilot ignition can provide high efficiencies and low
emissions.

The advantages of this method can be summarized as follows [11]:
• Use of the basic diesel cycle with compression ignition of pilot diesel followed by high
pressure gas injection.
• No detonation limit if gas injection is simultaneous with liqid fuel pilot injection
• No throttling
• Lean burning, requiring no mixture ratio control
• Diesel cycle efficiency
• Negligible unburned fuel in the exhaust

However, there is one major disadvantage associated with this method if CNG is used as fuel:
An on-board compressor (i .e. intensifier) is needed to generate the required gas pressure.

1.3 The UBC Intensifier-Injector System
A research team at the University of British Columbia (UBC) has conducted studies in natural
gas fuelling of IC engines for several years and is currently engaged in the development of a
CNG direct injection system for heavy-duty bus engines . A prototype injector has been designed
and patented by P .G. Hill, K.B . Hodgins from the Department of Mechanical Engineering at
UBC and R.J. Pierik a former graduate student and research engineer at UBC . The prototype
injector is intended to replace the existing diesel injector in the series 60 and 71 engines without
modifications of the engine, itself. Together with the intensifier and the on-board CNG storage
tanks this conversion kit presents itself as an efficient, economically viable alternative to existing
engine modifications .
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ACCESSORY SHAFT
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SOLENOID

POPPET SEAT ANGLE/

U .S . Patent k 5,067,467 November 1991

Figure 1.3.1 : Schematic of the UBC Intensifier-Injector System4.

A schematic of the intensifier-injector system is presented in Fig. 1.3.1. An existing Detroit
Diesel Electronic Control system (DDEC) has been modified to control timing of injection and
fuel quantity. The cam-actuated plunger pressurizes the diesel liquid which in turn forces a
poppet valve to open so that both diesel and natural gas enter the combustion chamber,
simultaneously . When a sufficient amount of fuel has been admitted to the combustion chamber,
the diesel pressure is released by means of opening the diesel supply/return valve. The poppet is
subsequently closed by a counter-acting spring . A metering valve controls the amount of pilot
diesel which is gas-blast atomized by the natural gas flow at the injector nozzle . High pressure
natural gas is provided by the intensifier.

4lmplementation of the "Intensifier-Injector Technology" [12) . Courtesy of K .B . Hodgins.
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The overall research project is conducted in four contributing areas as outlined in Fig. 1.3.2.
Design and improvements of the injector prototype are supported by flow visualization of the
fuel injection and numerical simulation of the injection.

ENGINE CONVERSION

INJECTOR
DEVELOPMENT

7

INTENSIFIER
DEVELOPMENT

INJECTOR
FLOW
PERFORMANCE VISUALIZATION

Detroit-Diesel 71
Single Cylinder

I Detroit-Diesel
7 6V-92 TA

COMPUTER
SIMULATION

SINGLE STAGE
ECIPROCATING

Schlieren Photograph)
Atmospheric Pressure

TEACH
CODE

TWO-STAGE
I ECIPROCATING

Schlieren + Laser
Pressurized Chamber

KIVA
CODE

TWO-STAGE
ROTARY

INJECTOR
IMPROVEMENT

INTENSIFIER
IMPROVEMENT

ENGINE
FIELD TESTING
Figure 1.3.2: Intensifier-Injector Research Outline.

The objective of the numerical simulation of the gas injection is to predict the effect of changes
in injector geometry and injection conditions and to get an understanding of the interaction of
the various physical and chemical processes . Thus, it is intended as a design tool to optimize the
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injector performance and to suggest design changes . The numerical work has originally been
done using the TEACH code and is currently being conducted on the KIVA II code which
includes multidimensional mathematical models for spray dynamics, combustion and turbulence.
The calculations are based on a moving piston.

The performance of each injector prototype is investigated on a specially designed test
apparatus. With a high speed video camera a picture of the gas injection is taken in small time
intervals . The natural gas jet is made visible using schlieren and laser technology . Jet
propagation and penetration are measured and evaluated . The objective of these optical studies
is to closely simulate real engine injection to evaluate injector performance.

With information obtained from flow visualization and numerical simulation and with the
performance data of a single-cylinder and a 6-cylinder Detroit Diesel engine, the injector can be
optimized and a bus engine prepared for field testing.

1 .4 Reauirements for a CNG Intensifier

1 .4 .1 Operating Pressures,
The intensifier is located between the fuel tanks and the injectors (Fig . 1.3.1). Hence, the inlet
pressure is the current CNG tank pressure and the discharge pressure is determined by the
pressure requirement of the injector.

To ensure efficient fuel mixing and burning in the combustion chamber of the diesel engine, the
gas must be injected at approximately 200 bar (3000 psi) . Experiments are still being
undertaken to determine optimum injection pressure . A pressure variation of less than ±10% is
expected to be acceptable . This means that the discharge pressure of the compressor has to be
200 bar . The maximum allowable tank pressure in a CNG storage tank is 200 bar. Therefore,
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the maximum intensifier inlet pressure is 200 bar . The gas pressure decreases due to fuel
consumption . The important considerations in selecting a minimum allowable tank pressure are
compression work and space and weight of the tanks (corresponding to a given mass of gas
consumed between fillings).

Figure 1.4 .1 shows the change of pressure ratio versus existing tank pressure, as well as the
relative fuel consumption taking the compressibility factor of methane into account . The
compressibility factor has been obtained from a general compressibility chart [6] for a constant
inlet temperature of 288 K (Tcr = 220 K, per = 4 .46 MPa) . The mass in a constant volume can
then be calculated for various tank pressures:
m PTank
V R • TTank - Z

(1.4.1)

where Z indicates the compressibility factor for the corresponding tank pressure.

RELATIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION
1' = 288 K, GASCONSI'ANT R= 500 .9 J/(kg*K)
150

100

Compressibility Factor Z
50

—

Relative Fuel Consumption (%)
Pressure Ratio (*10)
o

0

20

50

100

150

200

250

TANK PRESSURE (bar)

Figure 1.4.1 : Dependence of relative fuel consumption, pressure ratio (p 2/p i ) and
compressibility factor (Z) on the current tank pressure.

The relative fuel consumption is the ratio of the mass at a specific tank pressure to the mass at
maximum tank pressure (i .e. full tanks).
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Relative Fuel Consumption (%) = 1-

m
V/Tank , 100
m
V ) Full

(1.4.2)

The pressure ratio increases infinitely towards low tank pressures . The goal is to choose a
minimum tank pressure where the pressure ratio is within a reasonable range, yet, most of the
fuel has been consumed.

This consideration lead to the compromise of adjusting the minimum tank pressure at 20 bar . At
this point, 92.2% of the fuel has been consumed and the pressure ratio is 10 :1 . Hence, the
minimum inlet pressure is 20 bar and the maximum pressure ratio is 10 :1.
The decision was made without any compressor type in mind and is a goal to aim for, rather than
a strict design constraint.

1.4.2 Intensifier Cauacity
The information about diesel fuel consumption for the diesel engine was provided by the Detroit
Diesel Company . It is given in terms of "BSFC" (i .e. "Brake Specific Fuel Consumption" in
kglbhp hr) for full load at various engine speeds . To get the actual diesel fuel consumption over
a range of engine speeds, the BSFC has been multiplied by the power output for the same speed
range. Power output and fuel consumption were given for 1000 - 2100 rpm which does not
represent the entire speed range . The idle speed is as low as 600 rpm . Therefore, the values for
600 -1000 rpm have been interpolated from the existing curves based on the behaviour of
previously investigated diesel engines (for calculations and graphs see Appendix A2).

The diesel fuel consumption was then converted to natural gas by replacing 95% of diesel fuel
by natural gas, since a small amount of diesel fuel (approximately 5%) is still injected as ignition
source for the natural gas.
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Figure 1.4.2 : Fuel consumption of Detroit Diesel 6V-92 TA engine at full load converted to
CNG.

Based on the lower heating values, the mass of natural gas was calculated, equivalent to the total
energy of the replaced diesel mass . The fuel consumption is plotted versus engine speed in Fig.
1.4.2.

The total maximum CNG fuel flow for full load is 43 kg/hr @ 2100 rpm . The intensifier is
driven by the crankshaft of the engine and operates at a portion of the engine speed . Hence, it is
important to know the maximum fuel consumption per engine revolution . It is 460 mg/rev for
full load and occurs at 600 rpm (i .e. idle speed).

1.4.3 Power Consumption
If the natural gas were considered ideal (Z = 1) and the compression were to be isentropic with
k = cp/cv = 1 .3 the power consumption could be estimated from
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k-1

P=

k -m-R-T1•
k— i

k

Pz

1

(1.43)

P1

where P indicates the power cosumption in kW, rn the massflow in kg/s, k the isentropic
coefficient of natural gas (k = 1 .3), pi and p2 the CNG inlet and discharge pressures, respectively
and R the specific gas constant for natural gas (R 500.9 J/(kg*K).

The power consumption is mainly governed by two factors, namely pressure ratio and massflow.
Hence, the maximum power consumption occures at maximum mass flow rate and maximum
pressure ratio . Figure 1.43 shows the power consumption for isentropic compression of natural
gas5 for various mass flow rates.

The maximum power consumption at maximum fuel flow (assuming isentropic compression and
no losses) is 5.3 kW.

INTENSIFIER POWER CONSUMPTION
FOR VARIOUS MASSFLOW S, CNG INLET 1'P1v PERAI'URE 293 K

0
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7

PRESSURE RATIO (p2/p 1)
_._. . 43 kg/hr
35 kg/hr
— 25 kg/hr

8

9

10

15 kg/hr

Figure 1.43 : Power consumption versus pressure ratio for various mass flow rates.

5The specific composition of natural gas is given in Appendix A2
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RELATIVE POWER LOSS DUE TO GAS COMPRESSION
k=1 .3,R=500.9JJkgK,T =288K
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__.._. PRESSURE RATIO = 5 :1
PRESSURE RATIO = 15 :1

Figure 1.4.4: Relative power loss due to gas compression.

The power loss due to gas compression is defined as the intensifier power consumption divided
by the engine power output at a specified engine speed . The values for CNG mass flow and
engine power output have been taken from Figure A2 .3 and Figure A2 .1, respectively
(Appendix A2) . Figure 1.4.4 illustrates the maximum power loss due to gas compression for
various pressure ratios . It can be seen that the gas compression at 10 :1 pressure ratio causes
(ideally) a maximum power loss of about 2 .8 % with isentropic compression.

1.4.4 Operating Temueratures
Power consumption and temperature rise due to the isentropic compression of natural gas (Z = 1)
are a function of the pressure ratio, the gas properties and of the inlet condition of the gas.

Figure 1 .4.5 illustrates the temperature rise for various inlet temperatures assuming single stage
compression . It can be seen that temperatures as high as 240 °C can be expected for high inlet
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temperatures (on hot days) due to compression . In addition, frictional heat increases the
operating temperatures even more.

GAS TEMPERATURE DUE TO COMPRESSION
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PRESSURE RATIO

Figure 1.4.5: CNG compression temperatures for various inlet temperatures and
pressure ratios.

The fact that the operating temperatures can exceed 200°C requires special materials for valves
and seals.It also raises the question of how to cool the system, since high operating temperatures
greatly reduce the lifetime of parts and materials.

1 .4.5 Off-Desi gn Performance
The intensifier is powered by the crankshaft outlet of the diesel engine . Hence, the intensifier
capacity is a function of engine speed . The intensifier capacity is also a function of the current
tank pressureas can be seen from Eqn 1.4.4

m=

P1 VD n engine
R-T,

1v

(1 .4.4)
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where p1 is the current tank pressure, V D the intensifier displacement per engine revolution,
nengine the engine speed in rpm and

a y the volumetric efficiency . The effect of volumetric

efficiency is neglected at this point . The intensifier capacity must be designed to satisfy the fuel
requirement of the engine at the worst case which is minimum tank pressure and full load over
the entire speed range6. However, the engine fuel consumption is a function of engine speed and
load . Therefore, the intensifier capacity can exceed the engine fuel requirement, particularly, if
the tank pressure is higher than minimum tank pressure and if the engine load is lower than full
load. This calls for an effective capacity control method to match engine fuel requirement and
intensifier capacity.

The engine fuel consumption can vary rapidly during the bus operation (e .g. departure from bus
station, acceleration, etc .) . An accumulator is located between intensifier and injectors (ref . Fig.
1.3.1) which stores high pressure CNG to ensure sufficient fuel for instantaneous high fuel
demands . When the engine is started the accumulator provides fuel for the first few strokes
while the intensifier builds up the gas pressure.

1.3.6 General Requirements
The fact that the compressor is located on board the bus imposes various requirements to the
design which differ considerably from other compressor designs . Besides the technical aspects
discussed previously, a number of qualitative aspects must be taken into account.

The engine room of an urban bus does not offer much space for engine add-ons. Therefore,
every effort must be undertaken to keep the design as small as possible . Any space requirement
for intensifier driver configurations and transmissions must be kept in mind as well. Size and
weight of the intensifier system are important design points.

6ref. Fig .

1 .4 .2
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All moving engine parts of the diesel engine are required to last for at least 300,000 miles.
Engine manufacturers want to stretch this limit to 500,000 miles before doing a complete engine
overhaul . Since the intensifier will be part of this engine, it is a goal to emphasize durability in
the design.

Because of wear during regular operation, compressor seals and valves are not expected to last
for 300,000 miles ; they must be changed as part of routine maintenance . Therefore the
compressor must be easily accessible in order to facilitate maintenance work.

Cost is one of the most important factors since a CNG conversion is only attractive if it is as
efficient as the diesel operation and if it is available at a reasonable price . Cost means both cost
for the conversion kit and cost of operation and maintenance . The total cost can be considerably
reduced if it is possible to take advantage of existing hardware, such as transmissions,
crankcases, etc ..

1.4.7 Summary
All technical and general requirements are summarized here for evaluation of alternative design
concepts, discussed in the next part.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:
- operation on board of an urban bus, model Detroit Diesel 6V-92 TA
- maximum compressor capacity :

m = 43 kg /hr
m = 460 mg/engine revolution

- inlet pressure : variable from 20 - 200 bar (300 - 3000 psig)
- discharge pressure : fixed at 200 bar (3000 psig)
- flow control unit to adjust compressor capacity to fuel requirement
- air cooling
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GENERAL DESIGN PARAMETERS (in keywords):
- durability - sealability - ease of maintenance
- size - weight - availability of existing hardware
- cost

- complexity of the system

1 .5 Objectives
The objective of the work described in this thesis was:
(i) to discuss and evaluate alternative intensifier design concepts based on the requirements
stated in this chapter and to select the most promising concept

(ii) to design and build a single-stage intensifier prototype

(iii) to develop adequate testing facilities including a test stand, the arrangement of
measurement devices and a data acquisition program for steady-state and high-speed data

(iv) to measure the performance of the single stage intensifier and assess design limitations

(v) to design and build a two-stage intensifier prototype

(vi) to measure the performance of the two-stage intensifier and compare the results with
that of the single-stage intensifier
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Chapter 2
2. Evaluation of Alternative Design Concepts
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss and list advantages and disadvantages of each
alternative design concept based on the requirements stated in the previous chapter. First, all
compressor types are considered . Then the most feasable compressor types are evaluated in a
preliminary analysis. Based on this evaluation, the most promising design concept has been
selected.

Compressors differ in a variety of characteristics, such as capacity, principle of design, pressure
ratio, end pressure, type of gas, working conditions, et cetera . In general, there are two major
compressor groups : continuous flow compressors (i .e. turbomachines) and intermittent flow
compressors (e .g. reciprocating compressors) . Various members of these two groups are
presented in Fig. 2.1.1.

From the group of turbomachines the centrifugal compressor is the only type that can operate at
design pressure ratio of 10 :1 under extreme conditions . However, a preliminary design
calculation showed that this compressor type is not suitable as on-board application . Assuming
an isentropic efficiency of -85%, the rotational speed would exceed 100,000 rad/sec . The
required rotor tip diameter is less than 2 cm which leads to a rotor tip speed of more than 500
m/s1 . Most important is the fact that the rotor dimensions would be too small to machine
sufficiently small clearance volumes.
I A sample calculation is attached in APPENDIX A3
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Figure . 2.1 .1 : Classification of compressor types

Hence, intermittent flow compressors are of primary interest which can be subdivided in two
groups, namely rotary and reciprocating compressors . Rotary compressors have been excluded
from the list of alternatives because their discharge pressure ratings are considerably lower than
200 bar and the maximum stage pressure ratio is 4 .5 : 1 . In addition, rotary compressor types
typically consume up to 25% more power per unit flow rate than reciprocators [3].

In general, the problem with rotary compressors is poor sealing of the sliding surfaces which
becomes increasingly difficult with higher pressures . Vane type compressors are limited by the
maximum allowable bending stress in the sliding vanes which is due to the pressure difference in
the neighbouring compression chambers . To reduce the stress, more vanes are required which
renders the design more complicated but does not solve the sealing problem.
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Rotary compressors are usually designed for a specific operation condition . Capacity control
and off-design performance is not common and difficult to implement . Therefore, the focus is
on reciprocating piston compressors.

2.2 Reciprocating Compressors
In this study the reciprocating compressors are grouped according to their actuation type . Three
main types of actuation have been investigated : hydraulic, pneumatic and mechanical actuation.
The names of the groups refer to the medium that is used to generate the reciprocating motion of
the piston.

2.2.1 Characteristics of the Com p ression Cvcle,
The operation of a reciprocating compressor is based on the principle of volume reduction via a
moving piston in a cylinder which starts at bottom dead center (BDC) (Fig . 2.2.1 A).
This volume reduction causes a pressure rise of the gas enclosed in the cylinder (Fig . 2.2.1 B),
where :
k

(P2

yl

pl

2

v

(2.2 .1)

Subscripts 1 and 2 denote inlet and cylinder conditions, respectively and k is the isentropic
coefficient of the compressed gas.

When the cylinder pressure exceeds the discharge (or receiver) pressure, the discharge valve
opens and gas begins to flow out of the cylinder at discharge pressure until the piston is at top
dead center (TDC) (Fig 2.2 .1 C). The discharge valve closes at this point . Residual compressed
gas is remains in the clearance spaces and expands as the piston begins to move in the opposite
direction .
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Figure 2 .2.1 : Typical reciprocating compressor cycle (Source : [3])
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The clearance spaces are mainly due to the valves and due to a clearance distance between the
piston at TDC and the end wall of the cylinder which can be considered a safety margin to allow
for heat expansion of the rod.

During the first part of the expansion stroke (Fig 2.2.1 D) both inlet and discharge valve remain
closed and the residual gas expands until the cylinder pressure drops below inlet pressure . The
expansion is described as
Pz
P1

—

V

(2.2.2)

V2

where subscripts 1 and 2 denote inlet and cylinder conditions, respectively and kex is the
coefficient of expansion. When the cylinder pressure is equal to the inlet pressure, the inlet
valve opens and fresh gas enters the cylinder at inlet pressure until the piston reaches BDC
position (Fig.2.2.1 E). At BDC, a full compression cycle is completed.

Assuming isentropic conditions, the compression coefficient (k) is equal to the expansion
coefficient . However, if heat transfer is considered, both the compression and the expansion
coefficient (ncomp and neXp ) vary during the stroke . The compression and the expansion are
now polytropic . The relationship between isentropic and polytropic coefficient is dependent on
the heat transfer and can be derived from the Second Law of Thermodynamics
T•ds=dh-v•dp,

(2.23)

and the Ideal Gas Law for polytropic compression and expansion
dp+n

.dv =0.

P

(2 .2.4)

V

Eqn. 2.23 can be modified and rewritten as follows :
dsce dT dp

R
ds _
R

RT
k

k-1

(2.2 .5)

p
dT _ dp
T

p'
P

(2.2.6)
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+

1

k-1

(2.2.7)

dp
p

(2.2.8)

Modifying Eqn. 2 .2.8 gives
(k -1) • ds
R

dv dp
k •+—.
v p

(2.2.9)

Hence, the Second Law for isentropic compression and expansion is

v

ds = dv + dp
k

(2.2.10)

p
cv

and with Eqn. 2.2 .4
0=n

.dv + dp

(2 .2.1 1)

v p

the relationship between n and k can be stated as follows:
ds =
v

cv

(k - n) dv .

(2.2.12)

Eqn. 2.2.12 can be applied to compression and expansion of natural gas for both heating and
cooling of the gas . Theresult is summarized in Table 2.1.

dv/v

ds/c,

(k-n)

Compression (HEATING)

-

+

-

n>k

Compression (COOLING)

-

-

+

n<k

Expansion (COOLING)

+

-

-

n> k

Expansion (HEATING)

+

+

+

n< k

Table 2 .1: Relation between k and n .
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Figure 2.2.2: Reciprocating compressor modes

The compression cycle has been described for a single acting compressor type, where the gas is
compressed only during the forward stroke.

In a double acting compressor type, gas is both discharged and drawn into the compression
chamber simultaneously during forward and return stroke (Fig . 2.2.2). It has almost twice the
capacity of a single acting compressor, given the same dimensions . However, an effective rod
seal is required to minimize gas leakage to
DISCHARGE PRESSURE

the atmosphere . One of the major
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advantages of the double acting mode is
the fact that the compression stroke is
supported by the incoming gas of the
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Figure 2 .2.3: Single acting versus double acting
compressor mode

Fig 2.2.3 that the shaft force is
considerably reduced as it is a function of
the pressure difference (Op= p2 - pi) of
the two compression chambers
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2.2.2 Volumetric Efficiency
The volumetric efficiency (rl v)is defined as the ratio of measured mass flow to the theoretical
mass flow given by the compressor displacement and inlet condition of the gas.
qv

measured

(2.2.13)

pbm •n•D
D

is the compressor displacement per stroke, n the compressor speed in and p the gas density

at inlet condition.

The actual mass flow rate is lower than the theoretical mass flow because of residual gas being
trapped in the clearance spaces . The clearance ratio so is defined as the clearance vooume of the
cylinder with the piston at TDC devided by the piston displacement per stroke. The clearance
spaces are due to following factors:
• clearance pockets due to inlet and discharge valves
• stroke clearance between the piston at TDC (or BDC for double acting pistons) and
the top end (or bottom end) of the cylinder
• crevice volumes between the piston and and the cylinder bore
Clearance volumes from 4% to 20% are common for reciprocating piston compressors . The
volumetric efficiency can be calculated as a function of the pressure ratio if so is known.

fly =1—so

P

-1

(2.2.14)

The volumetric efficiency is very sensitive to changes in clearance ratio s o and pressure ratio as
is shown in Fig. 2.2.1, where i v is plotted for three different eo as a function of the pressure
ratio.

Besides the clearance volume and pressure ratio, the following factors also effect the volumetric
efficiency:
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• poor filling of the cylinder:
The gas pressure drops acrross the inlet valve and the compression starts at a
lower pressure level . Thus, the pressure ratio is higher.
• preheating of incoming gas:
The fresh, incoming gas is heated and expands in the compression chamber, thus,
reducing the amount of fresh, incoming gas . The temperature factor can reduce
the volumetric efficiency by as much as 10% for a 5 :1 pressure ratio [2].
• gas leakage through discharge valve:
Insufficient sealing of the discharge valve allows compressed gas to flow back
into the cylinder at the beginning of the expansion stroke.
• leakage across the piston seals
• leakage across the rod seal
• thermal losses and cooling:
During compression and expansion of the gas heat is transferred both to and from
the gas . As a result, the specific heat ratio changes constantly . The mean value
must be determined experimentally . It is a compressor specific parameter.

The effect of these factors cannot be determined accurately but must be represented in the
volumetric efficiency as a correction factor . This correction factor appears from early test
experience to be about :
eon. =

Ps

(2.2.15)

.0 .01

P1

This changes Eqn 2 .2.14 to
1

-1rig =1—eo• P2
P1

0.01
P1

(2.2.16)
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A correction factor can also be applied to account for changes in the compressibility . Since the
intensifier operates over a large range of pressure ratios and temperatures, it is difficult to obtain
a clear picture of the effect of the compressibility factor . Hence, the compressibility is neglected
in the calculation of the volumetric efficiency.

Figure 2 .2.4 shows that the volumetric efficiency greatly influences the capacity of the
compressor and that its impact becomes more significant at high pressure ratios.
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The effects of volumetric efficiency on the compressor capacity render multistaging more
attractive, since the stage pressure ratio is (ideally) reduced to the root of the total pressure ratio

C---

stage — n 7r total

(2.2.17)

where n denotes the number of stages . A 10 :1 pressure ratio would therefore be reduced to a
stage pressure ratio of -3 .2 :1 . The volumetric efficiency of a multistage compressor is equal to
the volumetric efficiency of each of its stages . Thus, it is higher than in a single-stage
compressor.

2.2.3Methods of Cauacity Control,

The intensifier capacity is a function of three variables, namely, the engine speed, the load and
the current tank pressure . While engine speed and load vary constantly, the tank pressure (and,
thus, the pressure ratio) changes slowly over time (ref. Fig. 1.4.1). Ideally, the capacity should
be varied in infinitely small steps (i .e. variable displacement) to match the intensifier capacity
with the current fuel requirement . However, most compressors are not variable displacement
units and since an on-board intensifier is driven at engine speed, it must be thought of alternative
ways to control the intensifier capacity.

Four methods of controlling the capacity of a reciprocating piston compressor have been
considered : speed control of the compressor driver, control of clearance volume, control of gas
inlet and control of gas discharge . The choice depends strongly on the driver configuration . It

is also a matter of complexity, cost and efficiency.

2.2.3.1 Speed Control of the Compressor Driver

D ON/OFF-mode:
The compressor is turned on or off depending on the current fuel requirement . An upper and a
lower pressure limit

p, . and Amin can be preset to initiate the switching process . The
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maximum allowable pressure difference (0 p = p,- pmin) depends on the accuracy of the
control mechanism and on how sensitive the injection and the combustion of natural gas are to
changes in the gas pressure . The system requires an electronic control device and a clutch to
separate the compressor from its driver . From an energy point of view the ON/OFF mode is the
best control, since it consumes no energy when it is not in operation.

ii) Variable Compressor Speed :,
The capacity of a positive displacement compressor is directly proportional to its speed.
Therefore, the capacity can be controlled by controlling the speed . The compressor must be
equipped with a control unit to change the compressor speed either linearly or stepwise (e .g.
clutch or variable speed transmission), according to the current fuel requirement.

iii) Variable Displacement Drive:
The reciprocating motion for a positive displacement compressor can be generated by a fluidactivated cylinder (i .e. air- or hydraulic cylinder) . The compressor capacity can be controlled by
controlling the amount of actuating fluid (i .e. air or hydraulic fluid) which determines the
frequency of the actuating piston and, therefore, the intensifier frequency . Variable
displacement pumps can adjust the fluid flow regardless of its drive speed . Of major advantage
is the fact that the fluid capacity can be varied regardless of changes in engine speed . This
system requires a load sensing unit which determines the hydraulic or air line pressure and
changes the fluid capacity accordingly . Variable displacement systems are ideal for an
intensifier application ; however, they can only be employed in connection with a fluid driver.
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2.2.3.2 Control of Clearance Volume
From Eqn. 2.2.16 it follows that the capacity of a reciprocating piston compressor is primarily
dependent on clearance volume and pressure ratio . The clearance volume can be increased
linearly or stepwise using add-on clearance volume, which results in lower volumetric efficiency
and, therefore, lower compressor capacity (Fig 2 .2.5).

Zero capacity is obtained when the cylinder pressure after the gas expansion at BDC is equal to
the inlet pressure. Additional cooling is required as increased heat generation is expected . An
electronic control system regulates the timing and the amount of clearance volume added on.
3/4 LOAD

FULL LOAD

% LOAD

Y2 LOAD

NO LOAD

Figure 2.2.5: The effect of add-on clearance spaces

2.2.3.3 Control of Gas Inlet
The gas flow is regulated by delaying the closing of the inlet valve . During the compression
stroke a portion of the fresh gas in the cylinder is discharged through the inlet valve, thus
reducing the amount of gas in the cylinder. After a controllable time interval the inlet valve
closes and the compression begins . This method is commonly known as "valve unloading" . The
effect of "unloading" for infinite-step operation can be seen in Fig . 2.2.6.
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Figure 2.2.6: Progressive indicator card illustrating the operation of infintite-step control

This system can be used in combination with an overflow line from the upper part to the lower
part of a double acting cylinder . The gas would then be moved between the two cylinder parts if
zero capacity is required.

2.2.3.4 Control of Gas Discharge
This method is based on a return (or "bypass") line which leads surplus compressed gas back to
the inlet port of the compressor . If the discharge pressure exceeds the required injection pressure
by a preset margin, a valve opens the bypass line and the compressed gas reenters the intensifier.
With the bypass valve open, the gas flows both through the intensifier and to the injector until
the pressure decreases below a preset minimum pressure (the gas inlet line must be secured with
a check valve to avoid that the compressed gas expands into the tanks) . Then the bypass valve
(electronically or pilot pressure operated) closes and gas coming from the tank is compressed
again . This method is later referred to as "bypassing" .
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2.3 Hydraulic Actuation

2 .3.1 General,
Hydraulic actuation means that hydraulic fluid is used to generate a reciprocating drive for the
intensifier. A hydraulic drive circuit consists of four main parts:
1.) an element to pressurize the fluid (e .g. hydraulic pump)
2.) a double acting hydraulic cylinder
3.) a switch valve to control the double acting cylinder
4.) a flow control unit to adjust the driver frequency.

In the early design phase, it has been considered to convert the existing parts of an engine brake
system to a hydraulic driver' . The modification of the engine brake system has been turned
down because the dimensions of the hydraulic parts are too small to generate the required fluid
capacity and because of a lack of fluid capacity control.

2,3,2 Circuit Arrangement
Figure 2 .3 .1 shows a hydraulic driver configuration which consists of a hydraulic and a natural
gas circuit. The natural gas circuit contains a double-acting cylinder where the gas is
compressed (intensified) and a high pressure gas accumulator.

In the hydraulic circuit fluid is drawn from a reservoir and pressurized by a variable
displacement pump which is connected to the crankshaft of the diesel engine and operates at
engine speed . It is then forwarded to a double-acting hydraulic cylinder where a pilot-pressure
operated switch valve controls the forward and return motion of the piston.

'Engine brakes use hydraulic fluid to seal the exhaust valves of the diesel engine to compress the combustion air.
The fuel injection is skipped and the compressed air is expanded to atmosphere. Hence, the engine consums
energy rather than producing it . The engine brakes are not used in urban bus engines because they generate too
much noise .
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Figure 2.3.1 : Hydraulic driver configuration.

The piston frequency can be adjusted in infinitesimal steps according to the CNG fuel
requirement of the diesel engine by altering the swashplate angle of the variable displacement
hydraulic pump . Hence, the pump maintains the required capacity regardless of its driving
speed. An electronic control system senses the CNG discharge pressure signal and initiates a
stepper motor which readjusts the swashplate angle . If the measured discharge pressure exceeds
or decreases below a preset pressure range (e .g. ±5%), the stepper motor responds by readjusting
the swashplate angle to reduce or increase the piston frequency, accordingly .
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2.3.3 Design Specifications
To design a hydraulic intensifier driver the dimensions of the CNG cylinder must be calculated
first, according to the maximum CNG fuel requirement of the diesel engine . The selection of
cylinder bore and stroke length is a compromise between large thrust forces and high piston
frequencies . From previous experience with hydraulic equipment the maximum piston
frequency should be limited to 30 cycles per minute (1 cycle = forward + return stroke) . Delay
time due to switching and acceleration and decceleration of the piston must be taken into
account . The maximum allowable piston speed for hydraulic cylinders is 1 .524 m/sec (300
ft/min).

Hydraulic systems are available at operating pressures between 100 and 400 bar (1500 and 6000
psi) . The bore of the hydraulic cylinder can be calculated when the system pressure and the
dimensions of the CNG cylinder are known.

ROD DIAMETER
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s 1000
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Figure 2 .3.2: Piston rod - stroke selection chart2 [4]

2 Here, the basic displacement is defined as the distance between hydraulic piston and intensifier piston . It is
approximately three times the stroke length.
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The selection of the rod diameter depends on the cylinder bore and on the maximum thrust
force. Figure 2.3.2.has been taken from a hydraulic cylinder manual . It shows the rod diameter
as a function of thrust force and rod length . The chart has been used to roughly estimate the rod
size for an iterative design procedure . Buckling forces and stresses in the rod must be calculated
after an adequate rod diameter has been selected.

A preliminary design calculation has been carried out 3, based on the maximum CNG fuel
requirement and on the design guidelines stated above . According to this calculation the
dimensions of the hydraulic cylinder are as follows:
Bore:
Stroke:
Rod :

7.62 cm

(3")

30.48 cm

(12")

5.08 cm

(2")

Displacement:

V = 2164 .2 cm3/cycle

HYDRAULIC
PUMP DIMENSIONS
STROKE : 30 .48 cm (12" ), ROD : 5
.08 cm (2")
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Figure 23 .3 : Hydraulic cylinder bores versus operating pressure and corresponding
pump size.

3see Appendix A6
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The maximum piston frequency is 35 cycles per minute and the maximum thrust force is 86 .14
kN.

The selection of the hydraulic pump displacement depends on the hydraulic cylinder dimensions,
on the maximum piston frequency and on the rotational pump speed . Given the displacement of
the cylinder and the maximum frequency, the pump displacement is a function of operating
pressure and cylinder bore. The results are summarized in Fig . 2.3.3.

A possible hydraulic circuit arrangement is presented in Fig . 2.3.4. Note that the hydraulic fluid
flow is controlled with a load sensing unit which maintains a preset pump capacity regardless of
changes in drive speed or operating pressure . The load sensing unit consists of a proportional
valve and a turbine flow meter.

The following components are required:
• a pressure-compensated, load-sensing, variable displacement pump with remote
pressure compensator control
• a closed-loop electronic proportional valve to control the pump capacity:
• a proportional-drive card with gain, deadband compensation
and ramping controls
• a turbine flow meter with signal conditioner
• a pilot-pressure operated directional control valve with operator
to cycle hydraulic cylinder continuously
• a hydraulic reservoir and an in-line return filter

The cost for the hydraulic driver system as shown in Fig . 2.3.4 is estimated at $ 88764.

4 Price by Janox Fluid Power as of March 1991 . Note that the CNG cylinder is not included .
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2.3.4Summary
Hydraulic actuation has been considered because hydraulic technology is readily available and a
wide variety of features and components can be selected .
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Figure 2.3.4: Hydraulic circuit arrangement .
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The following are the advantages of hydraulic actuation:
• The variable displacement pump provides a number of control features to regulate the
intensifier capacity.
• Hydraulic parts are interchangeable
• Hydraulic systems operate efficiently
• The hydraulic pump can be mounted directly to the crankshaft outlet of the diesel
engine.
The disadvantages are:
• The system is heavy
• A hydraulic reservoir is required which consumes space
• The system is expensive

2.4 Pneumatic Actuation

2.4.1 General
The concept of pneumatic actuation is similar to the hydraulic driver, except it uses compressed
air as working fluid . Pneumatic actuation has been considered because an air system is on board
the bus to operate brakes and pneumatic switches.

The purpose of this section is to investigate the existing air system and to consider alternative
ways of upgrading the system to power an intensifier driver . Furthermore, alternative air-driven
intensifier concepts are evaluated.

2.4.2 Circuit Arrangement
The reciprocating motion of the intensifier is generated by a double acting air cylinder.
Compressed air at 10 bar is supplied by an on board air source .
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After the working stroke the air in the cylinder is expanded to the atmosphere.

DOUBLE-ACTING
AIR CYLINDER
CNG INTENSIFIER

CNGTANK

SWITCH
VALVE
COMPRESSED
AIR SOURCE

CNG TO
INJECTOR

Figure 2.4.1: Air-driven intensifier arrangement.

The piston frequency is controlled according to the CNG fuel requirement by adjusting the air
flow . Note from Fig . 2.4.1 that the bore of the air cylinder is considerably larger than the bore
of the CNG cylinder which is due to the pressure difference of the two gases . The CNG circuit
is similar as discribed in the previous section (see Fig. 2.3.1).

2.4 .3 Alternative Air Sources
All transit and intercity busses that are powered by a Detroit Diesel engine are equipped with a
700 Series Bendix air compressor s. This compressor runs at engine speed and delivers air at a
maximum pressure of 9 bar (125 psi) . Its capacity is rated 0.43896 Nm3/hr (i.e . 15 .5 SCFM) at
1250 engine rpm which turns out to be a maximum capacity of 0 .73632 Nm3/hr (i .e. 26 SCFM)
at full speed . A pressure regulator controls the compressor capacity . For safety reasons, the
5Compressor specifications are attached in Appendix A7
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compressed air is stored in a reservoir . Comparing the compressor capacity of the existing air
system (26 SCFM @ 2100 rpm) with the required CNG capacity (35 SCFM @ 2100 rpm) it
must be concluded that the air system needs to be upgraded to supply an adequate amount of
compressed air to the air driver . The following approaches have been considered to increase the
air capacity.

• Upgrading of the Existing System:
The existing air compressor can be replaced by a larger compressor model of the same brand.
The compressor capacity can be further increased by choosing a gear ratio such that the
compressor operates at maximum speed (which is in many cases higher than 2100 rpm). A
second air compressor can be mounted to the available power take-off of the diesel engine, if the
capacity is not sufficient . With the above mentioned options the air capacity can be increased by
300%.

• Storage of Compressed Air:
Compressed air can be stored in in tanks at 400 bar on board the bus . The tanks supply
compressed air to a double acting air cylinder which powers the intensifier. The air tanks can be
filled in refueling stations or on key points of the bus route depending on the capacity of the
storage tanks . Multifuelling air compressors are capable of filling the air tanks in a few minutes.
However, a modification of the infrastructure is required which is not aimed for in this study.
Another disadvantage is the space requirement of the storage tanks which contributes to the
existing space problem on board the bus.

• The "Skipfire" Method:
The "Skipfire" method is based on the compression of air in one of the combustion cylinders of
the diesel engine while skipping the fuel injection and the combustion . The process can be
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electronically controlled using a modified engine brake system (ref. Chapter 2 .3) . The operation
of the specified cylinder alternates between air compressor and combustion engine.
This method is associated with considerable power pensities due to skipping the combustion . A
sample calculation (attached in Appendix A8) shows that the power output of the diesel engine
can be reduced to 83% under certain conditions 6. Other disadvantages include the high
temperature of the compressed air due to the single stage compression and the heat transfer from
the hot cylinder walls and the fact that a modification of the combustion cylinder is required.

2.4.3 HASKEL Gas Booster,
A Haskel gas booster is a commercially available high pressure gas intensifier which is designed
for industrial gases that are required at high pressures . This plunger-type reciprocating
compressor is powered by compressed air (8 - 13 bar) and covers a wide range of pressure ratios
and discharge pressures.

Haskel gas boosters consist of a large reciprocating air-drive piston which is directly coupled to
a small bore gas plunger as shown in Fig . 2.4.2. The gas piston intensifies gas in a high-pressure
barrel section which is equipped with high pressure inlet and discharge check valves. The air
drive section includes a cycling spool and pilot valves that provide continuous reciprocating
action when air is supplied to the air drive inlet . Dynamic seals isolate the gas compression
chamber from the air drive section . Cooling is provided by routing the cold exhaust air through
an individual jacket surrounding the gas barrel . Two-stage models are equipped with an
intercooler which also uses cold exhaust air as cooling medium.

6The calculation is based on 50 SCFM air flow at 1250 engine rpm and 125 psi air pressure . Thus, 98% of the
combustion cycles of one cylinder must be skipped to achieve the required air flow .
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Figure 2 .4.2 : Haskel gas booster (Source : Haskel brochure M-26D) .
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The frequency of the reciprocating actuation is dependent on the gas load (pressure ratio and
required end pressure of the compressed gas) but it is primarily determined by the pressure and
capacity of the available air source . The more air available, and the higher the pressure, the
higher the operating frequency of the booster.

A list of all commercially available Haskel gas boosters is attached in Appendix A9 as well as a
set of performance calculations . Three groups of compressor types are available:
• single-acting, single-stage (AG)
• double-acting, single-stage (AGD)
• two-stage (AGT)
The performance calculations (attached in Appendix A9) have been applied to various AGD and
AGT models (i .e. AGD-15, AGD-30, AGD-62, AGT-15/30) based on the required CNG
discharge pressure . An air supply of 75 SCFM at 9 bar was assumed . The capacity of the single
stage models AGD-30 and AGD-62 is 3 .77 SCFM and 3 .33 SCFM, respectively . The capacity
of the two-stage model AGT-15/30 is 5.3 SCFM out of a required 35 SCFM.

Upon a request to Haskel Inc ., a compressor package was proposed which consists of two
different models : a double acting, single stage booster (AGD-5) and a two stage booster (AGT14/30) . At tank pressures higher than 48 bar only the two stage model operates . If the tank
pressuer drops below 48 bar, the single stage booster is automatically switched in series with the
two stage booster as an additional compression stage' . The total air requirement for this
configuration is estimated at 356 SCFM . The total cost of both units is $18,953 .00 (not included
are a flow control system and an air supply)

7 Specifications can be found in Appendix A9
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2.4.5 Alternative Air Driven Intensifier Desi gns
The sizing of the air cylinder depends on the required thrust force for the CNG cylinder . A
design procedure similar as presented in Appendix A6 can be applied to the pneumatic driver.
Note, that the piston frequency and, thus, the intensifier capacity is a function of the available
amount of compressed air. When the dimensions of the pneumatic cylinder are fixed, the air
system can be upgraded accordingly.

2.4,6 Summary
Pneumatic actuation was considered because of the availability of compressed air on board the
bus. The existing air system is inadequate for an air driver and needs upgrading . The following
are the advantages of pneumatic actuation:
• Pneumatic equipment is commercially available
• A pneumatic driver is a variable displacement unit which can be controlled with the air
• An air-driven intensifier system is commercially available

The disadvantages are:
• The compression of air is less efficient than the compression of hydraulic fluid
• Compressed air expanded to the atmosphere can cause excessive noise
• The existing air system needs to be upgraded
• Commercially available gas boosters are extremely expensive
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.5 Mechanical Actuation

2.5.1 General
Mechanical actuation is the conversion of a rotating motion into a reciprocating motion using
solid material. Three types of mechanical actuation are investigated:
• camshaft actuation
• crankshaft actuation
• rotating reciprocating pistons

2.5.2Camshaft Actuation
All diesel injectors of the Detroit Diesel 6V-92 engine as well as the exhaust valves are actuated
by an overhead camshaft . At the beginning of the research on the conversion of the engine to
CNG direct-injection, it has been considered to use the lift of the camshaft lobes to intensify the
natural gas . The idea was to modify the injector such that a small cylindrical chamber
accomodates natural gas at current tank pressure and a plunger (activated by the camshaft) both
compresses the gas and forwards it directly into the combustion chamber . As the plunger moves
back to its original position, fresh gas enters the injector chambercompleting the compressor
cycle.

The main advantage of this system is the fact that no compressor is needed to intensify the CNG.
The forces on the plunger due to the gas compression are lower than for the diesel injection and,
thus, do not create a problem.

However, the major problem associated with this system is the lack of an effective flow control
method . The displacement of a camshaft actuated intensifier is a function of engine speed only,
since the cam lift is constant .
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Figure 2 .5.1 : Camshaft actuated plunger

In addition, the diameter of the original injector body is too small to accomodate a sufficient
amount of gas for the combustion . A sample calculation (attached in Appendix A 10) shows that
for a cam lift of 0 .8255 cm (0 .325") a chamber diameter of at least 2 .8 cm is required to supply
enough gas for the combustion . The outside diameter of the injector is 2 .5 cm. The calculation
is based on 100% volumetric efficiency for the gas compression . Hence, it is shown that the
available space in the injector is not sufficient.

In general, the main problem with camshaft-actuated piston compressors is to keep the clearance
volume small which is difficult to achieve because of the valve clearance and the typically small
cylinder dimensions . Small cylinder dimensions limit the capacity of the compressor.
Therefore, a number of parallel operating plungers are necessary to achieve the required mass
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flow rate which renders the system more complex . Therefore, the idea of camshaft actuation
does not appear to be feasable.

2.5.3 Crankshaft Actuation
Crankshaft-actuated compressors are the most common among reciprocating compressors . Two
groups can be distinguished in terms of transmission of the rotating into the reciprocating
motion :
1) Direct transmission:
The compressor piston is directly coupled with the crankshaft via connecting rod similar
to a combustion engine . The piston both generates the reciprocating motion and
compresses the gas . This configuration allows single acting compression only.
2) Crosshead transmission:
A piston-like crosshead is guided in a cylinder to generate the reciprocating motion . The
compressor is mounted on top of the crank case and the compressor piston is attached to
the crosshead with a rod . This configuration allows both single- and double-acting
compressor mode.

It has been investigated whether a small combustion engine (representing the group of direct
transmission) can be modified to become a CNG intensifier . The modification would include
replacement of the cylinder head by a compressor flange (which incorporates compressor valves)
and replacement of the engine piston by a compressor piston with a lower radial clearance and
high pressure seals . Ideally, the compressor would run at engine speed.

Based on a 10:1 pressure ratio and 1 :1 speed ratio, a design calculation has been carried out (ref.
Appendix A 11) to determine the required displacement per revolution . Thus, a displacement of
50 cm3 per stroke is sufficient to meet the maximum CNG mass requirement assuming 10 %
clearance volume .
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Figure 2.5.2 : direct transmission (single acting) versus crosshead transmission (double
acting)

However, the sample calculation in Appendix A 11 shows that thrust forces of at least 5300
pounds are expected due to compression which is clearly in excess of the maximum design force
for a 50 ccm combustion engine . Therefore, the existing parts such as bearings, crank shaft and
connecting rod must be replaced . In addition, a flow control system is required.

The main difference between a crosshead transmission and a direct transmission is the
conversion of the crank case piston into a crossshead . Compared to a regular piston, the
crosshead has a significantly smaller radial clearance and oil grooves instead of piston rings.
The main purpose of a crosshead is to carry the side loads and to eliminate radial misalignment.
Crossheads are usually made of alumminum alloy or white metal which minimizes friction, yet,
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is sufficiently strong to carry the side loads . A double-acting, crosshead-driven compressor
requires rod seals.

The following are the advantages of using crankshaft actuation:
• simple
• consists of only a few components
• inexpensive
• crosshead transmission allows a double acting mode and a wide range of intensifier
dimensions
• small and light

The following are the disadvantages:
• operates at high speed which causes heat and excessive wear
• needs a capacity control mechanism

2,5,4 Rotating Pistons
Inspired by the function of a variable displacement hydraulic pump, it has been considered to
modify such a pump to a CNG intensifier or to adapt this system for a newly designed
intensifier. All components of a hydraulic pump are designed for pressures up to 400 bar (5800
psi) and the flow can be controlled in infinitely small steps . The pump capacity is a function of
the angle of the swash plate which can be adjusted between an upper and a lower limit (i .e.
between maximum and zero capacity) regardless of its rotational speed.

A variable displacement pump is shown in Fig. 2.5.3. It consists of a swashblock (6) which
incorporates a rotating disk, called a swash plate . The swashplate can be inclined with respect to
the axis of the rotating shaft which changes the stroke of the axially arranged plungers . As the
shaft rotates, the plungers move linearly in the cylinders, causing fluid to be drawn into the
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cylinder and forwarded to the pump outlet (i .e . single acting compressor mode) . The plungers
can be equipped with gas seals, thus, allowing gas compression in the described mode.

Figure 2.5.3: HYDURA PVWH open loop pump s. 1) Control system, 2) Cylinder mounted
journal bearings, 3) Swashblock lubrication, 4) Shaft, 5) Shaft bearing,
6) Swashblock with bearing, 7) Plunger bearings, 8) Valve plate, 9) Valve plate port,
10) Thru-shaft, 11) Quiet valve plate design, 12) Frame

A sample calculation (attached in Appendix A 12) shows that the required pump displacement is
8.036 ml/rev . The calculation is based on a 1 :1 speed ratio and a relative clearance volume of
15% in each cylinder . The smallest pump size of this type is 10 nWrev which is suitable for a
conversion.

Unlike previously discussed piston compressors, the valves of this compressor type are radial
slots, similar to those of a vane-type compressor . The cylinders move to and from the valves . It
is questionable whether efficient sealing can be achieved at the transition point from inlet to
outlet section, particularly when operating at high pressures and high pressure ratios . Gas, being
compressible and less viscous than hydraulic fluid is expected to leak back into the inlet section

1 " OILGEAR Controlled Power" Bulletin 47015B
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of the compressor . In addition, efficient sealing of the sliding surfaces (i .e . valve plate (11) and
shaft (10)) may cause a problem.

The system looks very attractive because it provides an efficient capacity control mechanism, it
is small in size, and it consists of only one element . The pump can be directly mounted to the
crank shaft of the engine and run at engine speed.

However, the modifications include a number of unknowns, particularly in terms of sealing . A
newly designed valve plate must be considered as well as a lubrication device, since the pump
operates at high speeds.

2.5.5 Summary
The following are the advantages of a mechanical driver:
• simple design
• small in size
• light
• low cost
• more efficient than hydraulic and pneumatic driver

The disadvantages and expected problems are:
• a flow control system is required in most cases
• high piston speeds can cause excessive heat generation and wear

2 .6 Summary and Conclusion
The function of the alternative design concepts has been presented as well as the advantages and
disadvantages of their application as on-board intensifier . The purpose of this part is to evaluate
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all models based on the criteria stated in Chapter 1 .4. In particular, the following points are
discussed :
• Complexity of the system
• Cost
• Capacity control
• Weight and space requirement
• Power consumption and efficiency
• Durability
• Maintenance
• Noise
The sequence of the points listed above represents the priority of the design aspects.

Both hydraulic and pneumatic driver systems are more complex than the mechanical driver.
They consist of an intensifier cylinder and a separate circuit arrangement . Besides the
intensifier, three basic parts are required, namely a device to compress the working medium (i .e.
hydraulic pump or air compressor), a double-acting cylinder and a switch valve to control the
reciprocating motion of the piston . Further, a control system is required . The mechanical
system consists of only two parts : a mechanical driver device (i .e. crank case) and a capacity
control system . The capacity control system must be chosen with respect to the intensifier
design.

The cost of an intensifier system is directly proportional to its complexity . It is difficult to give
exact prices on the different configurations because each design specification can vary in terms
of size or quality reqiurement of equipment . A price breakdown has been attempted for the
hydraulic configuration as well as the Haskel gas booster which allows to range the systems
among each other. Thus, the pneumatic driver is the most expensive system (particularly with
the Haskel booster as intensifier) followed by the hydraulic system . The mechanical system is
the most inexpensive solution .
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The ideal way of controlling the CNG flow is to use a variable displacement type compressor
where the compressor capacity can be adjusted regardless of engine speed and gas inlet
condition. Both hydraulic and pneumatic driver are variable displacement units as they vary the
flow volume of the transmitting medium (i .e. hydraulic fluid or air) to adjust the intensifier
frequency . The hydraulic driver provides the best flow control device with the pump capacity
being variably adjustable by infinitly altering the swashplate angle . The capacity of the pump is
independent of changes in driving speed.

Both air and CNG flow must be regulated using the one of the flow control methods that have
been discussed in Chapter 2 .2.3. Most of these methods are associated with power losses and
require a more complex system. The flow control of the pneumatic drive is easier to handle
because of the lower pressure level of the compressed air.

The hydraulic system is the heaviest among the alternatives . Besides the circuit components, the
hydraulic system requires a large hydraulic reservoir (20 - 40 liters) . It is also the largest system
followed by the pneumatic actuator and the mechanical actuator.

The discussion of the efficiency of an intensifier driver does not include the power losses of the
intensifier, itself, but is only concerned with the power consumption of the driver based on the
maximum power consumption due to gas compression.

A typical performance curve of a hydraulic pump is shown in Fig. 2.6.1 . It is the curve of the
model which was used for the hydraulic driver in the sample calculation in Appendix A6 (i .e.
Hydura PVWH-11, capacity : 41.31/min @1800). The overall efficiency of the pump depends
on the operating pressure . The operating pressure of the hydraulic pump is a function of the tank
pressure, since the differential gas pressure in the double acting cylinder determines the total
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thrust force . It can be concluded that the hydraulic
pump operates at overall efficiencies of 80% and
higher, depending on the current CNG inlet pressure.

The efficiency of an air driver remains constant,
since it operates at a constant pressure. Changes in
drive speed may cause lower volumetric efficiencies
but do not significantly influence the overall
efficiency. Air compressors (given atmospheric inlet
pressure and 8 bar discharge pressure) usually

Figure 2.6.1: Hydraulic Pump
Efficiency Chart

operate at efficiencies between 80 and 90%.
Compared to the hydraulic driver, its volume flow is considerably higher in order to generate an
adequate piston frequency . In summary it can be said that the efficiency of an air driver (not
taking into account losses due to friction in the pipes and valves) is constant between 80 and
90%, regardless of changes in pressure ratio and flow volume.

The efficiency of mechanical systems (such as a crank case) is primarily influenced by friction,
particularly, by friction due to high piston speeds and/or misalignment . The higher the pressure
load, the more significant are the friction losses . The minimum efficiency limit is 90%.
Depending on the quality of the parts the efficiency may be as high as 97% . The direct
transmission compressor (i .e. conversion of a 50 cm 3 motorcycle engine) is a special case
because compressor driver and compressor are identical . Therefore, this driver can be rated at
100% efficiency.

In general, the mechanical driver provides the best efficiency for all load cases . Its behaviour
changes insignificantly for different loads (i .e. pressure ratios) . Every mechanical system
consists of less parts than hydraulic and pneumatic driver systems .
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Power penalties due to losses in transmissions are not taken into account, because each
configuration can be equipped with the same transmission . Therefore, the losses apply to every
system at same extent.

The durability of the intensifier system is a function of the operating frequency . Intensifiers
which operate at high piston speeds are expected to deteriorate faster . Thus, hydraulic and
pneumatic driver are considered more durable than the mechanical driver.

The mechanical drive configuration, being less durable than the hydraulic and pneumatic
systems, requires the most maintenance work . Maintenance work means in particular valve
service and change of seals . Leakage and failure of components may cause increased service of
the hydraulic system ; however, the parts are interchangeable. The pneumatic system causes the
least problems in terms of maintenance, since an air system is part of the bus equipment and
piston speeds are very low.

Noise, generated by the intensifier, is not a problem as long as it is less than the engine noise.
The pneumatic actuation raises concerns about noise emissions, since its function is based on the
expansion of air to atmospheric pressure . Noise emissions of hydraulic and mechanical
actuation are subject to experimental evaluation but can be estimated lower than the pneumatic
actuation.

The results of the evaluation is summarized in Table 2.2 . Thus, the mechanical drive is superior
in most aspects . Particularly attractive is its simple design and the low cost involved . These
facts and the relatively high efficiency render it the most promising solution . The required flow
control system represents a major challenge for the mechanical configuration . However, a
number of control methods are available of which the most suitable can be selected . Poor
durability might be expected due to high piston speed but is subject to experimental evaluation .
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Power/Efficiency

80-90%

80-90%

90 - 97 %

variable

variable

control system

displacement

displacement

required

complex

complex

simple

Cost

high

high

low

Durability

high

high

low

Weight and Space

large

medium

small

Maintenance Work

low

low

high

Noise

low

high

low

Flow Control

System Complexity

Table 2.2 : Comparison of alternative drive systems

The hydraulic system is very attractive because it is a variable displacement unit and, thus, more
reliable than a mechanical actuation. The parts are durable and can be exposed to high
pressures . Hydraulic technology as well as a broad selection of hydraulic components is
available . Power penalties at low operating pressures reduce the efficiency of the system . In
addition, the number of components increase both complexity and cost . The hydraulic system
ranks very closely behind the mechanical system.

The pneumatic actuation seems to be an excellent compromise between mechanical and
hydraulic drives. It is a variable displacement unit and its function is similar to the hydraulic
system with the exception that it uses compressed air . However, the capacity of the on-board air
system is not sufficient to support an air driver for an intensifier . Considerable modifications are
necessary to increase the volume of compressed air, which means that the system becomes more
complex and, as a result, more expensive (particularly the Haskel gas booster).
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With regard to the evaluated design aspects discussed, it must be concluded that the mechanical
drive configuraion seems to be the most promising solution . In particular, the double acting
mode is favourable since it offers flexibility in selecting bore and stroke dimensions . The
conversion of a hydraulic pump implies too many questionmarks to present itself as attractive
alternative . Hence, the double-acting, single-stage compressor has been chosen as intensifier
prototype for an on-board bus application .
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Chapter 3
The Mechanical Drive Configuration
3 .1 Design Details
The graphs presented in this section illustrate the compression process, ideally observed under
certain conditions and should be regarded as design aid rather than strict design constraints.

The primary purpose of the experimental tests is to investigate and understand the behaviour of
the compression of CNG to high pressures and to solve the problems associated with it . The
acquired knowledge serves as a tool for the design of a second generation intensifier.

3.1.1 Intensifier Dimensions
The sizing of the single-stage intensifier was carried out in 6 steps:
Step 1 : Calculation of the theoretical intensifier displacement Vth according to
the fuel requirement of the diesel engine.
Step 2 : Calculation of the basic intensifier displacement VDB, taking the
estimated volumetric efficiency into account.
Step 3 : Calculation of the actual intensifier displacement VDA, after having
selected an appropriate speed reduction.
Step 4 : Selection of the stroke length
Step 5 : Selection of the cylinder bore
Step 6: Selection of the rod diameter
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While the calculations in Step 1 - 3 involve assumptions and decisions, Step 4-6 are carried out
iteratively, which requires the change of previously selected parameters.

Step 1 : The capacity requirement is based on the maximum CNG fuel consumption of the
diesel engine at full load over the entire range of engine speeds (ref. Chapter 1 .3 .3). It was
concluded that the maximum CNG mass flow for the DDC 6V-92 TA bus engine is 460 mg per
engine revolution . The equivalent displacement at 20 bar gas pressure (i .e . minimum density)
and 288 K inlet temperature can be calculated from
Vth_

m

R•T

(3.1 .1)

and is
_

460 .10-6 kg • 500.9
rev

J
kg K

• 288K

2 . 10 6 Pa

.106 = 33.2 cm3/rev

Step 2 : To obtain the required intensifier displacement (i .e. basic displacement VDB), the
volumetric efficiency must be taken into account . This was done by dividing the theoretical
displacement Vth by the volumetric efficiency at design pressure ratio.
VDB = V
rl,

(3.1 .2)

A displacement factor is defined as the inverse of the volumetric efficiency to illustrate the
impact of clearance volume on the intensifier dimensions.

Figure 3.1 .1 shows that the displacement factor is extremely sensitive to changes in clearance
volume . It is a design goal to minimize the intensifier dimensions, thus, it is important to
minimize the clearance volume . The actual clearance volume due to valves and stroke clearance
is estimated between 3% and 10% .
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EFFECT OF CLEARANCE VOLUME
PRESSURE RATIO 10 :1, n = 1 .25
100
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Displacement

Volumetric Efficiency
70

Factor

8
7

50

6

40

30
20
10
0
0

10

5

15

• 1
20

0/0 RELATIVE CLEARANCE VOLUME
Figure 3 .1.1 : Volumetric efficiency and displacement factor as a function of relative
clearance volume

Assuming 5% clearance volume and an isentropic coefficient of 1 .3 [6], a displacement factor
FD of 1 .6 is calculated using Eqn. 3.13.
VDB = 1.6 . 33.2 = 53.1 cm3/rev

Step 3 : Knowing the basic displacement, an appropriate speed ratio must be selected . Given
that the lifetime of both valves and seals suffer from high piston speeds, a speed reduction must
be considered . Lower intensifier speeds likely result in higher efficiencies as has been discussed
previously.

Considering a speed reduction, the new displacement (VDA) is defined as
VDA = r VDB
where r is the speed ratio (r = 3 for a speed reduction of 3 :1). Note that VDA' VDB.

(3.1 .4)
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Two means of speed reduction have been investigated : gear belt drive and gear box . The gear
belt drive is less expensive than a gear box and its horsepower rating exceeds 20 HP . The
toothed gear belt prevents slip . The maximum speed ratio is limited by the maximum allowable
center distance of the pulley wheels and by the maximum size of the larger pulley due to the
limited space available in the engine compartment.

Figure 3.1.2 illustrates the relation between the intensifier displacement and its corresponding
speed reduction . The calculation is based on a 10:1 pressure ratio, 50 cm 3 piston displacement
and 5% clearance volume . The choice of the intensifier speed is a compromise between high
piston speed and high speed reduction.

EFFECT OF BASIC DISPLACEMENT
ON INTENSIFIER SPFH )
2500

6

5

crl

500

1

0

0
0

50

1oo
150
200
BASIC INTENSIFIER DISPLACEMENT (cm3/rev)

250

300

Figure 3.1.2 : Basic intensifier displacement versus intensifier speed

The intensifier speed should be kept as low as possible ; on the other hand, the speed ratio with a
gear belt drive should not exceed 4 :1 . This allows a selection of displacement between 100 and
200 cm3 per intensifier revolution . The best compromise was considered to be the intercept of
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the "speed ratio"- and "intensifier speed"-lines (Fig . 3.1.2). Hence, an intensifier displacement
of 120 cm 3 is used for further calculations.

Step 4 - 6: The choice of bore, stroke and rod dimensions is an iterative process which is
governed by the availability of piston seal and rod seal sizes as well as the stroke length of a
crank case . During this iteration process, changes in intensifier displacement must be
considered . Therefore, the initially selected basic displacement of 120 cm 3 can be considered a
guideline rather than a fixed parameter.

Based on this number, the relation between bore and stroke size is shown in Fig . 3.1.3.

EFFECT OF BORE SIZE
INTENSIFIER DISPLACEMENT : V =120 cm3/rev
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Figure 3 .13 : The effect of the bore size on stroke length and thrust force.

The stroke has been calculated as a function of bore and rod diameter for a double acting
cylinder. To illustrate the effect of the rod dimension, three non-dimensionalized rod sizes have
been investigated . They are given as ratio to the bore diameter (R/B = 0 .25, 0 .50, 0.75).
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S=

4V a
(/)2]B2
[2-

(3

.1.5)

IT

It can be seen from Eqn. 3.1 .5 that the stroke length is only sensitive to the rod size for small
bore dimensions . The choice of bore and stroke dimensions is a compromise between maximum
stroke length and maximum thrust load . Large stroke lengths are usually produced by heavy,
large crankcases, whereas short stroke lengths need a large bore and, therefore, generate high
thrust forces . The limiting factor for the bore size is the load capability of the crank case . Given
a fixed stroke clearance (in Fig 3 .1.3 1 mm was chosen), the relative clearance volume increases
with increasing bore size.

The stroke size was determined by an 18 hp Kohler 4-stroke engine which became available to
the research group and was used as crank case . Its stroke is 8 .255 cm (3 .25") . Bore and rod
dimensions were obtained iteratively according to the equations used to generate Fig . 3.1.3.

SINGLE STAGE INTENSIFIER SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSION

UNITS
METRIC

IMPERIAL

STROKE

8.255 cm

3 .25 in

BORE

3.175 cm

1 .25 in

ROD

1 .270 cm

0.50 in

BASIC DISPLACEMENT

120.26 cm3

7.34 in3

FORWARD STROKE

65 .36 cm3

3 .99 in3

RETURN STROKE

54 .90 cm 3

3 .35 in3

Table 3.1: Single stage intensifier dimensions
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A design calculation of the rod is attached in Appendix A13 . It is based on the properties of
Type 316 Stainless Steel and a limiting yield stress of 30,000 psi . The intensifier dimensions are
summarized in Table 3 .1.

Based on the numbers presented in Table 3.1, the expected intensifier capacity can be
calculated . At this design stage, the relative clearance volume of the lower compression
chamber was estimated approximately twice as large as the volume of the upper chamber . This
estimate arises from the fact that the physical arrangement of the valves involves larger
clearance spaces in the lower chamber and that the rod V-packing generates additional clearance
spaceswhich is not present in the upper chamber . Therefore, a relative clearance volume of 4%
and 8% was assumed for the upper and the lower compression chamber, respectively.

INTENSIFIER
CAPACITY
AT VARIOUS INTENSIFIER SPEEDS AND PRESSURE RADIOS
50

maximum capacity : 43 kg/hr
Intensifier Speed:

40

700 rpm

30

500 rpm
20

300 rpm
to
100 rpm
0
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14

PRESSURE RATIO (P2/P l )

Figure 3 .1 .4: Expected capacity of single stage intensifier . Maximum intensifier speed : 700 rpm.

3.1.2 Valves
The compressor valves are actuated by the difference in pressure across the valve . A spring
assists the closing of the valve.
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The following are desirable characteristics of a compressor valve:
• low cracking pressure
• low pressure drop across the valve
• low clearance volume
• low noise
• no leakage
• reliability
• durability

The design goal is to find valves that have the least possible clearance space to achieve
maximum volumetric efficiency. A set of compressor valves proposed by Hoerbiger
International was rejected because the clearance space of 6% and 16% for forward and return
stroke, respectively, is too large.

Figure 3 .1.5 : NUPRO check valve ("CH" series) . 1 inlet body, 2 indicator ring,
3 bonded poppet, 4 poppet stop, 5 spring, 6 0-ring body seal, 7 back-up ring,
8 outlet body

Instead, regular check valves have been chosen and modified to use as compressor valves.
Check valves are designed for pressures up to 200 bar . The valve poppet incorporates a bonded
Viton 0-ring (Fig . 3.1 .5-3) to provide better sealing, to eliminate noise and to cushion the valve
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seat. Viton can withstand temperatures up to 200° C and is therefore suitable for the expected
compression temperatures . The poppet is supported by a poppet stop (Fig . 3.1.5-4) which
provides a flow area for the gas and serves as seat for the valve spring (Fig . 3.1.5-5).

Figure 3 .1.6 : Axial cut through check valve ("CH" Series)

The flow calculation (attached in Appendix A13) is based on a maximum gas flow per forward
stroke (since it is the largest chamber) at a 10 :1 pressure ratio . Under these conditions, the valve
opens during the last 10% of the stroke . Hence, the instantanious mass flow is ten times the
design massflow . It was concluded that the NUPRO '"' CH4 series valve was suitable . It is rated
at 400 bar (6000 psig) and its flow coefficient (c v) is 0 .67.

To minimize clearance volume in the intensifier the cylinder caps were machined to house the
valve components . Each cylinder cap contains one inlet valve and one discharge valve . The
clearance space due to the valves is 0 .900 cm 3 for the inlet valve and 0.0695 cm3 for the
discharge valve . This refers to a clearance space of 1 .48% for the forward stroke and 1 .77% for
the return stroke which is considerably lower than proposed by Hoerbiger . A 0 .07 bar (1 psi)
spring was chosen for the inlet valves and a 0 .7 bar (10 psi) spring for the discharge valves .
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3.1.3 Sealing
From a variety of sealing systems, "deep-type PARKER PolyPak" seals were chosen for both
rod and piston seals (cross section : 0.635 cm (0 .25 inch)).
The seals consist of a V-cup which contains an 0-ring type "spring" which sits in the cup.
Unlike regular lip-seals, the PolyPak system provides effective sealing for low and high
pressures.

Figure 3.1.7: The PolyPak sealing system [Parker Seals PolyPak Seal Design
Handbook PPD 3800 September 1989]

At low pressures, the 0-ring generates a squeeze, thus, maintaining lip loading on both inside
and outside diameter of the seal interface . As the system pressure increases, the pressure loading
of the lip takes effect and maintains the sealing . Under high pressures, the 0-spring stabilizes
the seal. These features are important for both the high system pressure (200 bar) and the widely
changing operating conditions.

PTFE (i .e. Teflon) was chosen as sealing compound since it is capable of handling high
pressures (>200 bar) and high temperatures (220°C) . The seals can be operated "dry" which
means that no lubrication is necessary .
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3.1 .4 Cooling
One purpose of the experiments is to evaluate how sensitive the performance is to cooling.
Three types of cooling are investigated:
• no cooling : the intensifier operates at ambient room temperature without
additional cooling
• air cooling : cooling air at ambient room temperature is introduced with a fan
• water cooling : cold tap water is forwarded to a water jacket to cool the cylinder wall;
(the valves are excluded from the water jacket)

3.1 .5 Cap acity Control
The flow control method chosen for the prototype intensifier is "control of gas discharge"
(discussed in Chapter 2.2.3 .4), since it requires the least modifications to intensifier and valves.
This system is shown in Fig . 3.1.8 . It operates in two modes:

1) Compression mode : This is the regular duty cycle where gas is drawn from the CNG
tanks, compressed and delivered to an accumulator which stores compressed gas and
forwards it to the injectors.

2) Bypass mode : Since the intensifier runs at a fraction of engine speed, its capacity
changes according to the engine speed and gas can be produced in excess of the fuel
requirement (especially in off-design operation) . When the pressure in the accumulator
exceeds the injection pressure, a solenoid valve opens the bypass line which leads
compressed CNG back to the inlet port of the intensifier . During the bypass mode, gas is
cycled through the intensifier and forwarded to the engine . In this mode, the gas pressure
in the accumulator drops due to fuel consumption of the engine .
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Figure 3 .1 .8 : Proposed flow control system (bypass system)
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Eventually, the accumulator pressure decreases below a preset minimum pressure and the
solenoid valve closes the bypass line to reestablished the compression mode.

The electronic signal for the solenoid valve comes from a pressure transducer measuring the
pressure in the accumulator . An upper and a lower pressure limit can be adjusted which allows
minor pressure fluctuations of the discharge pressure.

3.2 Single Stage Intensifier Components (Version 1 .1)
The intensifier prototype as presented in Fig . 3.2 .1 consists of 7 main parts:
1. Top Cap
2. Cylinder
3. Bottom Cap
4. Tie Rods
5. Cylinder Flange
6. Piston
7. Piston Rod
All parts are made out of stainless steel type 316 since both natural gas and the environment of
the bus operation contain corrosive materials . All adjacent parts that are exposed to high
pressure CNG have been sealed with 0-rings.

All parts illustrated in Fig 3 .2.1 have been machined in the workshop of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering, UBC.

The design goal was to minimize the size and the weight of the prototype as well as the
clearance spaces . The components have been arranged to provide easy access for maintenance
work. In particular, the exchange of rod and piston seals can be done without removing the
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intensifier from the bus . Special tools have been made to facilitate removal and assembly of
seals.

The existing piston of the crank case (Kohler engine) has been modified to hold the intensifier
rod on a flange. The intensifier rod is screwed into the center of the flange and tightened with a
lock nut . This configuration allows a coarse adjustment of the stroke clearance.

The top cap incorporates an inlet and a discharge valve. To minimize the clearance volume the
valves were arranged in axial direction . The top cap also includes a mounting hole for a
piezoelectric pressure transducer which is used for a high-speed data acquisition of the cylinder
pressure.

The valves in the bottom cap required a different arrangement because of insufficient space
between bore and rod to accomodate the valve orifice . The problem was solved by machining a
radial slot into the bottom cap providing an access to the horizontally arranged valves . The flow
area between slot and rod is twice as large as the area of the valve orifice . All edges have been
rounded to enhance aerodynamics . The bottom cap also incorporates the rod seal.

The cylinder is axially centered between top and bottom cap and fastened with tie rods . A
clearance between the piston surface at TDC and BDC to the top and bottom cap, respectively
(i .e. stroke clearance) allows an axial expansion of the rod.

The clearance must be balanced against losses in volumetric efficiency due to increased
clearance volume . In this case, the total stroke clearance is 0 .89 mm (0 .035") of which 0 .635
mm (0.025") is for the forward stroke and 0 .255 mm (0 .010") for the return stroke .
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P I ST ON LIP-MEALS

BOTTOM CAP

DISCHARGE VALVE
ROD LIP-MEAL

CYLINDER FLANO E

Figure 3 .2.1 : Intensifier Prototype Version 1 .1
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The cylinder surface is polished and honed . After honing, the piston seals were worn in at
moderate intensifier speeds . The initial rubbing causes wear on the crevices and the cylinder
wall is coated with the sealing compound (i .e. PTFE). Thus, the seals rub against a coating of
the same material which increases the efficiency of the seals.

The cylinder flange connects the cylinder configuration (i .e. top cap, cylinder and bottom cap)
with the crank case. It also serves to cover the rod seals . The top cap is centered on a shoulder
of the flange and sealed with an 0-ring . Venting holes have been machined in the side walls of
the flange to prevent air compression by the crank case piston.

A design criterion for the piston was to make it adjustable in axial direction in order to allow
fine adjustment of the stroke clearance and to minimize clearance spaces due to fastening
devices. The piston consists of three parts which are centered on radial shoulders (Fig. 3 .2.2)
and locked on the rod.

To adjust the stroke clearance, the lower piston part is screwed onto the rod with the crank case
piston at BDC . The desired stroke clearance for the return stroke can be adjusted accurately,
then the sealing rings and the other piston parts are assembled . The piston parts are sealed with
0-rings to prevent gas leakage through the interior of the piston.

The piston parts are fastened to the rod by applying torque to the upper piston part with the
lower part held in the same position . The torque can be applied through two axial threaded holes
(0 1/8") on the top surface of the upper and the lower piston part.

Special tools have been made for this purpose . After the piston is assembled and locked, the
threaded holes are plugged with machine screws to reduce the clearance space .
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Figure 3.2.2: Intensifier Piston Configuration
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3.3 Improvements (Version 1 .2),

3.3.1 Alignment
Misalignment of moving parts such as the piston, the rod and the piston of the crank case caused
large side forces which resulted in excessive wear of seals and low efficiency . The side forces
on the crank case piston were in excess of its load carrying capability, thus, causing wear and
misalignment of the intensifier rod.

Figure 3.3.1 : Crank case piston versus crosshead (designed and machined by
Tony Besic)

The side loads were partly carried by the rod seals causing excessive wear and premature failure.
The problem has been solved in three steps:

i) The crank case piston was replaced by a crosshead (Fig. 3.3.1). Unlike a regular piston,
the crosshead has a larger surface area, a very tight radial clearance and oilgrooves
instead of piston rings . It has a recess to center the rod attachement . The crosshead is
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made out of aluminum which reduces weight . It is splash lubricated by the connecting
rod which keeps friction coefficient between aluminum and steel sufficiently low.

ii) To protect the rod seal from side forces, a plain linear bearing (Permaglide ® bushing')
was installed on the cylinder flange (Fig. 3.3.2) to guide the rod within a low radial
clearance . The inside surface of the bearing is coated with bronze reinforced PTFE for
reduced friction while allowing operating temperatures to 280°C and sliding velocities to
2 mis.

Figure 3 .3.2 : INA Permaglide® bushing

Unlike regular oil impregnated bronze, the relatively soft Teflon surface prevents scoring
of the rod, thus, improving the performance of the rod seals . The length of the bushing
used is 2 .22 cm (0 .875").

iii) With the crosshead and the Permaglide bushing, the reciprocating motion is rigidly
guided . However, due to machining tolerances and wear, there is still a chance of axial
misalignment between crosshead and intensifier piston . Therefore, a joint between

'INA Permaglide ® Plain Bearings Catalogue 703
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crosshead and intensifier rod was introduced (Fig . 3.3.3) which allows a radial
movement of the rod in the order of ±0 .25 mm.

Figure 3.3.3 : Floating rod attachement

3.3 .2Sealing
Preliminary tests proved PTFE to be the best sealing compound tested for this application.
Compared to molythene and Viton, PTFE withstands higher operating temperatures without
significant wear . Viton, which can also operate at high temperatures, generated considerably
higher temperatures due to friction on the cylinder wall . The dynamic contact of Viton and steel
caused deposits on the cylinder wall which increased the friction even more . This chain reaction
rendered the seal ineffective in a matter of minutes.

While Viton requires lubrication to achieve satisfactory sealing, PTFE can be operated "dry" (i .e.
without lubrication) . The deposit of Teflon on the cylinder wall has a positive effect on the
sealing performance, as has been discussed in the previous section . High operating temperatures
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seem to enhance the sealing performance of the lip seals as Teflon becomes softer and the
pressure loading is more effective.

While the piston seals were operating satisfactory, the rod seal needed improvement because of
gas leakage . The rod seal operates constantly at a maximum differential pressure of 200 bar
(OP = Pdischarge -Patmospheric), whereas the piston seals are exposed to a maximum differential
pressure of 180 bar (depending on the current tank pressure Ap = Pupper chamber -Plower chamber) .
Leakage across the rod seals would cause a fuel loss and a safety hazard.

Tests showed that the single sealing lip of the rod lip seal was not sufficient to provide reliable
and durable sealing under the dynamic conditions and radial misalignment . The single-lip
PolyPak rod seal was replaced by a PTFE V-packing (Fig 3 .3 .4) . The V-packing consists of a
number of V-shaped sealing rings (usually between 3 and 6) and a male and a female adapter.
Axial pressure on the V-packing generates a static preload against the sealing surface . Vpacking seals are designed for pressures up to 680 bar (10,000 psi).

Following are the advantages of the V-packing compared to the lip seal:
• variably adjustable preload
• more sealing edges provide more effective and reliable sealing
• flexibility to adapt to minor radial misalignment
• failure occurs gradually as each individual ring wears out which makes maintenance
work more predictable
• the lifetime of ineffective V-packings can be prolongued by readjusting the axial
preload (e .g. adding a spacer or tightening the flange).
• same compounds available and same positive operating behaviour as lip seals
• no special tools are required for seal assembly
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Figure 3.3.4 : Typical V-packing arrangement2. The stack height for 5 rings (1/4" cross
section) is 2 .54 cm (1").

The tapered design allows both sides of the ring to seal simultaneously as pressure is applied . A
minor disadvantage is the fact that the V-packing requires more space in axial direction, thus,
requiring modifications to the bottom cap.

3.3,3 Lubrication
The performance of the V-packing and the Permaglide ® bushing can be improved by
introducing lubricant oil to the rod . However, a lubrication system is not aimed for, since it
increases the complexity of the intensifier.

As compromise, very simple rod lubrication device was incorporated into the cylinder flange . It
consists of a small oil reservoir and a pipe which forwards the lubricant to a circular groove,
surrounding the rod (Fig . 3.3.6) . The groove is located between rod seal and linear bearing and

2 "V-Packing" brochure, Power-Seal Corporation, Rochester Hills, Michigan
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contains a felt ring which absorbs the oil and wets the rod as it reciprocates . No oil pump is
required.

Manual lubrication in a similar matter has been proven effective on Version 1 .1 . Tests showed
that oil travels along the rod into the compression chamber . In general, this is an undesirable
fact because if small quantities of lubrication oil reach the diesel engine and burn, the engine
emissions may be negatively affected . However, if diesel can be used as lubricant, the effect is
insignificant . The investigation of the behaviour of diesel oil and other lubrication oils is part of
the performance tests and will be evaluated later.

3.3.4 Valves
The operation of the valves was found to be satisfactory for pressure ratios up to 5 :1 . Higher
pressure ratios and, thus, higher compression temperatures caused a problem for the bonded
poppet of the discharge valve . When the pressurized, hot gas (200 bar, 200° C) pushes the
poppet open, the initial jet causes parts of the bonded 0-ring to tear off . Once the poppet seat is
destroyed the valve leaks. This happens within minutes while running at a 10 :1 pressure ratio.

The problem has been solved by replacing both poppet and poppet-stop with a newly designed
brass poppet (Fig . 3.3 .5).

The lower poppet area was reduced to increase the gas flow area and the surfaces lapped to
improve sealing . Gas exits to the valve outlet through circumferential slots in the tapered side
walls. The width of the slots was chosen according to the dimensions of the original poppet
stop. A centered recess on the upper surface provides a seat for the valve spring . The maximum
valve lift was set to 2.2 mm (0 .085").
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Figure 3 .3.5 : Valve Poppet (designed and machined by Len Drakes)

3.3.5 Assembly Drawing
The goal of the modifications was to minimize physical changes to the prototype Version 1 .1,
yet, apply all improvements stated above . The cylinder configuration, the valves and the piston
have not been changed except for minor modifications to the bottom cap . Figure 3 .3.6
illustrates the intensifier prototype Version 1 .2.

A new seal flange was required to accomodate the V-packings . It is sandwiched between bottom
cap and cylinder flange . A centered recess ensures alignment of the aluminum seal flange with
the bottom cap and the cylinder flange.

The cylinder flange was modified to accomodate the lubrication device and the Permaglide®
bushing. A centered recess on the bottom ensures alignment with the center of the crank case.

The largest diameter of the intensifier (without crank case) is 15 .24 cm (6") . Its overall axial
height is 33 cm (13")
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Figure 3 .3 .6 : Intensifier Prototype Version 1 .2
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All workshop drawings and a parts list are attached in Appendix B1.

A list of clearance spaces and their location is attached in Appendix B3 . The absolute clearance
volume is 1 .5205 cm3 and 2 .1755 cm3 for forward and return stroke, respectively . The
corresponding relative clearance volume is 2 .33 % and 3.96 % for forward and return stroke,
respectively. A plot of the theoretical volumetric efficiency is attached in Appendix B3.

3 .4 Two-Stage Intensifier Specifications (Version 2 .1)
3.4 .1 General
Extremely high operating temperatures and low volumetric efficiencies of the single stage
intensifier at design pressure ratio led to the decision to modify the existing prototype to a twostage intensifier. The modifications were based on the experience with the single stage
prototype and can be considered an improved version rather than a completely new design . The
lower chamber of the double acting cylinder has been converted to operate as the second stage
and the same bore and stroke sizes were used.

The single stage intensifier components which have proven to operate satisfactory have been
adapted to the two-stage design, including:
• the piston configuration and piston size
• the piston seals
• the rod V-packing (larger size)
• the rod lubrication device
• the Permaglide ® bushing as linear guide-bearing
• the floating rod mount
• the crank case
• the crosshead
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BOTTOM CA

Figure 3.4.1 : Two-stage intensifier concept

3.4.2 Sizing of Stages
A stage volume ratio of

vV = 2.78 has been achieved by increasing the cylinder rod from 1 .27
2

cm to 2.54 cm . Assuming 4% and 8% relative clearance volume for the first and the second
stage, respectively, the stage pressure ratios are plotted versus the overall pressure ratio in Fig
3.4.2 . Note that the pressure ratio in the second stage remains 1 :1 at low overall pressure ratios.
When the inlet pressure is high, the discharge pressure (200 bar) can be achieved with the first
stage, only . Hence, no compression is necessary in the second stage and the pressure ratio is 1 :1.

A bypass line was installed between interstage and receiver line which allows gas to flow from
the interstage directly into the receiver line if the interstage pressure is greater or equal the
discharge pressure .
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Figure 3.4.2: Stage pressure ratios of two-stage intensifier

The mass-continuity equation is now
mSTAGEI - m STAGE2 + m BYPASS
where
and

rhBYPASS

tSTAGE2

is the amount of gas being forwarded directly into the receiver line and

(3 .4 .1)

m sTAGE1

are the massflows through the first and the second stage, respectively. Considering

the gas conditions at each stage, Eqn. 3.4 .1 can be written as:
Pi Vi

-

(3.4 .2)

P2 .V2 . nV2 +mBYPASS

with n 1, 1 and fl v2 being the volumetric efficency of the corresponding stage . Gas will flow
through the bypass line as long as Eqn 3.43 is satisfied.
mBYPASS - PI V • rj Y1

- P2

V2

• ri v2

0

(3.43)

Considering the stage volume ratio, this criterion can be simplified to:
P2 ?

Tin

.Pi . 2.78

(3 .4.4)

At design pressure ratio, the maximum stage pressure ratio is 3 .01 :1 in the first stage and 3 .321 :1
in the second stage .
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The expected volumetric efficiency of the two-stage intensifier according to the assumed
clearance volumes is compared with the single stage intensifier in Fig . 3.4.3.

VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY
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Figure 3.4.3 : Expected volumetric efficiency of two-stage intensifier

The two-stage intensifier dimensions are summarized in Table 3.4 .1.

TWO-STAGE INTENSIFIER SPECIFICATIONS
UNITS

DIMENSION
METRIC

IMPERIAL

Stroke

8 .255 cm

3 .25 in

Bore

3 .175 cm

1 .25 in

Rod

2 .54 cm

1 .00 in

Displacement Stage 1

65 .36 cm 3

3.99 in 3

Displacement Stage 2

23.51 cm 3

1 .436 in3

Table 3.2 : Two-stage intensifier dimensions

to

11
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Knowing the volumetric efficiency and the displacement of each stage, the expected intensifier
capacity can be calculated from

m = P1

Vimn

'n mc

(3.4.5)

RT,

where VDI is the displacement of the first stage, and Hint the intensifier speed in rpm.

Note from Fig. 3.4.4 that the maximum intensifier speed is 850 rpm to achieve the required
capacity at design pressure ratio (10 :1).

TWO-STAGE INTENSIFIER CAPACITY
BASED ON FIRST STAGE
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Figure 3.4.4 : Expected intensifier capacity at various intensifier speeds

3.4.3 Valves
Experimental results indicated that the valves used in the single stage intensifier have excessive
pressure drop at the required massflow . Therefore, the valve area has been enlarged by a factor
of four. Utilizing existing parts of a Nupro CH8 Series check valve (ref . Fig. 3.1.4 and Fig
3.1 .5) a new inlet valve has been designed for the first stage with the goal of minimizing the
clearance volume due to the valves .
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ADJUSTABLE VALVE DISK

VALVE COVER

VALVE SPRING

CNG INLET PORT

BORE

VALVE POPPET

Figure 3.4.5 : Valve configuration of the first stage

The inlet valve consists of a valve poppet, a rod and an adjustable disk (Fig 3 .4.5). The Vitonbonded CH8 Series poppet is equipped with a cone to enhance the aerodynamics of the incoming
flow. The adjustable valve disk serves three purposes:
• guide the linear motion of the valve
• hold the valve spring
• adjust the valve lift
The disk is secured with a lock nut . A 0.07 bar (1 psi) spring was used.

The discharge valve (CH8 Series) of the first stage is arranged similar to the single stage
discharge valve, except, it is rotated to the side due to lack of space on the top .
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Lack of space was particularly a problem on the second stage where larger valves could not be
used . Instead, the number of valves (CH4 Series) was doubled . The valves are located in the
cylinder wall rather than leading into a radial slot as with the single stage model . The brass
poppets (see Fig. 3.3.5) are used in the discharge valves of the second stage.

3.4.4 Assembly Drawing
The assembly drawing of the two-stage intensifier prototype is presented in Fig . 3.4.6. Note that
the cylinder is equipped with cooling fins to enhance heat transfer from the cylinder wall.

All workshop drawings as well as a parts list are attached in Appendix B2.
A list of clearance spaces and their location is attached in Appendix B4.
The overall axial length of the intensifer (without crank case) is 30 .00 cm (13") and its
maximum diameter is 15 .24 cm (6") .
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Figure 3 .4.6: Two-stage intensifier prototype (Version 2 .1)
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Chapter 4

Experimental Arrangement

4 .1 Test Apparatus,
A test apparatus) was designed to measure the intensifier performance . Figure 4 .1 .1 shows that
the intensifier is driven by a variable speed electric motor, simulating the speed of the diesel
engine . The motor is trunnion mounted, which means that the motor casing is mounted on
bearings to allow frictionless rotational motion of the motor casing . With this arrangement the
torque can be measured directly using a strain gage type load cell which is mounted to a torque
arm. Knowing the distance from the center of the motor shaft to the load cell, the measured
force can be translated into torque.

The electric motor has been upgraded to 25 HP and equipped with a DC motor controller . The
motor and the intensifier are mounted on a steel frame which is cushioned and isolated with
rubber pads . A tachometer is mounted to the motor shaft . Its signal is sent to the motor
controller as feedback and to the data acquisition system.

A gear belt was chosen as means of speed transmission . The gear belt is simmilar to a tooth belt,
except, it is designed for higher loads . It is important that there is no slip in the belt since the
intensifier speed is calculated from the measured motor speed and the speed ratio of the gear belt
transmission . The intensifier pulley is supported by a bearing block to avoid excessive bending
moments in the crank case shaft.

1 The specification of the equipment is attached in Appendix Cl .

Figure 4 .1.1 : Testrig
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The intensifier pulley is supported by a bearing block to avoid excessive bending moments in the
crank case shaft . A flywheel is mounted to the shaft of the electric motor. Its purpose is to
generate additional inertia to overcome the typical cyclic peak torques due to the gas
compression.

4.2 Piping Plan of Single Stage Intensifier (Version 1 .2)
Following data are taken to calculate the performance of the single stage intensifier:
• CNG Inlet Pressure

(bar)

• CNG Inlet Temperature

(°C)

• CNG Massflow

(kg/hr)

• Cylinder Wall Temperature

(°C)

• CNG Discharge Pressure

(bar)

• CNG Discharge Temperature

(°C)

• Torque

(N m)

• Motor Speed

(rpm)

The specification of the measurement devices and the calibrations are listed in Appendix C2.

Figure 4.2.1 shows that gas is drawn from a CNG storage tank and filtered (F) before it is
forwarded to the main gas line . A switch board allows the selection of a specific tank and
regulates the filling of the tanks with an external natural gas compressor.

The inlet pressure of the gas is adjusted with a metering valve (MV) . Then the gas is forwarded
to a Coriolis massflow meter 2 (FM) which measures the amount of gas directly (rather than
calculating the massflow from the gas condition) . It uses an obstructionless U-shaped tube
which vibrates at its natural frequency as the fluid passes through it . The tube twists as aresult
of the flowing fluid and the angular movement of the tube created by the vibration.
2 Rosemount Technical Data Sheet 3031
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Figure 4 .2.1 Piping Plan for Single Stage Intensifier .

CNG TANKS
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P1...CNG Inlet Pressure
T1 . ..CNG Inlet Temperature
P2. ..CNG Discharge Pressure
T2...CNG Discharge Temperature
Tw...Cylinder Wall Temperature
Pc...Cylinder Pressure

F. . .Filter
MV...Metering Valve
FM...Flow Meter
ACC. . .Accumulator
BV. ..Bleeding Valve
RV.. .Pressure Regulator
TV. . .Throttling Valve

Table 4 .1 : Legend for Figure 4 .2.1.

Sensors measure the amount of twist which is proportional to the massflow rate through the
pipe. The Coriolis meter operates independent of density, pressure and viscosity.

The CNG massflow is measured prior to gas compression because the massflow meter is shared
between the intensifier and the diesel engine . The limitation of this setup is the fact that gas
leakage is not taken into account in the massflow measurement.

Then the temperature (Tl) and the pressure (Pl) of the incoming gas are measured . Tests have
shown that the instantaneous flow in the pipes due to filling of the compression chamber causes
a pressure drop which reduces the amount of gas reaching the compression chamber and, hence,
reduces the volumetric efficiency. Therefore, an accumulator (ACC) has been installed close to
the intensifier inlet port to compensate for frictional losses due to the flow through a 20 m pipe
(O.D . : 6.35 mm) . The capacity of the accumulator is about 10 times the amount of gas drawn
per stroke . This way, the oscillating flow in the pipe is damped out and the compression
chamber is charged without significant pressure drop.

The gas is forwarded in both upper and lower chamber of the double acting cylinder,
compressed to discharge pressure and forwarded into the receiver line . The top cap of the
intensifier is equipped with a piezo electric pressure transducer which measures the relative
pressure change in the cylinder (Pc).
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A thermocouple is mounted to the cylinder to measure the intensifier wall temperaure (Tw).

The discharge temperature (T2) of the compressed gas is measured where the pipes of the upper
and lower compression chamber join . The pipes are insulated from the discharge valves to the
thermocouple to reduce heat transfer from the pipes.

Both inlet and discharge pressure are measured with strain gage type pressure transducers . The
distance from the main line to the pressure transducer has been extended to avoid malfunction
and damage due to the heat of the gas.

The discharge pressure is adjusted with a pressure relief valve (RV)by varying the preload of a
spring . The gas is then returned to the switch board and forwarded into a receiver tank.

A bypass line has been installed to simulate the flow control system and to facilitate the starting
procedure. A metering valve (MV) opens and closes the bypass line . A manual relief valve
(BV) allows venting the gas to the atmosphere . When the bypass line is open, compressed gas
flows back to the accumulator in the inlet line . As a result, inlet and discharge pressure adjust to
the same level and no compression takes place . The inlet line upstreams of the point where
bypass and main line join is secured with a check valve to avoid gas expansion to the tanks.

All CNG pipes and fittings used are made of stainless steel . The outside diameter is 6 .35 mm
(1/4") except for the inlet line which is 9 .525 mm (3/8") to reduce the L/D ratio.

4 .3 Piging Plan of Two Stagg Intensifier (Version 2 .1)
The two-stage intensifier uses the upper compression chamber as first stage and the lower
chamber as second stage . Note from Fig. 4.3.1 that the piping configuration between the CNG
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tanks and inlet port of the first chamber is simmilar to the single stage configuration, except for a
larger inlet pipe (1/2") between accumulator and inlet valve (because a larger valve is used).

The interstage pressure (P2) and the interstage temperature (T2) before intercooling are
measured . If the interstage pressure is higher or equal the discharge pressure (P3) the gas is
directly forwarded into the receiver line . A special bypass line has been installed for this
purpose . The flow direction is controlled with a check valve.

If P2 is lower than P3 the gas flows through an intercooler (IC) into an interstage accumulator
(INT). The use of the intercooler is optional . Before the gas enters the second compression
stage the temperature of the intercooled gas is measured (T2').

After the second compression stage both discharge temperature (T3) and discharge pressure (P3)
are measured . The discharge pressure is controlled with the same pressure relief valve (RV)
used for the single stage configuration.

The intensifier is equipped with two piezo electric pressure transducers to monitor the cylinder
pressure in both compression chambers (Pc1 and Pc2) . The cylinder wall temperature is
measured as described above.

No changes have been introduced to the bypass line.

A high pressure accumulator is installed upstreams of the pressure regulator RV to damp out
pressure fluctuations generated by the discharge of the compressed gas into the receiver line3.

3Due to the pulsing flow of the gas, the spring loaded pressrue regulator (i .e. a relieve valve) opened and closed
with each stroke causing an unsteady discharge pressure . With the accumulator installed, the pressure fluctuations
are damped out and a steady gas flow is maintained across the pressure regulator
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PIPELINE O .D. : 6.35 mm
PIPELINE O.D.: 12 .7 mm
CHECK VALVE
REGULAR GAS FLOW
BYPASSED GAS FLOW
CNG TANKS
Figure 4.3.1 Piping Plan for Two-Stage Intensifier
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P1 . ..CNG Inlet Pressure
T1...CNG Inlet Temperature
P2 . . .CNG Interstage Pressure
T2...CNG Interstage Temperature before cooling
T2'. . .CNG Interstage Temperature after cooling
P3 . ..CNG Discharge Pressure
T3.. .CNG Discharge Temperature
Tw. ..Cylinder Wall Temperature
Pcl ...Cylinder Pressure (first stage)
Pc2 ...Cylinder Pressure (second stage)

F...Filter
MV. ..Metering Valve
FM . . .Flow Meter
ACC ...Accumulator
INT.. .Interstage
TV.. .Throttle Valve
BV .. .Bleeding Valve
IC ...Intercooler
RV...Pressure Regulator

Table 4.2 : Legend for Figure 4.3.1.

4.4 Data Acquisition System
The intensifier data acquistion system is equipped for both steady state and high speed data
acquisition. It is structured to operate both systems independently and to control and monitor
the process of acquiring data on-line via PC . The system is partly shared with the 6V-92 engine
data acquisition system.

All steady state signals are sent to signal conditioning devices4, except for the interstage pressure
signal which is forwarded directly to an interface board . The signal conditoning provides
complete signal conditioning function including filtering, amplification, high noise rejection and
wide range zero protection for all analog signals as well as the cold junction compensation for
the thermocouples . The following modules are used:
• 5B31 : Isolated Voltage Input (Tachometer)
• 5B32 : Isolated Current Input (Massflow Meter)
• 5B37-J-01 : Isolated Thermocouple Input - Type J (Thermocouples)
• 5B38 : Isolated Strain Gage Input (Pressure Transducers, Loadcell)
These modules provide a high level voltage output of 0 - 5 V

4Technical specifications of all data acquisition components are attached in appendix C3
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Figure 4 .4.1 : Intensifier Data Acquisition System
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To facilitate monitoring, a display panel has been installed featuring four digital displays . In
addition, all displayed signals such as armature motor current, CNG end temperature and CNG
inlet and end pressure are equipped with an alarm.

The motor control panel is equipped with a motor speed regulator, a digital rpm readout and
other motor control features . It interacts with the regenerative motor controller which controls
the speed via tachometer feedback.

After signal conditioning, all steady state signals are organized in an interface board and
forwarded to an A/D board (PCL 818) which is part of a 286 IBM compatible PC

The procedure of steady state data acquisition is discussed in Appendix C4

The high speed data acquisition system consists of a piezoelectric pressure transducer, an optical
shaft encoder, an external clock and trigger, an ISAAC computer and a general purpose interface
bus between the ISAAC and the host computer.

The center piece of the high speed data acquisition system is the ISAAC5 computer . It is an
intelligent data acquisition and control peripherical system that is connected to an ASCIIspeaking host computer . It can acquire, store, mathematically manipulate and return to the host
digitized values of signals generated by sensors, transducers and instruments . It can also
generate analog and digital signals over a wide range of speeds and voltages . Using the SSH
method (simultaneously sample and hold), any phase shift between the (up to four) signals is
eliminated.

The system uses an external clock and trigger for the acquisition of data . The clock is the signal
of the shaft encoder which provides one pulse per crank angle degree and 360 pulses total . In
5 ISAAC 2000 Hardware Reference Manual
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this setup, the amount of data as well as the clock speed is only dependent on the shaft speed and
does not require internal clock speed adjustment for each test . The trigger is the index pulse,
also provided by the shaft encoder but delivered on a seperate channel. It is sent when the
intensifier piston is at BDC position. The high speed data acquisition begins at this position and
takes data over one entire (crank) shaft revolution . 360 cylinder pressure data points (in psi) are
acquired in one test cycle.

The required power is provided by a charge amplifier s. A scope has been installed to be able to
constantly monitor the cylinder pressure . The high speed data acquisition procedure is discussed
in Appendix C4.

4.5 Data Acquisition Software
The data acquisition software is an in-house made PC-based program which directs the flow of
the incoming voltage signals, converts them into engineering values, performs calculations,
converts binary pressure data to ASCII and saves all data to disk.

The system consists of three parts : the main program, a calibration file and a configuration file.
The main program controls the acquisition of steady state and high speed data . All analog
signals are sampled 200 times and then converted in the PCL-818 to 12-bit digital numbers.
Then each channel's average and standard deviation is calculated . The averaged data is used for
intensifier performance calculations such as power consumption, isentropic efficiency and
volumetric efficiency . The calculated data, as well as the averaged data and the standard
deviation are stored on seperate files.

6for charge amplifier specifications and settings see Appendix C3
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The main program also directs the acquisition of high speed data which is saved in binary form
under a specified filename. Later, the binary file can be converted to ASCII and loaded in a
spreadsheet.

The calibration file contains information relating to the conversion of the voltage output signals
of each electronic sensor to engineering units . Thus, all calibration data is transferred to this file
in the form of voltage-engineering unit pairs . If the calibration curve is linear, only two of the
pairs are required, whereas if the curve is non-linear, it can be split into up to 10 pairs.
Following is a sample part of the calibration file:
CALIBRATION FILE FOR INTENSIFIER DATA ACQUISITION
Last modified 11-30-1992
Intensifier Version 1 .02, Mechanical Drie, E-Motor
Torque
0
N-m
-5,-.02271, 1 .369, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
-456.56, 0, 128.11, 456.56, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

(Measurement)
(Voltage Range (# defined in software))
(Units)
(Voltage Signal)
(Corresponding Engineering Units)

The configuration file contains fixed in : t nsifier parameters such as number of stages, intensifier
dimensions and speed ratio. It allows the operator to set up the channels and configure the
screen.

Calibration and configuration files are automatically accessed by the program at the beginning
and at the end of a test session . The operator can select and modify the files before or during a
test.

The calibration and configuration files used for single stage and two stage intensifier tests are
attached in Appendix C4 and C5, respectively . All calculations used for the intensifier
preformance tests are attaced in the same Appendices .
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Chapter 5

Results

5 .1 General
In this chapter, the performance data of the intensifier is presented and the intensifer components
are discussed. All data is plotted against the pressure ratio which is defined as :

II= Pend
Pinkt

The discharge pressure was kept constant, while the inlet pressure was varied to achieve the
desired II-range, simulating the real application . Each performance test was done at constant
intensifier speed . The structure of the data presentation has been chosen to facilitate the
comparison of single stage and two-stage intensifier performance.

First, the typical performance data of both intensifier prototypes are presented, where only the
inlet pressure was varied for a given intensifier speed . Then, the sensitivity of various
parameters is investigated, including:
• the effect of intensifier speed
• the effect of discharge pressure
• the effect of cylinder-wall cooling (applies to single stage intensifier)
• the effect of intercooling (applies to two-stage intensifier)
• the effect of flow control methods (applies to single stage intensifier)
In addition, the pressure-volume (p-V) diagram of the gas compression is analysed and the
polytropic coefficient of compression and expansion is determined .
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5.2 Test Limitations
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the flow meter is located upstream of the intensifier . Therefore, any
leakage through the rod seal is not accounted for because the measured flow rate can be higher
than the flow rate actually delivered by the intensifier.
mmeasured = mdeliered + mleakage
However, natural gas is scented with a strong odour for the purpose of detecting leaks in
pipelines. As soon as the rod seals were worn sufficiently that natural gas could be smelled, the
test results were disregarded.

Natural gas has been taken from a regular storage tank and, after compression, returned to a
storage tank of the same size . Therefore, the testing time was limited by the pressure rise in the
receiver tank. For tests with higher intensifier speeds (and, hence, higher mass flow rate of gas),
the number of data points is smaller as the pressure builds up faster . Usually, between 50 and
150 data points were taken in each performance test . The intensifier prototypes were running
less than 100 hours.

Typically, the time duration of the test was 10 minutes . During tests with the single-stage
intensifier the discharge temperature continuously rose, even though the pressure ratio decreased
from about 12 :1 to 8 :1 . The operation was judged unsave when the discharge temperature
exceeded 220°C and the test was discontinued Thus, none of the data shown in Figures 5.3 .1 to
5.4.7 are steady-state experimental data . Since the high-speed cylinder pressure data were
sampled in less than a second, these can be regarded as quasi-steady-state data, though subject to
heat transfer.

The typically high peak torque due to the compression in a piston compressor turned out to be a
problem for the electric motor. Even though it has been upgraded to 25 hp, it stopped due to
overheating when running at low speeds (i .e . less than 500 rpm) . As a result, the minimum
intensifier speed tested was 100 rpm .
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5 .3 Accuracy and Repeatabilit y
The process of redesigning and optimizing the single-stage prototype has taken more than one
year. Tests have been conducted constantly during this time while improvements have been
introduced . The data presented in this thesis are from the latest version . Tests were done on two
different days to verify the repeatability of the results which is ±5% . The data of the last day are
presented.

All tests that have been performed to evaluate the effects of certain parameters have been
conducted on one day in the sequence presented.

In a valid test the intensifier speed varies in less than ±1 % of its preset value.

All steady-state data were taken continuously during a test . The results showed that the mass
flow rate readings fluctuated when adusting the inlet pressure . After about 30 seconds, steadystate conditions were re-established . Therefore, all readings that differ from the previous mass
flow rate reading in more than ±3 % have been excluded.

The results are plotted against pressure ratio as mentioned above . However, pressure
fluctuations of both inlet and discharge pressure were encountered which can not be detected
from looking at the pressure ratio . Thus, a clarifying statement is appropriate . A general
guideline has been established allowing a maximum fluctuation of the discharge pressure of ±10
% (of full range) . This margin has been selected because it seems realistic for a real application.
The inlet pressure is adjusted to the desired magnitude to establish steady state conditions . It
turned out, however, that the inlet pressure fluctuates, too l . The same pressure ratio might
1 The expansion of the gas from tank pressure to adjusted inlet pressure cools the gas and water vapour can
condense and freeze at the orifice of the metering valve . If this occurs, the orifice area is reduced and the inlet
pressure decreases even more . Eventually, the gas flow blasts the ice from the orifice and the pressure rises
instantaneously .
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therefore represent two different cases . For example, a pressure ratio of 10 :1 is achieved with
210 bar discharge pressure and 21 bar inlet pressure, as well as 190 bar discharge pressure and
19 bar inlet pressure . Both cases are considered valid . To give a complete picture as to how the
pressure ratio was achieved, a plot of both inlet and discharge pressure is presented along with
the other data.

After extracting the obsolete data, all data points were fit by a 3 rd order polynomial of the form:
D = ao+a 1 x+a2 •x2 +a3 •x3

where D is the regressed data, x the pressure ratio and ai the constants of the polynomial . The
regression has been performed on a Lotus spreadsheet.

The obtained equation has been applied to the range of pressure ratios actually measured. This
range is between 7 :1 and 12:1 for the single stage intensifier and between 4 :1 and 13 :1 for the
two-stage model.

DATA REGRESSION
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Figure 5.3.1: Sample data regression for volumetric efficiency . (100 rpm intensifier
speed and 200 bar discharge pressure).
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Figure 5.3.1 shows an example of a data regression performed for the volumetric efficiency of
the single stage prototype . In this case, the data of three different tests was used to generate the
regression . Usually, the data of only one test is used.

After a flywheel and a support bearing had been added to the test rig (Fig . 4.1 .1), the torque due
to the friction of the bearings was measured . Following bearings and parts were considered:
• bearings in the electric motor
• trunnion bearings monting the electric motor
• gear belt
• flywheel and flywheel bearings
• crankcase bearings
• shaft support bearing
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Figure 5.3.2: Frictional torque due to bearings and flywheel

The result of this measurement (Fig 5 .3.2) led to the conclusion to correct the torque . The
obtained data was fit by a linear equation which was used to correct the torque measurement
according to the current motor speed as shown below.

3000
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Tom,, = 7;._ –

(1.371 + 3.94 . 10 -4 • RPM)

(5.4.1)

5.4 Sine1e Sta ge Intensifier Performance
The intensifier performance was measured at three intensifier speeds : 100, 150 and 200 rpm.
Higher speeds have not been considered because of problems with the alignment of moving parts
and valve problems . Both issues are discussed in detail later.

5.4.1Intensifier Cauacity

The intensifier capacity aimed for is 43 kg at design pressure ratio (10 :1) and 700 rpm intensifier
speed. Over the tested speed range, the intensifier capacity exceeds the expected capacity 2.

Figure 5 .4 .1 : Single stage intensifier capacity (Version 1 .2).

The reason for this is the clearance volume being smaller than originally assumed.

2ref. Fig. 3.1 .4
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Figure 5.4.1 shows the CNG massflow at different speeds over a range of pressure ratios . The
maximum massflow at design condition is 13 .2 kg/hr at 200 rpm intensifier speed . Higher
speeds were not attempted because larger massflows are not possible with the present
compressor valves . In Table 5 .4.1 the experimental results are compared with the expected
capacity.

The volume flow was calculated in atmospheric conditions (i .e. normal cubic meters per hour
(Nm3/hr) and standard cubic feet per minute (SCFM)) from the measured massflow . Both
graphs are attached in Appendix D2.

200

12 .3

13.2

18.8

11 .1

150

9.2

10.1

14 .6

8.6

100

6.1

6.9

10.0

5.9

Table 5.1 : Comparison between expected and measured capacity of intensifier Version 1 .2.

5.4.2 Volumetric Efficiency
The theoretical behaviour of the volumetric efficiency has been discussed and defined earlier.
The theoretical curves are presented together with the experimental data in Fig.5.4.2.
Clearance volumes of 3% and 4% have been assumed for forward and return stroke,
respectively3 and the isentropic coefficient of natural gas is 1 .3 [6] . The real-gas effects were
taken into account by measuring the CNG flow rate directly rather than calculating it from
steady-state pressure and temperature.
3 Compressor manufacturer specify only a minimum clearance volume . No data of volumetric efficiencies are
available. The clearance volume of the single stage intensifier is defined in Appendix B3 . All calculations
carried out by the software are attached in Appendix C5.
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Figure 5 .4.2: Volumetric efficiency of single stage intensifier for different speeds

It can be seen that the volumetric efficiency (VE) decreases with higher intensifier speeds . The
maximum VE at design pressure ratio is 67 .3% at 100 rpm intensifier speed and 200 bar
discharge pressure.

The results show a disagreement between the estimated averaged clearance volume of 3 .07 %4
and the experimental data . However, some clearance spaces have been neglected which may
have more impact on the results than originally assumed.

5.4.3 Power Consumption
The intensifier power consumption has been calculated from the torque generated by electric
motor and the motor speed:
=T,..•rpmMOWR•2

4ref. Appendix B3

3

n•
60 .110

(1')
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The corrected torque has been used in the calculations as well as the directly measured CNG
massflow.

Figure 5.4.3: Intensifier power consumption (Version 1.2).
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Figure 5 .4.4: Intensifier power consumption per unit mass flow rate.
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The result is illustrated in Fig 5.4.3. It can be seen that the power consumption is more sensitive
to changes in intensifier speed than to changes in pressure ratio . This is evident from Eqn.1 .3.3
as both higher intensifier speed and higher inlet pressure increase the massflow and, thus, the
power consumption.

5.4.4 Isentronic Efficiency
The isentropic efficiency is here defined as the ratio of the theoretical (isentropic) power
consumption for an ideal gas to the actual power consumption calculated from the torque and the
motor speed . Corrected torque was used for the calculation.
k-1

k

k -1 mcivc R
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k

Ti
p1

Tl bear .
T,,.,,. - rpmmoeor ' 2 . 7r

1
1

1
3.6406
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in which »t~,c is the measured gas flow rate.

Figure 5.4.5: Isentropic efficiency of the single stage intensifier (Version 1 .2)
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Note from Fig. 5.4.5 that isentropic efficiency is more sensitive to changes in intensifier speed
than volumetric efficiency . Again, the highest isentropic efficiency is obtained with slow
intensifier speeds . At 100 rpm and design condition, isentropic efficiency is 86 .4% and changes
very little in the off-design region.

The values for isentropic efficiency at design conditions and 150 and 200 rpm are 78.7% and
72.5%, respectively . The performance seems to be increasingly efficient for very high pressure
ratios which was unexpected. This phenomenon is discussed in detail where the pressurevolume diagrams are discussed . It can be stated in advance, though, that the reason for this was
found to be the valves which turned out to be too small to handle large mass flow rates . As a
result, the pressure build-up in the cylinder exceeded the discharge pressure, thus causing higher
torques and excessive power consumption . Large mass flow rates occur when the inlet pressure
is high or when the intensifier speed is high. This can be observed for the 200 rpm case in Fig
5.4.5 ,where the efficiency is considerably lower compared to the lower speeds and is
particularly low for higher inlet pressures (i .e. lower pressure ratios).

5.4 .5 O perating Pressures
The operating pressures are presented in Fig .5 .4.6 for reference on how the pressure ratio was
derived. No data regression has been performed . Only 200 rpm data is presented, since the
other cases behave in a similar way.

It can be seen that the discharge pressure varies by +7% and -5% around the nominal value of
200 bar .
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Figure 5 .4.6: Inlet and discharge pressures for the 200 rpm case

5.4.6 Ouerating Temperatures
Figure 1 .4.5 shows estimated discharge temperatures exceeding 220°C following isentropic
single-stage compression . Figure 5.4.7 shows experimental temperatures which confirms the
prediction of discharge temperatures higher than 200 °C . It must be noted that the thermocouple
warms up slowly and since a performance test takes less than 10 minutes, a steady state
temperature is only reached at the end of the test.

Furthermore, the discharge temperature measured may underestimate the actual discharge
temperature since the thermocouple is located where the discharge pipes of the upper and lower
chambers join (ref. Fig 4.2.1). Although the pipes are insulated, some cooling of the gas likely
occurs during the travel from discharge port to the location of the thermocouple.

The inlet temperature is in many cases considerably lower than ambient temperature because the
gas is cooled while being throttled from tank pressure to the adjusted inlet pressure . The actual
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inlet temperature depends on the throtteling and on how much the gas warms up as it travels to
the inlet port of the intensifier (distance : -20 m).

OPERATING TEMPERATURES
INTENSIFIER SPEED: 200 rpm, DISCHARGE PRESSURE : 200 bar
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Figure 5.4 .7: Discharge , inlet and cylinder wall temperature of single stage intensifier
performance test at 200 bar discharge pressure and 200 rpm intensifier speed.

In general, higher pressure ratios generate higher discharge temperatures . Figure 5.4.7 shows
that the discharge temperature at higher pressure ratios is lower than at lower pressure ratios,
which is due to the warm up time of the pipes and the thermocouple at the beginning of a test.
Initially, the inlet pressure is low. It is slowly increased to achieve lower pressure ratios.
Therefore, the discharge temperature is lower at high pressure ratios.

The cylinder wall temperature reached a maximum of 115 °C . The high operating temperatures
led to the decision not to attempt an endurance test of the single stage intensifier . The impact of
the high temperatures on the intensifier parts is discussed in Chapter 5 .4 .12.
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5.4.7 Cylinder Pressure Data
The main purpose of taking cylinder pressure data is to get an insight as to how the valves
operate and how the gas behaves under compression and expansion . In addition, it is possible to
draw the pressure-volume diagram and find the polytropic coefficient which can be used to
predict the off-design behaviour of the intensifier.

Figure 5.4.8 illustrates the cylinder pressure at 129 rpm intensifier speed . At design pressure
ratio the peak cylinder pressure is 220 bar which exceeds the design pressure by about 10%.
This case can be considered satisfactory . At 8:1 pressure ratio the back pressure is also
acceptable (12%).

The cylinder pressure data are plotted against the angular position of the crank shaft . One full
cycle of the upper compression chamber (ref . Fig. 4.2.1) has been recorded for two intensifier
speeds and various inlet pressures . The piezo-electric pressure transducer accurately measures
the change in pressure but does not measure absolute pressure . Hence, a reference pressure is
required to scale the pressure data. The reference point chosen is that of the first crank angle
position (i .e. BDC) . The pressure is adjusted to the steady-state inlet pressure which is recorded
shortly before the high-speed data acquisition system is initiated . The discharge pressure was
recorded as well to calculate the current pressure ratio . The time-constant setting of the charge
amplifier was set to "Medium" for all tests.

At higher intensifier speeds, the back pressure increases rapidly which can be seen in Fig . 5.4.9.
Higher intensifier speed means higher mass flow rate but the mass ,flow per stroke is the same,
given the same inlet and discharge condition . The gas has to be forwarded through the valves
faster at higher speeds. In other words, when the intensifier runs slower, the gas has more time
to flow through the valve . Therefore, only little pressure build-up occurs .
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CYLINDER PRESSURE vs CRANK ANGLE
INTENSIFIER SPEW: 1291pm, DISCHARGE PRESSURE : 205 and 197 bar
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Figure 5 .4 .8: Cylinder pressure data at 129 rpm intensifier speed and 200 bar discharge
pressure.

CYLINDER PRESSURE vs CRANK ANGLE
INTENSIFIER SPEED : 193 rpm, DISCHARGE PRESSURE : 204 bar
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Figure 5.4.9: Cylinder pressure data at 193 rpm and 200 bar

At design pressure ratio the back pressure is as high as 250 bar (i .e 25% back pressure) . This
illustrates clearly that the massflow rate creates a serious problem for the valves . It can be

400
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predicted that the situation is more serious for off-design performance (i .e. lower pressure ratios
and/or higher speed) where the mass flow rate is higher and, therefore, the gas velocity is higher.

This phenomenon explains the poor isentropic efficiency at 200 rpm, particularly for lower
pressure ratios.

The volumetric efficiency is affected ,too, because the gas cannot be moved out of the
compression chamber sufficiently fast . Therefore, more residual gas remains in the clearance
spaces and the pressure in the cylinder is higher than the discharge pressure at TDC position.
Hence, the gas expands from a higher pressure and less fresh gas can enter the cylinder . In
addition, the high compression generates higher temperatures which causes the fresh, incoming
gas to warm up and expand.

5.4.8 The Pressure-Volume Dia gram
At design pressure ratio the pressure-volume diagram has been drawn for 129 and 193 rpm
intensifier speed . The theoretical curve, based on 2.5% clearance volume, is plotted to compare
the experimental result with theory. The polytropic coefficient for compression and expansion
has been extracted from the experimental data by fitting an exponential curve of the form:
Y=Ae X"

where n is the polytropic coefficient and Ao a constant . Integrating this simple equation gives:
hi(Y) = ln(Aa) + n • 1n(X)
which can be transformed to:
Y' =Ao +n . X•

Data in this form can be fit by a linear equation using the data regression function of a Lotus
spreadsheet.
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P-V Diagram
Intensifier Speed : 129 rpm, Discharge Pressure: 205.8 bar
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Figure 5.4.10: Cylinder pressure versus displaced volume at design pressure ratio.
(Intensifier speed = 129 rpm)

The excess pressure after the opening of the discharge valve can be seen very clearly in Fig.
5.4.10. This indicates that the discharge valve opens instantaneously (i .e. weak spring force) but
the small valve orifice causes a significant pressure drop. Comparing Fig . 5.4.10 and Fig.
5.4.11, the excessive discharge pressure effect is stronger at higher intensifier speeds . The
performance of the inlet valve is satisfactory since no pressure drop occurs during the filling of
the cylinder. The disagreement of the expansion line with theory is due to excessive residual gas
in the clearance spaces and due to the fact that the expansion coefficient changes over the
expansion stroke. During the first part of expansion the gas temperature is higher than the
cylinder wall temperature. Hence, the gas is cooled . As the expansion continues, the gas
temperature decreases below cylinder wall temperature and is heated.

A constant polytropic coefficient is used for the computation of the theoretical curve over the
entire expansion and compression which is obtained from the regression of the data.
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P-V Diagram
Intensifier Speed : 193 rpm, Discharge Pressure : 204.2 bar
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Figure 5.4.11: Cylinder pressure versus displaced volume at design pressure ratio.
(Intensifier speed = 193 rpm)

The volumetric efficiency can be determined from the p-V diagram by observing the ratio of the
length of the "filling" line to the total displacement . In Fig. 5.4.11 the length of the "filling" line
is 67 - 12.4 = 54 .6 cm3 and the total displacement is 67 cm 3 . Hence, the volumetric efficiency
is:

= 67 •100 = 81.7 %
This number disagrees considerably with the data presented in Fig . 5.4.2 where the maximum
volumetric efficiency at design pressure ratio is about 67% . The reason for this is the fact that
the relative clearance volume of the lower chamber is higher than in the upper chamber, thus, the
volumetric efficiency of the lower chamber is lower. Since the steady state data of volumetric
efficiency is an average between upper and lower chamber, this average number will be lower
than the number obtained from the p-V diagram (which is from the upper compression
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chamber) . However, to confirm this theory, the volumetric efficiency of the lower chamber
must be as low as 51% . Two possible reasons can be given to explain this phenomenon s:
1) The lower compression chamber contains a number of clearance spaces whose
magnitude are not known. One of those clearance spaces is the volume of the pressure
pockets of the V-packing that generate the preload to the rod (ref . Fig . 3.3 .4).
2) The valve configuration of the lower chamber is unfavourable as the gas is forced
through a radial slot and has to turn 90° to exit through the discharge valve . This may
cause excessive pressure build-up and, thus, low volumetric efficiencies, since the
expansion stroke starts at a higher pressure than discharge pressure.

In the logarithmic p-V diagram (ln(p)-ln(V) diagram) the compression and expansion curves
appear as straight lines, assuming a constant polytropic coefficient . In Fig. 5.4.12 and Fig.
5.4 .13 the previously discussed cases illustrate good agreement for the compression stroke.
The gap between theoretical and experimental expansion line is better visible in the ln(p)-ln(V)
diagram. Initially, the slope of the expansion curve in Fig . 5.4 .12 is Hater than the theoretical
curve with a constant expansion coefficient . At this point, the gas temperature is higher than the
cylinder wall temperature and heat is transferred from hte gas to the cylinder wall . Hence, the
polytropic coefficient is smaller at the beginning of the expansion stroke and the slope is flatter.
Note that the flat part of the expansion line may also be caused by gas leakage through the
discharge valve which can occur when the valve poppet travels from its maximum lift position to
its seat6 .

Only the data of last half of the expansion curve has been used for the data regression . The
expansion coefficient of the lower speed case (i .e . Fig. 5.4 .12) is slightly higher which is
expected since more time is avaliable for heat transfer.

5 Gas leakage must be excluded as possible explaination since the CNG massflow is measured upstreams of the
intensifier. Thus, the volumetric efficiency of the lower chamber is not affected by leakage.
6 Both valve poppet and valve seat are metals which can cause the valve poppet to bounce of its seat or tremble
when it first touches down . In the above case a 10 psi valve spring was used .
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In(P) - In(V) Diagram
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Figure 5 .4.12: ln(P)-ln(V) diagram at design pressure ratio . (Intensifier speed = 129 rpm)
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Figure 5 .4.13 : ln(P)-ln(V) diagram at design pressure ratio . (Intensifier speed = 193 rpm)

The values of the expansion coefficients are 1 .213 and 1.202 for the 129 and the 193 rpm case,
respectively. The compression coefficient is approximately equal for both cases (i.e. -1 .264).
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Finally, it must be remarked that no cooling was introduced to the intensifier during the
performance tests of the previously discussed cases.

5.4.9 The Effect of Intensifier Sneed
All data were plotted for various speed cases and the effect of intensifier speed has been
mentioned occasionally . The most important impacts of speed, based on test experiences and on
the figures presented above, are:
• The intensifier performance is less efficient at higher speeds . Both isentropic and
volumetric efficiency are negatively affected by speed.
• The p-V diagrams indicate a lower expansion coefficient for higher speeds where
cooling is not as effective, but the difference may not be significant.
• Intensifier speeds higher than 200 rpm have been performed but knocking in the crank
case occured (possibly due to misalignment), causing excessive wear.
• The main reason for the poor performance at high intensifier speeds is due to
inadequate discharge valve size and unfavourable valve configuration in the bottom
chamber.
• Higher speeds generate higher operating temperatures . Even though the intensifier
parts have not shown excessive wear due to heat, it can be assumed that higher operating
temperatures increase the wear and reduce the lifetime of parts.

5.4.10 The Effect of Changes in Discharge Pressure
Since it is not yet certain if the injection pressure will be 200 bar or lower, tests were undertaken
to measure the intensifier performance at lower discharge pressures . All tests were done on the
same day and under the same conditions . The intensifier speed was 150 rpm . All data were
regressed and fit by a 3rd order polynomial .
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First the test at 200 bar was repeated . Then the discharge pressure was adjusted between 170
and 180 bar and the inlet pressure was varied to achieve a variety of different pressure ratios (all
within 8 :1 and 13 :1) . The test was then repeated with a discharge pressure between 145 and 160
bar.

The results show that at the same pressure ratio the volumetric efficiency (rl v) is not very
sensitive to changes in discharge pressure . At design pressure ratio, rk, varies between 71% and
68% at different discharge pressures . The results are attached in Appendix D3.

5.4.11 Capacity Control
The flow control method originally considered was "bypassing", where the discharged gas is
circled through the bypass line and returned to the intake valve at discharge pressure.

CYLINDER PRESSURE DUE TO BYPASSING
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Figure 5.4.16: Back pressure due to bypassing.
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Preliminary operation with bypassing indicated that the pressure drop across the discharge valve
causes excessive power consumption . To trace the origin of this phenomenon, cylinder pressure
data were taken at various line pressures (i .e. pinta = Pdischarge)• The gas was forwarded through
the cylinder without compression. Theoretically, this operation should not cause any power
consumption, except to overcome the valve preload due to the spring (i .e. 0.7 bar)

Figure 5 .4.16 shows that back pressure increases with increasing line pressure and that the
pressure rise in the cylinder is considerably higher than 0.7 bar . The maximum line pressure
available for this experiment was 161 bar but in a regular operation the gas is bypassed at at 200
bar (i.e. discharge pressure) . The results indicate that the back pressure and , thus, the power
consumption at 200 bar is even higher than illustrated in Fig . 5.4 .16. In addition, "bypassing"
generates high temperatures . The pressure peaks are due to the dynamic response of the valve
spring .

CYLINDER PRESSURE DUE TO VALVE UNLOADING
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Figure 5 .4.17: Cylinder pressure due to valve unloading
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Since "bypassing" seems to be an inefficient way of controlling the intensifier capacity, "valve
unloading" has been considered as alternatives. This method is based on the control of the inlet
valves . The gas compression is prevented by opening the valves during the compression stroke.
Valve unloading was experimentally simulated by removing the valve poppet and running the
intensifier at various inlet pressures.

POWER CONSUMPTION DUE TO FLOW CONTROL
INTENSIFIER SPEED : 150 rpm

too
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Figure 5 .4.18: Power consumption due to flow control methods

Figure 5 .4.16 illustrates that the pressure fluctuation due to "valve unloading" is considerably
lower than due to "bypassing" . Unlike "bypassing" this method operates at the current CNG
inlet pressure and, hence, becomes more efficient with lower inlet pressures.

Both experiments have been done at 150 rpm intensifier speed . Figure 5 .4.18 illustrates that
"valve unloading" is more efficient than "bypassing" . However, a drawback of "valve
unloading" is the fact that it requires a more complex valve mechanism.

8ref. Chapter 2 .2 .3 .3
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5.5 Two-Stage Intensifier Performance
The performance of the two-stage intensifier was measured at the same intensifier speeds as the
single stage intensifier (100, 150 and 200 rpm) to facilitate comparing the data from the two
prototypes . The valve problems of the single stage intensifier have been solved and the
alignment has been improved which resulted in less cyclic variation of the data . The data were
fit by a linear regression as shown in Eqn. 5.3.1 . The range of pressure ratios has been extended
to 4:1 as a result of better valve performance . The pressure ratios were achieved by adjusting a
high inlet pressure which was slowly decreased . Thus, the pressure ratio was slowly increased.
Furthermore, data were taken after a 3 minute warm-up period . Therefore, all two-stage
intensifier performance data can be considered steady-state.

5.5.1 Intensifier Canacitv
The two-stage intensifier capacity of various intensifier speeds and pressure ratios is shown in
Fig. 5.5.1.

Figure 5.5.1 : Two-Stage Intensifier Capacity .
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Although the intensifier displacement has been reduced by 45% compared to the single stage
intensifier, the capacity of the two-stage intensifier is only 25% less than that of the single stage
intensifier (at 200 rpm) . The reason for this is higher volumetric efficiency due to larger valves
and lower stage pressure ratios.

The maximum CNG mass flow rate at design pressure ratio is 9 .9 kg/hr at 200 rpm intensifier
speed. The results are summarized in Table 5.3.

200

10.3

9.9

14.4

8.5

150

7.7

7.3

10.6

6.3

100

5.1

5 .1

7.4

4.4

Table 53 : Comparison between expected and measured two-stage intensifier capacity.

The measured capacity is very close to that calculated in the design phase . The capacity curves
in Nm3/hr and SCFM are attached in Appendix El.

5.5.2 Stage Pressure Ratios
Figure 5.5.2 shows that the stage pressure ratios at design pressure ratio are 3 .8:1 and 2 .6:1 for
the first and second stage, respectively . The stage pressure ratios have been predicted as a
function of the stage volume ratio and the clearance volume of each stage and are shown in Fig.
3.4.2. At design pressure ratio the predicted pressure ratios were 3 .01:1 and 3 .321 :1 for first and
second stage, respectively . The discrepancy between predicted and measured stage pressure
ratio is due to the clearance ratio being different than predicted and due to a heating effect of the
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rod which greatly influences the volumetric efficiency of the second stage . The latter
phenomenon is discussed in Chapter 5 .5.8 . The stage pressure ratios are not very sensititve to
changes in intensifier speed.
It was found that the valve performance greatly influences the stage pressure ratios l . The
intensifier performance is very sensitive to small particles in the gas.
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Figure 5.5.2: Stage pressure ratios of the two-stage intensifier.

5.5.3 Volumetric Efficiency
The volumetric efficiency was measured for both stages . By definition, the volumetric
efficiency of the intensifier is equal to the volumetric efficiency of the first stage . Figure 5.5.3
shows the volumetric efficiency of the first stage . At design pressure ratio ri, ranges between
90.5 % and 92 .5 % . The increase in volumetric efficiency can be explained by lower pressure
ratio and low clearance volume of the first stage . In addition, the increased valve orifice
'At one point, the stage pressure ratios changed rapidly and the intensifier had to
be shut off. When inspecting the
valves, a small metal particle was found between the brass poppet
of
one
of
the
discharge
valves of the second
stage and its valve seat which caused leakage gas flowing back into the second stage
. Thus, the volumetric
efficiency of the second stage was drastically reduced which resulted in an increase in the interstage pressure.
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supports higher mass flow rates, thus, allowing measurements at higher inlet pressures . The
volumetric efficiency is not very sensitive to changes in intensifier speed.
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Figure 5 .5.3: Volumetric efficiency of the first stage.
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Figure 5.5.4: Volumetric efficiency of the second stage .
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The volumetric efficiency of the second stage is more sensitive to changes in pressure ratio than
that of the first stage ; this is due to a larger clearance ratio . Figure 5.5.4 shows that rl v is
between 75 % and 78 % at design pressure ratio . At 4:1 pressure ratio the volumetric efficiency
begins to exceed 100 % . This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the gas flow is
partially bypassing the second stage if the inlet pressure is sufficiently high . In this case the
measured CNG massflow is higher than the CNG massflow forwarded through the second stage.
Hence, the volumetric efficiency is higher than 100 %.

5.5.4Power Consumption
The torque measurement shows cyclic variations which is due to sampling problems2 .
Therefore, the scattering of the data points is more extensive . Furthermore, it was found that the
power consumption is influenced by the operating temperature . Two identical tests have been
done successively.
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Figure 5.5.5: The effect of operating temperature on the measured torque.
2AIl data are sampled 200 times and averaged, based on the acquired data . The sampling rate may not be
sufficient to reproduce the cyclic peak torques exactly .
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The torque curve of both tests and the cylinder wall temperature are plotted in Fig. 5.5.5. The
graph shows that the torque, measured during the second test, is lower than that of the first test at
low pressure ratios and higher at high pressure ratios . Higher torque at high pressure ratios can
be explained by an increase in friction due to heat expansion of moving parts such as the rod
and/or the crosshead . On the other hand, lower torque at low pressure ratios may be due to
better gliding characteristics of the Permaglide ® bushing. The change in torque is non linear
and is not completely understood at this point . However, it was found that the volumetric
efficiency and the stage pressure ratios remain unaffected . It must be concluded that the power
consumption and, thus, the mechanical efficiency is extremely sensitive to friction caused by
heat expansion . Therefore, only those data are presented that were taken when the cylinder wall
was at ambient room temperature . This allows fair comparison of tests at different intensifier
speeds and of tests with the single stage intensifier.
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Figure 5.5.6 : Power consumption of the two-stage intensifier.
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At design pressure ratio the intensifier power consumption is 0 .75 kW and 2.1 kW for 100 and
200 rpm, respectively . The corresponding mass flow for these two cases is 5.1 and 9.9 kg/hr.
Figure 5 .5.6 shows that the power consumption is higher for higher speeds which is due to
increased mass flow and lower efficiencies.
The power consumption per unit mass flow is plotted in Figure 5 .5.7. The convenience of this
graph is that the power consumption can be easily calculated for each CNG mass flow rate at a
given pressure ratio.
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Figure 5 .5.7: Power consumption per mass flow rate of the two-stage intensifier.

At design pressure ratio the minimum power consumption per unit mass flow rate is 0 .15
kW/kg/hr. Note from Figure 5.5.7 that the power consumption is very sensitive to intensifier
speed . Heat expansion and increased friction at higher intensifier speeds are responsible for
increased power consumption per unit mass flow.
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5.5,5Isentrouic Efficiency,

The results of the isentropic efficiency confirm good performance at low intensifier speeds and
decrease in efficiency at higher intensifier speeds . Figure 5.5.8 shows that the isentropic
efficiency is sensitive to both pressure ratio and intensifier speed . The maximum isentropic
efficiency at design pressure ratio is 77% at 100 rpm intensifier speed . The isentropic efficiency
is higher at lower pressure ratios which indicates good valve performance.
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Figure 5.5.8 : Isentropic efficieiency of the two-stage intensifier.

Note from Figure 5.5.8 that the isentropic efficiency of the 200 rpm case can be higher at low
pressure ratios than that of lower speeds3 if the moving parts are well aligned . At higher
pressure ratios the intensifier has warmed up sufficiently to show frictional losses.

3 The test data for the 200 rpm case presented in Figure 5.5 .8 is different from that of the previous figures .
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5.5 .6 Operating Temperatures
The performance tests with the two-stage intensifier covered a wider range of pressure ratios.
Therefore, more data points were acquired and the curves are smoother . The operating
temperatures increase slowly because the pressure ratio was slowly increased . Figure 5.5.9
shows typical operating temperatures of the two-stage intensifier running at 200 rpm with 200
bar discharge pressure.

Note from Fig . 5.5.9 that both the CNG discharge temperature and the cylinder wall temperature
are considerably lower than those of the single stage intensifier due to lower stage pressure ratio
and intercooling . At design pressure ratio the CNG discharge temperature is 100°C and the wall
temperature is approximately 65 - 70°C . The temperature is not very sensitive to changes in
intensifier speed.
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Figure 5.5.9 : Operating temperatures of the two-stage intensifier .
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As CNG flows through the interstage it is cooled due to heat exchange between the CNG pipes
and the air at ambient room temperature. Intercooling can reduce the CNG interstage
temperature by 50°C depending on pressure ratio and intensifier speed.

5.5 .7 The Pressure-Volume Diagram
Cylinder pressures were measured simultaneously in both stages during one entire intensifier
revolution. The reference point for the cylinder pressure of the first stage is the measured
steady-state inlet pressure . The reference pressure is the discharge pressure of the first stage (i .e.
interstage pressure) . Cylinder pressure data at 105:1 pressure ratio and 100 rpm are discussed in
detail in this section. P-V diagrams of higher intensifier speeds and lower pressure ratios are
attached in Appendix E2.

Figure 5.5.10 shows the p-V diagram of the first stage at 4 .02 : 1 stage pressure ratio . To be
noted is the fact that there is no pressure drop across the discharge valve of the first stage.
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Figure 5.5.10: The p-V diagram of the first stage at 100 rpm and 4 .02 : 1 stage pressure ratio .
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The pressure peaks in the discharge line are caused by the spring response . The steep slope of
the expansion line indicates low clearance volume and confirms good sealing of the valve
poppet. A slight pressure drop can be detected from the filling line . The ln(p)-ln(V) diagram of
the same data points is shown in Figure 5 .5.11 . The polytropic coefficients have been
calculated as described in Chapter 5 .4.8. The calculated values are plotted with experimental
data . The p-V diagram of the second stage at 2 .62 : 1 stage pressure ratio is shown in Figure
5.5.12. Again very little pressure drop occurs for both filling and discharge . The slope of the
expansion line is not as steep as in the first stage . The reason for this is larger clearance ratio in
the second stage . Figure 5 .5.12 shows a bulge at the beginning of the discharge line.
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Figure 5 .5.11: The ln(p)-ln(V) diagram of the first stage at 100 rpm and 4 .02 : 1 stage pressure
ratio

This bulge is caused by the spring preload of the discharge valves . The cylinder pressure
slightly exceeds the discharge pressure to open the discharge valve . As long as the pressure
drops back to discharge level, this phenomenon is not a concern.
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Figure 5.5.12: The p-V diagram of the second stage at 100 rpm and 2 .62 :1 stage pressure ratio.
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The logarithmic curve of the second stage is shown in Fig. 5.5.13. Note that polytropic
coefficient of the expansion is considerably smaller than that of the first stage . The polytropic
coefficient of the compression is very similar to that calculated in the first stage.

The p-V diagram for both stages is shown in Fig . 5.5.14. All pressure-volume diagrams in
Appendix E2 show both stages in on one graph . The logarithmic curves are not presented.
Rather, the polytropic coefficient of compression and expansion for different intensifier speeds
and inlet pressures are discussed in the next section.
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Figure 5 .5.14: The p-V diagram for both stages at 100 rpm and 10 .5 : 1 overall pressure ratio.

All data were taken with one inlet valve of the second stage plugged . At higher mass flow rates
(i.e. m > 20kg/hr) the cylinder pressure data show a significant pressure drop across the inlet
valve. This can be seen clearly in Fig . 5.5.15, where the inlet pressure is 75 .3 bar. The gas
compression takes place in the first stage, only . In the second stage gas is only forwarded
without compression . However, the high mass flow through the valves cause a pressure drop
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across the inlet valve . Hence, it must be concluded that two inlet valves are necessary for the
second stage to support the maximum CNG mass flow.
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Figure 5.5.15: The p-V diagram of both stages at 100 rpm and 2 .9:1 overall pressure ratio.

5.5.8 The PolvtroDic Coefficient
The polytropic coefficient was calculated from the p-V diagrams at various pressure ratios and
intensifier speeds using the method described in Chapter 5 .4 .8.

The results of Table 5.4 indicate that cooling is effective for the first stage . According to Table
2 .1, the gas is cooled during compression if n <k, which is the case for all speeds and pressure
ratios . The expansion coefficient for the first stage is slightly higher than k. Therefore, the gas
is cooled during expansion . The polytropic coefficients of the second stage clearly indicate that
the gas is heated during both compression and expansion . With respect to the isentropic
coefficient k, the compression coefficient is higher and the expansion coefficient is smaller . The
heating of the gas appears to be due to heat transfer from the piston rod . The temperature of the
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rod increases due to friction on the linear bearing and the rod seals . Since the rod surface is
large compared to the displacement volume, the heat transfer is very effective.

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

Speed

Pressure

(rpm)

Ratio

Compression

Expansion

Compression

Expansion

100

10.50 : 1

1 .19

1 .38

1 .55

0.67

10 .15 :1

1 .19

1 .41

1 .58

0.67

6.77 : 1

1 .18

1 .37

1 .65

0.64

4.61 : 1

1 .17

1 .36

1 .83

.62

2.90 : 1

1 .24

1 .32

N/A

N/A

10 .40 : 1

1 .19

1 .31

1 .64

0.70

8.87 : 1

1 .18

1 .30

1 .69

0.69

6.40 : 1

1.17

1 .27

1 .83

0.67

12 .10 :1

1 .21

1 .41

1.63

0.72

150

200

Table 5.4: Polytropic coefficients of the two-stage intensifier.

An empirical equation for the polytropic expansion coefficient is suggested [2] according to the
inlet pressure of the gas and its isentropic coefficient in the form : n = 1 + C*(k - 1), where C =
0.88 for pressures between 10 and 30 bar and k = 1 .3 . For pressures higher than 30 bar, n = k.
Therefore, the polytropic expansion coefficient should be 1 .264 at design pressure ratio . The
values presented in Table 5.4 show that the experimental expansion coefficients are somewhat
higher than suggested by the empirical equation, indicating that the gas is cooled during the
expansion.

The steady state polytropic coefficient of the first stage is plotted in Fig . 5.5.16. against the stage
pressure ratio of the first stage . The polytropic coefficient is calculated from Eqn 2 .2.1 and can
be written as:
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(5.5.2)
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Figure 5.5.16 : The steady state polytropic coefficient of the first stage.

Note from Figure 5 .5 .6 that the data points seem to converge towards a linear drop with
increasing stage pressure ratio . Note that the data points at lower stage pressure ratios are
considerably lower than that of higher stage pressure ratios which is due to a warm-up delay fo
the thermocouples . Figure 5 .5.16 shows that higher intensifier speeds can generate higher
polytropic coefficients which indicates less heat transfer at higher speeds . The data points of the
100 rpm case show a very linear behaviour because the test is longer and the number of data
points is higher than that of the 150 and the 200 rpm case . The 100 rpm case was fit by a
straight line :
(5
n = 1 .2866 - 5.08*10-3*T1 1
where H1 is the pressure ratio of the first stage .

.53)
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5.5 .9 The Effect of Intensifier Sneed
The effect of intensifier speed on the intensifier performance, based on the presented data and
test experience is summarized as follows:
• The power consumption and, thus, the isentropic efficiency is sensitive to changes in
intensifier speed . Frictional losses increase with increasing speed at higher pressure
ratios.
• Intensifier capacity and volumetric efficiency are not affected significantly by the
intensifier speed . The flow area of the valves is sufficiently large to support higher mass
flows at higher intensifier speeds.
• The operating temperatures are not very sensitive to intensifier speed.
• Misalignment and wear of moving parts are concerns for operation at higher intensifier
speeds

5.5.9 The Effect of Changes in Discharge Pressure
Simulating the requirement of a lower injection pressure, a test was performed with 150 bar
discharge pressure . While the volumetric efficiency is not affected by changes in discharge
pressure, the isentropic efficiency is considerably lower at lower discharge pressures . Note from
Figure 5 .5.17 that an increase of 4% in isentropic efficiency can be observed at design pressure
ratio and 150 bar discharge pressure . The compression forces are smaller due to the lower
pressure . Therefore, lower side loads are generated which generate less friction .
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Figure 5 .5.17: The Effect of Changes in Discharge Pressure.

5.5 .10 The Effect of IntercoolinE
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The CNG temperature after intercooling was held constant between 10 and 15°C . Note from
Figure 5 .5.18 that intercooling is more effective at higher pressure ratios because the stage
pressure ratio of the first stage and, thus, the interstage temperature is increasing.

Using intercooling, the inlet temperature of the second stage was reduced by 20% . Figure
5.5.19 shows that the isentropic efficiency is sensitive to intercooling where an increase of 4% in
isentropic efficiency can be observed at design pressure ratio . The volumetric efficiency is not
affected by intercooling . Lower cylinder wall temperatures and CNG discharge temperatures
can be observed when intercooling is used.

THE EFFECT OF INTERCOOLING
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Figure 5.5.19: The Effect of Intercooling.

5.6 Comparison of Single Stage and Two-Stage Intensifier ,
The intensifier performance has been improved in many respects with the two-stage intensifier.
The results are summarized as follows :
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• Volumetric Efficiency : Due to lower stage pressure ratio and better valve performance the
volumetric efficiency of the two-stage intensifier is 20% higher than that of the single stage
intensifier. Furthermore, the volumetric efficiency of. the two-stage intensifier is not as sensitive
to changes in intensifer speed and massflow as that of the single stage intensifier.

• Isentropic Efficiency : The isentropic efficiency of both intensifier prototypes is very
sensitive to changes in intensifier speed . Friction forces are responsible for lower efficiencies at
higher intensifier speeds and higher pressure ratios . The isentropic efficiency was not improved
by increasing the number of stages.
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Figure 5 .6.1 : Power Consumption per Unit Mass for Single Stage and Two-Stage Intensifier.

• Power Consumption : The power consumption per unit mass flow (kW/(kg/hr)) is shown for
both intensifiers at three intensifier speeds in Figure 5 .6.1. The graph shows that the power
consumption is sensitive to changes in intensifier speed for both intensifiers . The increase in
power is related to friction. The power consumption can be lower with the two-stage intensifier.
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However, the two-stage intensifier seems to be more sensitive to intensifier speed than the single
stage intensifier.

• Valve Arrangement: Size and configuration of both inlet and discharge valves were found to
be important parameters for the intensifier performance . Note that the improvement of the
intensifier performance is not only due to the increase in number stages but also due to valve
improvements. Increasing the valve orifice and the number of valves solved problems with back
pressure in the cylinder as is shown in the p-V diagrams of single stage and two-stage intensifier.

• Operating Temperatures : CNG discharge temperature and cylinder wall temperature have
been drastically reduced with the two-stage intensifier. The maximum CNG discharge
temperature of the single stage intensifier can be reduced by 115°C using multistaging if no
artificial cooling is applied . Furthermore, the operating temperatures of the two-stage intensifier
do not increase significantly with increasing intensifier speed . The lower operating temperatures
are due to multistaging and intercooling . The temperatures can be reduced even more if
effective intercooling is applied. The cylinder wall temperature can be reduced by 50°C with the
two-stage intensifier.

• Capacity Control: The capacity control methods discussed in Chapter 2 .2.3 are more
difficult to implement in a two-stage intensifier . Physical arrangement of control devices and
increased clearance volume are a concern with valve unloading . Bypassing is not recommend
since the stage pressure ratio cannot be maintained .
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Suggestions
6.1 Conclusions
The objective of this research was to design and build an intensifier prototype which compresses
natural gas from a variable, elevated-pressure storage source (20 - 200 bar) to a constant, high
discharge pressure (200 bar) . The intensifier is intended to deliver variable amounts of gaseous
fuel (5 - 43 kg/hr) to a heavy duty bus diesel engine which has been converted to a gas-diesel
engine . The intensifier performance was to be measured and the effects of operational
parameters were to be investigated. Furthermore, the intensifier design was to be evaluated.

Based on the CNG pressure and mass flow requirements of the gas-diesel engine, a number of
alternative intensifier design concepts have been studied and evaluated . The crank-shaft driven
reciprocating intensifier design was selected because of lower cost, simplicity of design and the
potential to operate at higher efficiencies compared to hydraulic and pneumatic reciprocating
drivers.

A single-stage double-acting intensifier prototype was designed and built . Based on early test
results and experience with the intensifier operation, a new, improved intensifier design (Version
1 .2) was proposed. Improvements were adressed to alignment-related problems of moving parts,
rod seals, discharge valves and rod lubrication . Steady-state and high-speed cylinder-pressure
data were recorded at different intensifier speeds and pressure ratios .
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Low volumetric efficiency, high operating temperatures and excessive valve flow velocities at
higher mass now rates called for multistaging and further improvements. A double-acting, twostage reciprocating intensifier (Version 2 .1) was designed and built which uses the displacement
of the forward stroke as first stage and the displacement of the return stroke as second stage.
Bore and stroke dimensions of the single-stage intensifier were adapted to the two-stage design.
An adequate stage volume ratio has been achieved by increasing the rod diameter . The valve
orifice area and the number of valves have been increased . The two-stage intensifier
performance was measured at the same intensifier speeds and similar pressure ratios.

The following is a brief summary of the performance of the single-stage and two-stage
intensifier prototypes Version 1 .2 and Version 2.1:

• A constant CNG discharge pressure of 200 bar was achieved with both single-stage and twostage intensifiers.

• Pressure ratios between 6 :1 and 12:1 were performed with the single-stage intensifier . The
two-stage intensifier covered pressure ratios between 4 :1 and 14 :1 . Hence, the design pressure
ratio of 10 :1 was exceeded with both intensifier prototypes.

• The minimum measured power consumptions per unit mass flow at design pressure ratio are
0.143 kW/(kg/hr) and 0.137 kW/(kg/hr) for single-stage and two-stage intensifiers, respectively.

• The maximum isentropic efficiencies at design pressure ratio are 86% and 77% for singlestage and two-stage intensifiers, respectively.

• The maximum volumetric efficiencies at design pressure ratio are 67 .3% and 92 .5% for
single-stage and two-stage intensifiers, respectively .
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• At design pressure ratio the stage pressure ratios of the two-stage intensifier are 3 .8 :1 and
2 .6:1 of first and second stages, respectively . The stage pressure ratios are not sensitive to
changes in intensifier speed.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the intensifier performance:

• The measured intensifier capacity of both single-stage and two-stages intensifier agrees very
well with the predicted intensifier capacity in the tested speed range . However, performance
tests have been done in the lower speed range (100 - 200 rpm) only . Higher intensifier speeds
have not been attempted due to friction- and alignment-related problems.

• Lower CNG discharge pressures (150 -175 bar) do not significantly affect the single-stage
intensifier performance . The performance of the two-stage intensifier was found to be more
efficient when operating at lower discharge pressure (150 bar).

• Cooling reduces the CNG discharge temperature and the cylinder wall temperature of the
single-stage intensifier . However, it does not significantly improve the single-stage intensifier
performance.

• Intercooling can reduce both the CNG discharge temperature and the cylinder wall
temperature . It has been shown that effective intercooling results in higher isentropic efficiency.

• Intensifier power consumption and isentropic efficiency of both intensifiers were found to be
very sensitive to changes in intensifier speed . Friction due to side forces and excessive heat
expansion (as a result of the side loads) appears to increase with higher intensifier speed .
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Therefore, the isentropic efficiency is lower at higher intensifier speeds . Perfect radial
alignment of all moving parts was found to be vital to ensure an efficient and reliable operation.

• The orifice size of the intensifier valves was found to be an important performance parameter.
Cylinder pressure data shows that small valve orifices can cause excessive valve flow velocities
which result in cylinder back pressures and low volumetric and isentropic efficiency, particularly
at higher mas flow rates . A bore-to-valve area ratio of 16 :1 or less was found to be adequate for
the required mass flow rate.

• Capacity control remains a major challenge for the crank-shaft driven intensifier prototype.
"Bypassing" and "Valve Unloading" have been simulated on the single-stage intensifier.
"Bypassing" was found not suitable because of excessive flow velocities through the valves
which can cause back-pressure in the cylinder and, thus, creates a power loss . "Valve
Unloading" causes only a modest pressure rise in the cylinder. However, the physical
arrangement of an unloading device and a potential increase in clearance volume are problems
not yet solved at present . Capacity control becomes increasingly difficult for the two-stage
intensifier with the above mentioned methods because the stage pressure ratio may not be
maintained . Variable displacement and frequency control appear to be the most promising
solutions.

• With a crank-shaft drive, high piston forces give rise to high normal and frictional forces in
the rod guide or crosshead which can generate excessive frictional heat . Because of these
problems and difficulties with capacity control , the reciprocating crank-shaft driver can not be
recommended as on-board intensifier actuator . However, some intensifier components have
proven to operate efficiently and reliably and can be recommended for further intensifier
designs. These components include:
* The Parker PolyPak piston seals (PTFE)
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* The V-Packing rod seals' (PTFE)
* The inlet valve configuration of the first stage (Version 2 .1)
* The discharge valve of the first stage (Version 2 .1)
* The valve poppets (brass) used in the discharge valves of single-stage and two-stage
intensifier
* The Permaglide ® bushing as means of eliminating radial misalignment of the rod
* The floating rod attachment

The following can be concluded from multistage compression:
• The volumetric efficiency of the two-stage intensifier is significantly higher than that of the
single-stage intensifier at the same operating conditions.

• The isentropic efficiency was not improved with multistaging.

• The operating temperatures have been greatly reduced with multistaging.

• The incoming gas of the second stage appears to be heated by the large, hot rod surface during
compression and expansion . Cylinder pressure data show that the expansion coefficient of the
second stage is significantly lower than k (nexp = 0.7). The consequence of this was that the
measured interstage pressure differed considerably from the design value predicted with equal
polytropic coefficients for compression and expansion.

6.2 Suggestions
Better intensifier performance and higher efficiency at low intensifier speeds are evident from
the test data . It was found that eliminating side loads and ensuring perfect radial alignment of
'Minimum : 5 V-rings + male and female adapter
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moving parts becomes increasingly difficult with a crank-shaft-driven intensifier at higher
intensifier speeds . Excessive wear can be expected . Furthermore, the capacity control and offdesign performance of a crank-shaft-driven intensifier are serious concerns . Due to high cyclic
peak torques, a very strong mounting and a flywheel may be necessary to operate a crank-shaftdriven intensifier on a bus.

The above mentioned difficulties render the hydraulic driver configuration more promising than
the crank-shaft driver . A double-acting hydraulically driven intensifier can be designed to
operate at a maximum piston frequency of 30 cycles per minute . The control of a variable
displacement pump can adjust the piston frequency, and thus the intensifier capacity, according
to the current tank pressure . Efficient off-design performance can be expected because of low
piston speeds and no excessive mass flow through the valves . Although the hydraulic driver
requires more space, little additional space for the hydraulic pump is required at the engine
outlet. The location of the intensifier can be selected according to availability of space in the
engine compartment of the bus . Initially, the cost of a hydraulic driver was a concern.
However, older transit buses are upgraded with power steering and the hydraulic system can be
partly shared with the intensifier driver . Availability of a low cost variable displacement
hydraulic pump greatly reduces the estimated cost (see Appendix A5) of a hydraulic driver.

A hydraulically driven intensifier design is proposed, similar to what has been described in
Chapter 2.3. All components used in the two-stage intensifier as described in this thesis can be
adapted to the double-acting hydraulically driven CNG intensifier. An arrangement of two
check valves (CV) and a solenoid valve (SV) shown in Fig . 6.2 .1 allows to operate the
intensifier variably as single-stage or two-stage compressor . The operation is described as
follows :
If the CNG tank pressure is higher than 60 bar, a single-stage operation appears feasable
since the pressure ratio does not exceed 3 .3:1 . The solenoid valve is closed and gas is
compressed in both compression chambers and fed to the accumulator, seperately . If the
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tank pressure (monitored by a pressure transducer) decreases below 60 bar, the solenoid
valve opens and gas is compressed in both compression chambers subsequently . The
intensifier now operates as a two-stage intensifier . An adequate stage volume ratio can
be achieved by sizing the rod diameter appropriately.

DOUBLE-ACTING
HYDRAULIC CYLINDER

DOUBLE-ACTING
CNG INTENSIFIER

I

6

1.
SV

CNGTANK

SWITCH
VALVE
CV
MICRO
PROCESSOR
VARIABLE
DISPLACEMENT
HYDRAULIC PUMP

CNG TO
INJECTOR

Figure 6.2.1 : Proposed variable displacement, hydraulically-driven reciprocating intensifier
prototype, variably operated as single-stage and two-stage intensifier.

The advantage of variable staging is the fact that the intensifier operation can be adapted to the
current tank pressure to achieve maximum efficiency . At low pressure ratios single-stage
compression is desirable because the displacement per cycle can be increased and the piston
frequency can be reduced . At high pressure ratios a two-stage intensifier has the potential to
operate more efficiently than a single-stage intensifier and the operating temperatures can be
reduced . Furthermore, advantage can be taken from intercooling .
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APPENDIX Al

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF CNG:

The following paragraph shows the derivation of the thermodynamic properties of
natural gas . Since the composition of natural gas varies throughout the continent
(particularly in terms of CH4 content), a specific configuration had to be selected for the
calculations . Here, two natural gas compositions have been investigated and compared;
a standard composition ("STANDARD") and the natural gas composition of British
Columbia ("BC HYDRO") . For the calculations the values of BC HYDRO have been
utilized.
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15.46256
0.75175
0.088194
0.040687
0.08802
0.148506
0 .01802
16.59773

MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF CNG:
STANDARD :
BC HYDRO :

M= 17.14569 kg/kmol
M= 1659773 kg/kmol

INDIVIDUAL GASCONSTANT FOR CNG :
R*= 8.31434 kJ/(kmol *K)
STANDARD :

R = 0.484922 kJ/(kg*K)

BC HYDRO :

R = 0 .500932 kJ/(kg*K)

DENSITY :

p = p/(R*T)

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE :
TEMPERATURE:
STANDARD:

p = 0.713142 kg/m 3

BC HYDRO :

p = 0 .690351 kg/m 3

p = 101.325 kPa
T = 293 K

.

R= R*/M
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CNG CONVERSION FACTOR:
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0 .8784

0 .9316

0 .72

0.632448

0 .670752

C2H6

0 .0632

0 .0453

0 .5

0.0316

0 .02265

C3HR

0 .0283

0 .00531

0 .36

0 .010188

0 .001911

C41110

0 .0102
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0 .25

0 .00255

0 .000612

CO2

0 .0051

0 .0053

0 .74

0 .003774

0 .003922
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0 .00895
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0 .0147

0 .00895

H2O

0 .00108
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1

0 .0001
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SUM

1 .00

0.99999

0 .69536

0 .709878

Table A1 .4 : Gravitation Factor of Natural Gas

CALCULATION OF LHV:

CH4

0 .8784

0 .9316

50010

C2H6

0.0632

0 .0453

47484

3000 .988

ClHs

0.0283

0 .00531

46353

1311 .789

C4H ~ 0

0.0102

0 .00245

45714

SUM

43928 .31

466 .2828
48707.84

Table A1 .5 : Lower Heating Value of Natural Gas

STANDARD : LHV = 48707 .84 kJ/kg
LHV = 34735 .64 kJ/m 3
BC HYDRO : LHV = 49098 .47 kJ/kg
LHV = 33895 .19 kJ/m 3

46689 .31
2151 .025
246 .1344
111 .9993
49098 .47
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APPENDIX A2

ENGINE SPECIFICATION DATA
The engine specification data was provided by the Detroit Diesel Company . The Detroit
Diesel 6V92-TA two stroke engine belongs to the group of heavy duty engines . It
consists of 6 cylinders in V-configuration with a displacement of 92 cubic inches per
cylinder . TA stands for turbocharged and aftercooled . Out of a variety of models, the
strongest engine has been investigated (285 hp) to represent the case of maximum fuel
consumption and, hence, maximum compressor capacity.
GENERAL DATA :
Model
Number of Cylinders
Bars and Stroke - in (mm)
Displacement - in 3 (L)
Compression Ratio
Piston Speed - ft/min (m/min)
Valves per Cylinder:
Intake
Exhaust
Combustion System
Engine Type
Aspiration

6V-92TA COACH
6
4,84 x 5,00 (123 x 127)
552 (9 .05)
17.0 : 1
1740 (533)

not applicable
4
direct injection
63 .5" VEE - 2 Cycle
turbocharged

PHYSICAL DATA:
Size:
Length - in (mm)
Width - in (mm)
Height - in (mm)
Weight, dry - lb (kg)

37 .6 (955)
37 .6 (955)
48 .0 (1220)
2020 (920)

FUEL SYSTEM:
Fuel Injector Part No ./Timing
Cart Code
Fuel Consumption - lb/hr (kg/hr)
Fuel Consumption - gal/hr (L/hr)
Fuel Spill Rate - lb/hr (kg/hr)
Fuel Spill Rate - gal/hr (L/hr)

5234850/1.460
0002
103.5 (46 .9)
155 (58 .7)
489 (222)
73.2 (277)
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Total Fuel Flow - lb/hr (kg/hr)
Total Fuel Flow - gal/hr (L/hr)

COOLING SYSTEM:
Coolant Flow - gal/min (LJmin)
Maximum Top Tank Temperature - °F (°C)
Minimum Top Tank Temperature - °F (°C)
Minimum Coolant Fill Rate - gal/min (LJmin)

160 (606)
210 (99)
160 (71)
3.0 (11 .4)

PERFORMANCE DATA:
Power Output - bhp (kW)
Full Load Speed - r/min
Peak Torque - lb ft (N m)
Peak Torque Speed - r/min
BMEP - lbf/in2 (kPa)

285 (213)
2100
870 (1180)
1200
92 (1200)
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0.358 (218)
0.355 (216)
0.350 (213)
0.341 (207)
0.335 (204)
0.334 (203)
0.343 (209)

Table A2.1 : Performance Data of Detroit Diesel 6V92-TA Engine.

The information of power, torque and brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) was
backed up with a graph . The values for power, torque and BSFC have been deduced
from this graph in 50 rpm intervals . Since data are only available down to 1000 rpm, the
curves had to be extrapolated to cover the lower speed range between 600 and 1000 rpm.
This was done by fitting a polynomial to the existing data where
P

=

ao +a1 •rpm+a

BSFC = ao + a 1

2

rpm

rpm2

+a3

•rpm 3

+ a2 • rpm2 + a3 • rpm3 + a, • rpm'
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Based on the lower heating values, the diesel fuel consumption (BSFC) has been
converted to natural gas.

POWER OUTPUT
DETROIT DIESEL 6V-92 TA 285 HP
250

200

X

150

50

0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

ENGINE SPEED [RPM]
DETROIT DIESEL

FITTED CURVE

Figure A2.1: Power output curve

BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
DETROIT DIESEL 6V 92TA 285 HP
300

T 250

3

a

150
0

500

1000

1500

2000

ENGINE SPF11) [RPM]
. DIESEL-FUEL DETROIT

FITTED CURVE

Figure A2.2: Brake Specific Fuel Consumption curve

CNU-FUEL

2500
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The lower heating values for natural gas has been taken from Appendix Al (BC Hydro).
LHVnatural gas = 49098 kJ/kg

The lower heating value for light diesel [7] is:
LHVdiesel = 42500 kJ/kg

To get the maximum fuel consumption in kg/hr for the entire speed range, the BSFC
(kg/kW hr) has been multiplied by the regression data of the power output (kW).

CNG FUEL CONSUMPTION (MASS)
DETROIT DIESEL 6V 92TA 285 HP

1500

2000

ENGINE SPEED [RPM]
.~ _ kg/hr — g/rev

Figure A2 .3: CNG fuel consumption

The fuel consumption has then been converted to volume, using the density value of
natural gas calculated in appendix Al (BC Hydro)
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CNG FUEL CONSUMPTION (VOLUME)
DE;1ROIl' DIESJL 6V--92TA 285 HP

0

500

woo
1500
ENGINE SPWI) [RPM]

2000

Figure A2.4: CNG fuel consumption in normal cubic meters per hour (Nm"3/hr) and
standard cubic feet per minute (SCFM)
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APPENDIX A3

SAMPLE CALCULATION : CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR:
The purpose of this calculation is to calculate the tip diameter as well as rotational and tip speed
of a centrifugal compressor, assuming an efficiency of 85%.

40

- Calculated
0.5

--- Tested
0.5

20
0 .6

0=0.6

0.7
31

3,=o'

15°

10

0 .8

~

0 .7
6

0=0 .85
0 .08
0 .85

4

I
2
0 .06 0 .08 0.1

°0 .9

0 .9

Re * - 10 8

f
0.2

0 .4

I
0 .6

I
0 .8 1 .0

ns

Figure A3.1 : Comparison of calculated efficiency contours with test data on centrifugal pumps
(5] .

X and Y axis of Figure A3.1 are defined as follows:
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ns _

SZ• IX

(4)
0

and

3

ds=

4

P

where:

S1
Q

rotational speed
gas volume at inlet condition

A po
p
D

pressure difference
gas density

rotor tip diameter

i) CNG Inlet Density:

P

p _ 2 . 10 6
.889kg/
m
3
R T 500 .288 -13

ii) CNG Volume at Inlet Port:
CNG mass flow :

Q = 60 m3/hr
Q = 0 .01667 m3/sec

iii) CNG Pressure Difference:
200 - 20 =180 bar

A Po= Pout- pin
Apo= 18*106 Pa

iv) Rotational Speed:
3
4

n, - (
YZ

ns was chosen from Figure A3 .1 for - 85% efficiency

hence, ns = 0.5
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T

and

0.5 ( 18-10
13.9
1=
/0.01667

s
= 148,660 rod/sec

v) Rotor Tip Diameter:

ds was chosen from Figure A3 .1 for -85% efficiency,

hence, ds = 5

D =

/0.01667

= 0.0191 m

18 . 10 6
13.9
The rotor tip diameter should be 1 .9 cm.

vi) Tip Speed:
Ut= .Q*D/2
Ut= 148,660 * 0.0191/2
Ut= 1422.5 m/s

vii) Shaft Speed:
n

60U, - 60 -1422.5
D•,r
0.0191 . 7r

n = 4.468*10 6 rpm
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APPENDIX A4

PERFORMANCE CHARTS OF COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
COMPRESSOR UNITS
In the following section performance charts of piston compressors are presented. Both
North American and European companies have been contacted . In particular, these
companies are :

• Sulzer (Switzerland)
• Neuman & Esser (Germany)
• Atlas Copco (Germany)
• Leobersdorfer Maschinenfabrik AG (Austria)
• Ingersoll-Rand (Canada)

Most of the compressors that deliver gases at 200 bar discharge pressure are air
compressors. Their capacities are usually much larger than required . Smaller air cooled
compressors which generate 200 bar consist of 4 or more stages since air is drawn from
the atmosphere. The conversion of these compressors is questionable, since a great deal
of modifications must be undertaken . Most compressors are designed for one or more
specific capacities at a fixed inlet and discharge pressure rather than a whole range of
pressures and capacities . They lack a suitable capacity control method . The
modifications add to the general high cost of a compressor.
Thus, it can be assumed that a newly designed intensifier is less costly and more suitable
than the modification of a commercially available unit .
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Figure A4 .1 : Selection chart of Sulzer "Labyrintpiston"-Compressors .
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Figure A4.2 Capacity chart of Neuman & Esser piston compressors.
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Gas-Kolbenkompressoren
Sonderausfuhrungen bis 300 bar im Trockenlauf
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Figure A43 : Capacity chart of Atlas Copco dry-running piston compressors .
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Leistungsdiagramm der Iuftgekuhlten Hochdruckkompressoren
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Figure A4 .4 : LMF air-cooled high pressure compressors .
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Engineering Data
Max. Prase.

Dimensions

Motor
Rating

P. D.

Length

Weights

WWth

Haight

Ban

Bass Mtd.

PSIG

Bar

CFM Mirth

HP

KW

Model

RPM

IN

MM

IN.

MM

IN

MM

Lba.

Kg.

Lba.

Kg.

500
500
500
800
1000
1000

34.5
34.5
34.5
55.2
68 .9
68 .9

7 .4
36.0
49.5
30.3
41 .2
13 .1

0 .21
1 .01
1 .40
0.86
1 .17
0.37

2
10
15
10
15
5

1 .5
7.5
11 .2
7 .5
11 .2
3.7

231
772
1572
1572
1572
774

660
800
900
555
750
800

36.0
52 .0
59 .0
59.0
59.0
52.0

914
1321
1499
1499
1499
1321

20.0
24.0
28 .0
28 .0
28 .0
24 .0

508
610
711
711
711
610

19 .0
31 .0
34 .0
34.0
34.0
31 .0

483
787
864
864
864
787

150
425
725
725
725
425

68
193
329
329
329
193

290
890
1180
1150
1180
890

132
404
535
522
535
404

3000
3500

207
241

11 .0
36 .8

0 .31
1 .04

5
20

3.7
14.9

223
1574

985
1000

42.0
58.4

1067
1483

21 .5
27.0

546
686

28 .0
45 .5

711
1156

310
780

141
354

500
1145

227
519

5000
5000
5000

345
345
345

23.2
32.7
36.8

0.66
0.93
1 .04

10
15
20

7 .5
11 .2
14 .9

H15T4
1-11574
H15T4

631
890
1000

58 .4 1483
58 .4 1483
58.4 1483

27.0
27 .0
27 .0

686
686
686

45 .5
45.5
45.5

1156
1156
1156

780
780
780

354
354
354

1265
1295
1320

574
587
599

Figure A4.5 : Ingersoll-Rand high pressure, air-cooled piston compressors
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APPENDIX A5

HYDRAULIC DRIVE PRICE BREAKDOWN'
All parts as shown in Figure 2 .3.1 . This configuration represents hydraulic parts only
and does not include the intensifier parts.
Hydraulic Pump (variable displacement)
1 .55cu.in./rev max. displacement
$ 1,431 .00
Remote Pressure Controller
$ 251 .00
Proportional Valve
$ 680.00
- Subplate $ 340.00
- Control Card
$ 814 .00
Directional Control Valve
$ 300.00
- Subplate $ 230.00
- Auto Cycle Valve
$ 671.00
Hydraulic Cylinder (with cushions)
$ 724.00
Turbine Flow Meter
$ 645 .00
- Signal Conditioner $ 850 .00
- Digital Readout
$ 738.00
- Cables $ 100 .00
Return Line Filter
$ 60.00
Sundries
$ 250.00
SUBTOTAL :
$ 8083 .00
EXTRAS:
24 VDC Power Supply (2 .4 V (3 24 V)
Potentiometer to Control Proportional Valve
10 Gallon Reservoir (complete with suction
and return line)
Hydraulic Oil (per litre)
SUBTOTAL :
TOTAL :

1 Source : Janox Fluid Power, Richmond, B .C ., Canada, March 1991

$ 8083 .00

$ 113.95
$ 55.00
$ 575.00
$
2.30
$ 793.00

$

793.00

$ 8876.00
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APPENDIX A6

SAMPLE CALCULATION : HYDRAULIC DRIVER
The calculation shows the dimensions of one hydraulic driver configuration and how
they have been derived . This is only one of several solutions.
Conditions:
Tank Pressure :
Injection Pressure:
Fuel Consumption :

P1= 20 bar (300 psi)
P2= 200 bar (3000 psi)
m= 45 kg/hr @ 2100 rpm
m= 15 kg/hr @ 600 rpm

Gas Cylinder Dimensions:
Bore:
Stroke:
Rod:
Clearance Volume :

Bg= 7 .62 cm (3 .0")
Sg= 30 .48 cm (12.0")
Rg= 5 .08 cm (2 .0")
co = 3% (for forward stroke)
eo = 5% (for return stroke)

Hydraulic Cylinder:
Bore:
Stroke:
Rod:

Bh= 8.89 cm (3 .5")
Sh= 30 .48 cm (12 .0")
Rh= 5.08 cm (2 .0")

Gas Properties:
Gasconstant
Polytropic Coefficient
Inlet Temperature

R= 500 J/kg K
n= 1 .3
T1= 288 K

11 Volumetric Efficiency

A, =1-so Pz -1 - Pz - 0.01
Pl
1

1

=1-0 .03 (200)

11 .3-1

-10 . 0.01=0.7536

the volumetric efficiency for the forward stroke is 75 .36%.
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200
R=1-0 .05 (—
20

1
1 .3

-1 -10 . 0.01=0.6561

the volumetric efficiency for the return stroke is 65.61%.
2) CNGMassflow per stroke(forwardstroke):
volume:
VF = Bc 1r Sc

4 . 30.48

VF =7.622 •7r

VF =1390cm 3

masssflow:
m=P1VF-A

v

R•1

20 . 10 5 . 1390 . 10 0.7536
500 . 288

m
1n

F =1.455 .10-2

kg
stroke

3) CNGMassflowper stroke (returnstroke):
volume:
VR=(BB-"'

it

SG

VR = (7.622 - 5.082 ) . 7r

4 . 30.48

massflow:

m=

P1 • VR X v
R . 7j

m=

20 . 10 5 . 722.2 . 10 -6 . 0.6561
500 . 288

VF=772 .2 cm3
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m R =0.66 . 102

kg

stroke

4) Total disulacement Der cycle :,
D=Vf+Vr= 1390+722 .2=2112 .2cm 3
5) Total CNG Massflow Der cycle (forward + return stroke):
total mass per cycle:
kg
mTOT = mp+m R = (14.55+6.60)•10 -3= 21.15 . 10-3 cycle
6)#of cycles Der minute re quired:
i) mass requirement @ 2100 rpm : mreq= 45 kg/hr
mreq= 45/60 kg/min = 0.75 kg/min
0.75
= 35 .46 cycles
# of cycles= m"Q=
3
min
mwT 21 .15 . 10ii) mass requirement @ 600 rpm :

mreq= 15 kg/hr
mreq= 15/60 kg/min = 0 .25 kg/min

0.25
cycles
# of cycles= m"4 =
=11.8
mTOT 21.15 min

7) Required numb capacity:
assuming that the pump turns with engine speed:
the hydraulic cylinder volume is:
Vg

=

Bg•n•4•Sg+(Bq–RA)•n•!•S rr

Vg =

8.89 2 • n • 0.25 .30.48 + (8 .89 2 – 5.08 2 ) • n . 0.25 . 30.48

V,, =

1891.94cm3 + 1274.16cm3 = 3166.1cm3
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i) Hump capacity for 2100 rpm:
Vpump= VH* # of cycles per minute
Vpump= 3166 .1 / 1000 * 35 .46 = 112.27 Umin
pump displacement per revolution:
D = Vpump/2100 = 53 .6 cm3
ii) pump capacity for 600 rpm:
Vpump= VH* # of cycles per minute
Vpump= 3166 .1 /1000 * 11 .8 = 37 .36 Umin
pump displacement per revolution:
D= Vpump/600 = 62 .27 cm 3
A pump displacement of 62 .27
cm3 /rev (3 .8 ci/rev) is required to
operate the hydraulic pump at engine
speed. Eventual fliud shortages can be
compensated with a hydraulic
accumulator.

8) Maximum force on rod:
A f = 45.60 cm 2
Ar = 25 .33 cm2
P2 = 200 bar
P1 = 20 bar
THRUST:
F
=AF' P2
F

—AR -PI

= 86,134 N

TENSILE:
F,= — AF P,+AR •P2

F,s

= 41,540 N

The maximum thrust force is 86,134 N .
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APPENDIX A7

SPECIFICATION OF THE EXISTING AIR COMPRESSOR'
Following are the technical data of the air compressor which is used on the transit busses.
Its purpose is to power the air brakes .

Tu-Flo 700
Compressor
MP *rm. igawa
doubles

heavy tandem
conventional

transit

COMPRESSOR BUILD-UP TIME
0-120 PSI
6900 CUBIC INCH RESERVOIR
400

loo
0
1200

1500 1800 2100 2400 2700 3000
COMPRESSOR SPEED (RPM)

Tu-Flo 700 Specifications
Average weight
Number of cylinders
Bore size
Stroke
Displacement at 1250 RPM
Maximum recommended RPM
Minimum coolant flow (water-cooled) at
Maximum RPM
Minimum RPM
Minimum coolant flow (air-cooled)
Approximate horsepower required at
1250 RPM at 120 PSIG
(naturally aspirated)
Turbocharge limits
Maximum RPM
Maximum pressure (gauge)
Maximum inlet air temperature
Maximum discharge air temperature
Minimum pressure required to unload
(naturally aspirated)
Minimum oil pressure
required at engine idling speed
Minimum oil pressure required at
maximum governed engine speed
Oil capacity of
self-lubricated model
Minimum discharge-line size
Minimum coolant-line size
Minimum oil-supply line size
Minimum oil-return line size
Minimum air-inlet line size
Minimum unloader-line size

2 .5 GPM
5 GPM
N/A
3 .5
2200 RPM
15 PSIG"
250 degrees F
400 degrees F
60 PSIG
15 PSIG
15 PSIG
N/A
1/2" I .D.
3/8" I .D.
3/16" I .D.
1/2" I .D.
5/8" I .D.
3/16" I.D.

'Installed weight determined by final mounting configuration.
"Mmdmum pressure (gauge) at maximum 1900 RPM. 25 PSTG.

Figure A7.1 : Technical Data Sheet of Tu-Flo 700 Compressor
'Source : Bendix Air Compressors (brochure)

46 lbs .'
2
2 .750"
1 .81"
15 .5 CFM
3000 RPM
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APPENDIX A8

SAMPLE CALCULATION : THE "SKIPFIRE" METHOD

The purpose of this calculation is to evaluate the power loss due to compression of air from
atmospheric pressure to 8.5 bar (125 psi) in a combustion cylinder of a 6V-92 engine . The
compression is achieved by skipping the fuel injection and, thus, the combustion and forwarding
the air into a receiver vessel . No turbocharging is assumed.

GIVEN:

cylinder volume :

1 .5071(92 in 3 )

compression ratio :

17:1

engine speed:

1250 rpm

power output @ 1250 rpm:

150 kW

REQUIRED : air pressure:

8 .5 bar (125 psi)

flow capacity :

50 SCFM

CALCULATE:
1) clearance volume:

eo = 1/18 = 0 .0555 = 5.55%
co = 0.0555* 1507 = 83 .7 ccm

2) volumetric efficiency :

i v = 1 - e0*[8 .513

- 1] = 0.767

r1 v =76 .7%

3) number of strokes n required to achieve required air flow:
n Q
V rl q
where:

Q

air flow (in SCFM)

V

piston displacement (in ft 3)

184
n
n

engine revolutions per minute
Q = 92 50
V . Tly
123

=1224 rpm

0.767

1224 strokes must be skipped to deliver 50 SCFM air @ 125 psi

..

1 - 1250 -1224 = 1 - 0
.0208 = 0 .9792 - 98%
1250
98% of the strokes are not used for combustion, hence, 98% of
the power of one cylinder is not available

5) absolute power loss :

0.98*

6
1 0 = 24.48kW

this is the power loss only due to skipping the combustion in one cylinder

6) relative power loss :

1-

150
.3290
1504 .7 =16

the relative power loss is 16 .36% not including the power consumption for the
air compression.
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APPENDIX A9
SAMPLE CALCULATION : HASKEL GAS BOOSTERS
The performance of various booster models is calculated as is suggested in the HASKEL
brochure M-26D . Prior to the performance calculations a booster model selection chart
is presented . Then the requirements are stated and the calculations for selected models
are carried out. At the end, a booster combination is presented as suggested by the
HASKEL Inc . head office.

•

=

Sa,

MODEL
NUMBER
AG-1 .5

20.7

AG-4 '

00

4

AG-7
AG-15 '

710 254
2250

AG-30

3

AG-62

600

_

AG-75 7'
AG-152
AG-233

y,
0
7 O .
0

11,250

775

2°380o°
22,500
1550

50

2 07

ATM

600

4 PA

10:1

1050
2250

7 PA

2637

124

ao0

30 PA

25 :1

124

60 PA

25:1

75 PA

25:1

150 PA

25 :1

250

6p
0
11,250
775
23 80
22,500

051
3 .1
. 051
1 .2
.020

126 9
384
6 29

1550

225 PA

25:1

02
1 .2

ATM

868

l PA + Ps

10 :1

1100

2

0

6
250
17
j5j
17

9000

AGD•75

20,000

200
14
250

AGT-7/30
AGT-15/30
AGT•15/75
AGT•32/62
AGT . 30/75
AGT-32 / 152
AGT-32 / 152H
AGT•62/152
AGT•62 / 152 H

3
j

8500

1 .897
9000
621

16000

1100

20000
1380
25 000
1720

1 380
80
25 000
1720

2500

6'01

AGD-30
AGD-62

1250
86 .2
4000

66 60
112

216

50

100

1380

215

PA

1 .7

6° o°

25,02040

.522

124

AGD-15 :

1380
20,000

31 .9

20 :1
20 :1

50

620

101

250

5000

2500
172

PA+Ps

PISTON DISPLACEMENT
BASIC DISPLACEZMENT
PER
ERO•LOADT
CYCLE
100 PSI DRIVE
IN s
LITRE
CYCLES INs/MIN
PER
LIT/MIN
MIN.
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9

AGT-4
AGT-7/15

v~i

00

1 .5

ATM .

AG D-4
AGO-7

AGD-152
AGD-152H

v

MAX .
RATED
GAS
OUTLET
PRESS.
PSIG
Bar

MAXIMUM OPERATING
PRESSURE WITH:
MAX.
AIR DRIVE PRESSURE "P*"
COMMIN.
GAS SUPPLY
PRESSION
NORMAL
PRESSURE "Ps"
RATIO
GAS
SUPPLY
SUPPLY
(REFER
PRESS.
Ps
OUTLET"Po"
PAGE 81
PSIG
PSIG
Bar
Bar

1 .7

172
500
50
35
60200

15

7 PA + Ps

0

SO

4.06

124

149
2 .44

SO

1. 7

.020

69

1 .38
7735

39 6

245

20:1

26.4

100
100

84

0
4343
12
2 043
20
10. 2
428
7 .01

TYPICAL GAS DELIVERY
ACTUAL VOLUME AT
PRESSURE
85 PSI)
SUPPLY
OUTLET
IN
=PI!. Q P319 ACTBIN
MIN @ PSI(
LIT
ACi LIT
BAR
ACT
MIN 49
MIN @BAR
(Air Drive 35 SCFM at

29g 01 0
1
9
14 X
, 170

2510 @ 161 5

9 .67X1 0
7
28
0 20 7

2

33 8

236

2290

2.33 @ 34 5
690
55 .7 @ 1500
.913 Q 103

910 Q

5.74 @ 193
21 @
8 5 X1 72 4
121
3565 @ 50
16.0 @ 5250

.262 @ 362

3565
26 .8 @ 1038
2000
.439 @ 138

~108@~ 724
3 .4 Q 15750
.056 @ 1084
0
1 4 Q 7~
7 .10
26
24 @
2
900
1668 @ 13 8
3.70 @
102 1350
.24@ 207
1 67 @
215 a
2 .3
3.52 @ 3545
93 @ 12 70
4631 @ 5200
160 @ 1000
2 .62 Q 69 .0
.508 @ 359
92 @ 1500
20.338
.6 @@ 6750
1 .51 @ 103
466
59 @ 000
9.5 @ 12500
.967 Q 138
.156 @ 862

15 PA + Ps

20:1

12.4

30 PA + Ps

25:1
25 :1

0 .000

1380

250

20,000
1380

150 PA + Ps

25:1

62
62
.102
2 .4
.039
2.4
.039

100

60 PA + Ps
75 PA + Ps

100
69

3 .93
166
2.72

217 0

150 PA } Ps

25 :1

.039

2 .4

69

100;1

10.0
.164

250

393@1 1138
129 Q 305
2 .11 @ 21 .0

2 Ps

50:1

13 .2

100

j

2 PA

30 PA + 4 Ps

100:1

13 .2
. 216

100

2 72
2500
41 .0
113
.6
13
2 1 .6

1 08 @6414
1035 @ 25
17 .0 @ 1 .70

25

25,02040
1250
86 .2
6PA

586@70
63 100
47 59@ 7

49@86 .2
1.1
2346 @ 172

3 .5
50

15 PA

30 PA {- 2 Ps

50:1

102

100

60.2

4 16 Q 207

2482 @ 86

3.5 PA

75 PA+5P5

100:1

602

100

293@103
12 .90 @ 690
121 @ 500
1 .98 @ 34 .5
127 @ 350
2.08 @ 24 .1
154 Q 700
2 .52 @ 48 .3

400@ 6000
4
462
2474 @ 200
9 .59 @ 6500
.157 @ .448
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Figure A9 .1 : Model Selection Chart . Maximum Air Drive Pressure : 10 .3 bar (150 psi)
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Figure A9.2 : Performance Data
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Air or gas flow under the pulsating conditions characteristic
of an air driven gas booster will vary widely with relatively
minor changes in external plumbing, internal friction, manufacturing tolerances, etc. While it is not possible to make
precise predictions, it is relatively easy to make reasonably
accurate estimates by the following simplified method : —
Gas flow in "actual" volume per minute (volume at actual
pressure and temperature) is piston displacement per cycle
times cycling "speed " (cycles per minute) times volumetric efficiency . This can be converted to "standard" volume (volume at standard atmospheric temperature and
pressure) by multiplying by the ratio of supply pressure
to atmospheric pressure, and dividing by the ratio of
supply temperature to atmospheric temperature . (All
pressures and temperatures must be absolute).
PRESSURE LOAD — "Lp" is the air drive pressure required'
to produce the outlet pressure at "stall" or zero speed . The
difference between this "load" and the actual air drive pressure determines rate of flow through the air system and
therefore determines cycling speed.
Note : This family of boosters includes units with a variety
of stroke lengths and with one, two or three drive cylinders . Air drive volume, and therefore cycling speed varies
widely from one model to another . However, ALL models
use the same air caps, valve and essentially identical air
systems . Each will use essentially the same quantity of
driving air for any specific combination of "load" and
air drive pressure . Cycling speed for each model will be
in direct proportion to its speed at zero load with 100
PSI (7 bar) air drive . It is threfore possible to show performance by a single graph showing relative speed versus

load . For convenience the graph shows "displacement"
(speed times volume per cycle).
With single acting single stage units the pressure load is
outlet pressure divided by drive area ratio . With double
acting single stage units pressure load is the "lift" or
difference between outlet and supply divided by the drive
area ratio .
With two stage units the pressure load on each of the two
strokes must be determined and the higher value used in
determining speed or displacement. On the output stroke
the load is outlet pressure minus assistance from supply
divided by second stage drive area ratio . On the interstage
stroke the interstage pressure acts on the DIFFERENCE between areas of the first and second stage pistons . The interstage pressure is a fixed factor times supply pressure but
cannot exceed outlet pressure . Pressure load for the interstage stroke is determined by supply pressure, or by outlet
pressure whichever gives the LOWER load . (See equations
in chart below).
VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY : — The actual intake volume per stroke is less than "piston displacement" since part
of the available space is filled by re-expansion of high pressure gas remaining in the clearance volume at the end of the
compression stroke . The volumetric efficiency, "Ve " , is the
ratio of actual intake volume to the displacement . It is 100%
at a compression ratio of 1 :1 (outlet = supply) and decreases
linearly to zero at a compression ratio such that the re-expanded gas completely fills the available space and no fresh
gas is taken in.
The following shows procedure for performance calculations with typical examples.

Figure A9.3: Performance Calculations

GIVEN:
REQUIRED OUTLET PRESSURE Po :

206 bar (3000 psig)

AVAILABLE GAS SUPPLY PRESSURE Ps :

20 .6 bar (300 psig)

REQUIRED GAS FLOW :

35 SCFM

PRESSURE RATIO :

10 :1

AVAILABLE AIR DRIVE PRESSURE Pa :

130 psi

AVAILABLE AIR DRIVE FLOW :

75 SCFM

note that both air pressure and air flow have been chosen relatively large
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1) AGD-15 (double acting, single stage)
maximum rated outlet pressure :

345 bar (5000 psig)

maximum pressure ratio:

20:1

1) BASIC DISPLACEMENT Db :

20.4 liters/min (0 .72 actual CFM)

(from chart)
2) PRESSURE LOAD Lp :

Lp = (Po - Ps)/15 = 2700/15 = 180 psi

from the chart it can be seen that 180 is too high

2) AGD-30 (double acting, single stage)
maximum rated outlet pressure :

620 bar (9000 psig)

maximum pressure ratio:

25:1

1) BASIC DISPLACEMENT Db:

10.2 liters/min (0 .36 actual CFM)

(from chart)
2) PRESSURE LOAD Lp :

Lp = (Po - Ps)/30 = 2700/30 = 90 psig

3) DISPLACEMENT FACTOR Kd :

0.7

(from chart for Lp = 90 psig)
4) VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY Ve :

0.7

(from chart for category C)
5) ACTUAL FLOW VOLUME :

Db*Kd*Ve = 0.36*0.7*0.7 = 0 .1764

6) STANDARD FLOW VOLUME :

Db*Kd*Ve* (Ps+ 14.7)/14.7 =
= 0.1764*314.7/14.7 = 3.7764 SCFM

required are 35 .3 SCFM which means that the capacity of model AGD-30 is about one
order of magnitude too low.
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3) AGD-62 (double acting, single stage)
maximum rated outlet pressure :

620 bar (9000 psig)

maximum pressure ratio :

25:1

1) BASIC DISPLACEMENT Db :

6.99liters/min (0 .247 actual CFM)

(from chart)
2) PRESSURE LOAD Lp :

Lp = (Po - Ps)/60 = 2700/60 = 45 psig

3) DISPLACEMENT FACTOR Kd :

0.9

(from chart for Lp = 45 psig and -85 SCFM air flow)
4) VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY Ve :

0.7

(from chart for category C)
5) ACTUAL FLOW VOLUME : Db*Kd*Ve = 0 .247*0 .9*0.7 = 0.15561
6) STANDARD FLOW VOLUME :

Db*Kd*Ve*(Ps+ 14 .7)/14.7 =
= 0.15561*314.7/14.7 = 3.3313 SCFM

required are 35 .3 SCFM which means that the capacity of model AGD-62 is also about
one order of magnitude too low.

4) AGT-15/30 (two stage)
maximum rated outlet pressure :

586 bar (8500 psig)

maximum pressure ratio :

50:1

1) BASIC DISPLACEMENT Db :

10.1 liters/min (0 .355 actual CFM)

(from chart)
2.1) PRESSURE LOAD Lp during output stroke:
Lp = (Po - 2*Ps)/30 = 2400/30 = 80 psig
2.2) PRESSURE LOAD Lp during interstage stroke:
a) Lp = Ps/15 = 300/15 = 20 psig
b) Lp = Po/30 = 3000/30 = 100 psig
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2.3) TOTAL PRESSURE LOAD Lp :
3) DISPLACEMENT FACTOR Kd :

80 psig
0.75

(from chart for Lp = 80 psig)
4) VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY Ve :

0.93

(from chart for category D)
5) ACTUAL FLOW VOLUME : Db*Kd*Ve = 0 .355*0 .75*0.93 = 0.2476
6) STANDARD FLOW VOLUME :

Db*Kd*Ve*(Ps+14 .7)/14.7 =
= 0.2476*314.7/14.7 = 5.3 SCFM

the capacity of a two stage model of reasonable size is also too low.

It has been shown, that all the selected models are not suitable . Various other models
have been investigated but their performance is even less suitable .
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SPECIFICATION OF BOOSTER PACKAGE PROPOSED BY HASKEL L INC.
Haskel Inc.
100 East Graham Place
BURBANK, CA . 91502
Two boosters in series:
first booster model number:
air drive pressure :
required air drive quantity:
booster cycles per minute :

8AGD-5
110 psig
174 SCFM
42

second booster model number :
air drive pressure :
required air drive quantity:
booster cycles per minute :

8AGT-14/30
110 psig
182 SCFM
87

system total required drive air :
gas supply pressure :
calculated gas interstage pressure :
gas outlet pressue:
gas outlet flow :

356 SCFM
300 psig
805 psig
3000 psig
36.04 SCFM

NOTE: Gas temperature is not considered in the listed performance data . Flow rates
will be effected by supply or discharge gas temperatures.

COST:

AGD-5:
$ 9,294.00
AGT-14/30 : $ 9,659.00

1 Source : Fax, May 29th, 1992
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APPENDIX A10

SAMPLE CALCULATION : JNJECTOR DIMENSIONS
The purpose of this calculation is to determine the dimensions of an injector chamber
which holds CNG for the combustion . A plunger which is activated by the camshaft
compresses the gas and forwards it into the combustion chamber. In particular, the
diameter of the cylindrical chamber is interesting since it is limitted by the outside shape
of the injector.
GIVEN:

CNG inlet pressure:
CNG inlet temperature :
gas constant:
fuel requirement:
valve lift :

20 bar (300 psi)
285 K
500 J/kg K
15 kg/hr @ 600 rpm
0.8255 cm (0 .325")

1) Mass Requirement per Injector:
m = 15 kg/hr @ 600 rpm
(15 kg/hr)/60 = 0.25 kg/min @600 rpm
(0 .25 kg/min)/600 = 4 .166* 10-4 kg/revolution
4 .166* 10-4 kg/revolution)/6 = 6 .944* 10-5 kg/revolution and cylinder
m = 6.944*10-5 kg/revolution and cylinder
2) Volume Requirement of the Injector Body:
V= mxRxT
P

V = 6 .944 . 10-5 . 500 . 285 = 4 .9476 . 10 -6m3
2 . 106
V=4.95cm3
this result is obtained assuming 100% volumetric efficiency
3) Chamber Diameter for a Given Lift:

v=

s
d' 4 • L

where L is the lift (i .e . 0.8255 cm)
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d = 4V

J L•7r

=2 .77 cm

This dimension is too big since the outside diameter of the injector body is 2 .54 cm . To
be noted is that the effects of volumetric efficiency are not taken into account and that
the injector needs an appropriate wall thickness which limits the chamber dimensions
even more . Hence, this intensifier type can be considered for lower pressure ratios
(higher inlet pressures), only.
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APPENDIX Al 1
SAMPLE CALCULATION : CONVERSION OF A 50 ccm COMBUSTION
ENGINE
Purpose of this sample calculation is to find the number of strokes that are required to
run a 50 ccm displacement compressor at a 10 :1 pressure ratio and full mass flow . The
result is satisfactory if the required number of strokes is lower or equal to the actual
number of strokes.
GIVEN:

inlet pressrue:

20.6 bar (300 psi)

outlet pressure:
gasconstant R:
inlet temperature:
mass flow :

206 bar (3000 psi)
500 J/kg K
288 K
45 kg/hr @ 2100 rpm
15 kg/hr @ 600 rpm

Compressor Dimensions:
bore:
stroke :
displacement :
clearance volume :

3.81 cm (1 .5")
4.445 cm (1 .75")
50 .677 cm3
10%

1) Volumetric Efficiency:

=1–cro• [1112

-1

P1

A0 = 1–0 .1•

206 1—3
-1 =0.512=51 .2%
20.6

2) Massflow per Stroke:
m = P, V A = 2.06 .106 .50.667 .10
.0.512
R• T °
500 . 288
tit

= 3.712 * 10-4 kg/stroke
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3) Number of strokes required to meet the massflow at 2100 rpm:
required massflow : 45 kg/hr = 0 .75 kg/min
required massflow = displacement/stroke * required # of strokes/min
required # of strokes =

0.75
= 2020 .5 strokes/min
3.712 . 10-4

4) Number of strokes required to meet the massflow at 600 rpm:
required massflow : 15 kg/hr = 0 .25 kg/min
required massflow = displacement/stroke * required # of strokes/min
required # of strokes =

0.25
= 673.5 strokes/min
3.712 . 10-a

5) Thrust force:
F=p*A
F = 3000 psi * 1 .52 * n / 4 = 5301 .5 lbs
It can be seen that the mass low requirement is satisfied at 2100 rpm, however, at 600
rpm there is a shortage of approximately 10% . Thrust forces of at least 5300 lbs are
expected .
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APPENDIX Al2

SAMPLE CALCULATION: CAPACITY OF A HYDRAULIC FLUID PUMP
The purpose of this calculation is to determine the capacity of a hydraulic pump which is
required to meet the gas consumption of the bus engine at design pressure ratio as it is
converted into a gas compressor.
GIVEN:

Maximum fuel consumption of Detroit Diesel engine, model 6V 92 TA:
m = 45 kg/hr @2100 rpm
rim

= 15 kg/hr @ 600 rpm

clearance volume :

c = 15%

gas constant:

R = 500 J/kg K

polytropic coefficient : n = 1 .3
gas inlet temperature : T = 288 K
gas inlet pressure:

p = 20 bar

speed ratio :

1 :1 (i.e . pump operates at engine speed)

1) Fuel consumption per revolution in g/rev:
m = 45 . 1000
= 0.35 g/rev @ 2100 rpm
60 . 2100
m = 15 . 1000 = 0
.416 g/rev @ 600 rpm
60 . 600
2) Volumetric efficiency at design pressure ratio:

a

1-E P " -1
Pl

=1-0.15 (10)13-1]=26 .83%
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3) Required pump displacement (ml/rev):
V=

m

R•T•X

P
v = 0.416 .10-3 .500 .288 .0.2683 = 8
.036 10 .6 m3/rev
2 . 106
V = 8 .036 ml/rev

Hence, a displacement of -8 ml/rev is required to provide sufficient gas for the
diesel engine.
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APPENDIX A13

PISTON ROD CALCULATION;
The following calculation has been carried out in imperial units . It is based on the
properties of Type 316 Stainless Steel [4]:
Yield Strength

30,000 psi

Tensile Strength

75,000 psi

Both tensile and thrust forces have been obtained, assuming a double acting piston with
maximum load (i .e . where the pressure on one side is 3000 psi and on the other side 300
psi).

ROD SELECTION CHART
BORE 1 .25", P1= 300 psi, P2 = 3000 psi

so

4

THRUST FORCE

70
60

TENSILE FORCE
50

Ii

2

40

YIELD STRESS

30
20
10

0

0
0 .25

0 .3

0.35

0.4

0 .45

0 .5

0.55

0 .6

0.65

0 .7 0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0 .95

1

ROD DIAMETER. (inch)
T THRUST FORCE — TINSILE FORCE

THRUST STRESS — TENSILE STRESS

Figure A13 : Forces and stresses for various rod sizes

The inerta forces have been neglected at this point since the weight of the piston is not
known. Figure A13 illustrates the load and stress behaviour for various rod sizes
between 1/4" and 1" . It must be reminded that large rodsizes require a correction of the
basic displacement . In order to meet the given yield stress a rod size greater or equal
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0 .35" must be chosen . A fatigue calculation has not been carried out since the number of
cycles of the prototype will be too low to require a proof of strength under the given
conditions.

For the prototype intensifier the rod size was chosen 0 .5 inch (1 .27 cm) . The safety
factor is 1.92.
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APPENDIX A14

FLOW CALCULATION OF CHECK VALVE
The information for the the following gas flow calculation has been taken from the data
sheet of the "SWAGELOK" catalogue [10] (distributor of NUPRO check valves) . The
dimensions in the equations are given in imperial units.

1) Given :
• Discharge Pressure

P1 = 3000 psig

• Flow Coefficient (CH4 model)

Cv = 0 .67

• Specific Gravity of Methane

SG = 0.554

(referred to air @70° F)
• Absolute Gas Temperature

T = 520° F

(in °F + 460)
The critical operation is at 10 :1 pressure ratio and full fuel flow . At this point the
opening time of the valve is the shortest and the gas flow is a maximum . The gas flow
through the inlet valve is not as critical since the opening time is longer due to immediate
gas expansion to inlet pressure.

2) Required Gas Flow:
VDB = 35 SCFM
The volume flow in the forward stroke is 54 .35% of the total volume flow according to
the intensifier dimensions.
VDBF = 0 .5435 * 35 = 19 SCFM
The opening time has been assumed (1/12) of the stroke to allow for pressure build up in
the cylinder and for the lift of the poppet . Therefore, the adjusted volume flow is
VDBF' = Q = 19 * 12 = 228 SCFMz
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3) Pressure Drop:
The equation for the gas flow is given as
(p 2 -p 2 )
Q=16 .05 .0

SGT

The purpose of the calculation is to evaluate the pressure drop across the valve at the
given conditions . The downstreams pressure is
2

P2

=

P12 —

Q
16.05 • Cv

• SG • T = 2978.3 psig

which refers to a pressure drop of
AP = P1 — P2 = 3000 — 2978 .3 = 21 .7 psig
in metric units the pressure drop is
AP=21 .7 =1
.47 bar
14.7
which is less than 1% of the total pressure and can be considered minor.
Hence, the CH4 series valves are used as compressor valves .
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APPENDIX B1

INTENSIFIER PARTS
SINGLE STAGE INTENSIFIER (Version 1,2)

Following is an assembly drawing of the single stage intensifier, a parts list and machine shop
drawings of the intensifier components . All dimensions are in imperical units because all shop
equipment measures imperial units . The machining tolerances are
±0.002" unless otherwise specified.
The scale of the drawings does not represent the original dimensions as the drawings have been
reduced to fit in the format of the document .
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DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMSIA
ICU/ :
DAIS : NOVenlber 1997

APPIOVID

I

D I A W N S Y : CIUMOp11 A.CtHnger
MATIIIAI : StOklba Steel

ASSEMBLY DRAWING
DRAWING IYMIU

INTENSIFIER (Version 1 .2)

Figure B1 .1: Assembly Drawing of Single Stage Intensifier (Version 1 .2)

AD-1 (1)
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. ThosierVerso.

MT
1

Discharge Valve Body

CH4 Series

2

Stainless Steel

2

Hex Head Nut

3/8" UNF

4

Steel

3
4

Valve Spring (10 psi)

CH4 Series

2

Steel

Lock Washer

3/8"

4

Steel

5
6

Poppet Stop
Valve Poppet

CH4 Series
CH4 Series

4
4

7
8
9

Top Cap
0-Ring
Cylinder

10
11

DWG # : TC-1
AS 568 - 131
DWG # : IC-1

Viton 0-Ring

NUPRO
NUPRO
NUPRO
NUPRO

1
2
1

Stainless Steel
Viton
Stainless Steel
Hollow Bar

Tie Rod
DWG # : TR-1
Piston (upper part) DWG # : WP-1 (3)

4
1

Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel

L = 5.500"
I.D.: 0.790"
O.D.: 1 .790"
Bar 01/2"x 8"
Bar 01.250"x 1"

12

Piston (middle part) DWG # : IPP-2 (3)

1

Stainless Steel

Bar 01.250"x 1"

13
14

Piston (lower part) DWG # : IPP-3 (3)
PolyPak Piston Seal 25000750-375

1
2

Stainless Steel
PTFE

Bar 01.250"x 1"

15
16

0-Ring
Piston Rod

AS 568 - 018
DWG # : PR-1

2
1

Viton
Stainless Steel

Bar 01/2"x 11"

17

Inlet Valve Body DWG # : VB-1

1

Stainless Steel

Bar 01 1/4"x 2.5"

18

0-Ring

V19-OR-0908

2

Viton

Swagelok

19
20

Female Connector SS-400-7-4

4
2

Stainless Steel

Swagelok

Steel

NUPRO

21
22

Bottom Cap

1

Stainless Steel

Block 2.5x2.5x2.5

Rod Seal V-Packing ID : 1/2", OD : 1"

1

PTFE

Power-Seal Corp.

23

2
4

Viton

24

0-Ring
AS 568 - 124
Allen Screw 1/4" x 1"

25
26

Rod Seal Flange DWG # : SF-1
Lubrication Device

1
1

27

1

28

Velt Ring ID : 1/2", OD : 1"
Permaglide® Bushing PAPZ 0814P10

29
30

Cylinder Flange DWG # : CF-1
Allen Screw 3/8" x 2 .5"

1
6

Stainless Steel

31

Lock Washer 3/8"

6

Steel

Valve Spring (1 psi)

1A11 dimensions in inches

CH4 Series

DWG # : BC-1

Steel
Aluminum
Steel
Velt
Teflon
Steel

Block 2.5x2.5x1 .5

Parker Seals

Bar 04" x 1 .5"
1/8" Pipe, Ellbow
Sheet
INA Bearing
Bar 06"x3.5"
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1

Stainless Steel

Bar 04 .5" x 0.75"

Lock Nut 7/16" UNF thread

1

Steel

Bar 0 1" x 1"

34

Hex Head Bolt 5/16" x 1 .5 UNF thread

4

Steel

35

Lock Washer 5/16"

4

Steel

36

Crosshead Flange DWG # : RM-1

1

Steel

Bar 0 3.5" x 1"

37

Rod Extension DWG # : RM-1

1

Steel

Bar 0 2" x 1"

38

Flat Head Screw #10 x 1/4"

8

Brass

39

Crank Case KOHLER Model K361

1

Cast Iron

KOHLER

40

Cross Head

1

Aluminum

Bar 0 4" x 6"

32

Center Ring

33

DWG # : CR-1

Table Bi : Parts List for Single Sta ge Intensifier (Version 1 .2)
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APPENDIX B2

INTENSIFIER PARTS
TWO-STAGE INTENSIFIER (Version 2.1)

Following is an assembly drawing of the two stage intensifier, a parts list and machine shop
drawings of the intensifier components . Dimensions and tolerances are as indicated in Appendix
B1.
Some intensifier parts have been adapted from the single stage intensifier, such as the piston and
the valves for the second stage . All single stage parts specified in the partslist are attached in
Appendix B1 .
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Figure B2 .1: Assembly Drawing of Two-Stage Intensifier (Version 2 .1)
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Two-Stage $ens ler Version 2 .1
DG#

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
~».

1

Lock Washer

3/8"

2

Hex Head Nut

3/8" UNF

3

Valve Spring (5 psi)

CH8 Series

1

Steel

NUPRO

4

Valve Components DWG # : VC-1 (1)

1

Steel, Alu, Viton

NUPRO

5

Lock Washer

12

Steel

6

Hex Head Screw 1/4" UNC

6

Steel

7

Valve Cover

DWG # : VC-1 (1)

1

Stainless Steel

8

0-Ring

AS 568 - 118

1

Viton

9

Top Cap

DWG #: TC-1 (1)

1

Stainless Steel

Bar 0 4"x 3"

10

Valve Poppet

CH8 Series

1

Viton 0-Ring

NUPRO

11

Poppet Stop

CH8 Series

1

Stainless Steel

NUPRO

12

Valve Spring (1 psi)

1

Stainless Steel

NUPRO

13

Valve Body

1

Stainless Steel

NUPRO

14

Swagelok Nut 1/2" pipe

2

Stainless Steel

NUPRO

15

O-Ring

2

Viton

16

Piston (upper part) DWG # : WP-1 (3)

1

Stainless Steel

Bar 0 1 .250"x 1"

17

Piston (middle part) DWG # : WP-2 (3)

1

Stainless Steel

Bar 0 1 .250"x 1"

18

Piston (lower part) DWG # : WP-3 (3)

1

Stainless Steel

Bar 0 1 .250"x 1"

1

PTFE

Bar 0 1" x 1/4"

19

MA

1/4"

CH8 Series

CH8 Series

AS 568 - 131

_-_pacer

4

°COMl

NT

Steel
Steel

Bar 0 2" x 0 .5"

20

Inlet Valve Body DWG # : VB-1

2

Stainless Steel

Bar 0 1 .25" x 2.5"

21

0-Ring

V19-OR-0908

2

Viton

Swagelok

22

Female Connector SS-400-7-4

4

Stainless Steel

Swagelok

23

Swagelok Nut 1/4" pipe

4

Stainless Steel

NUPRO

24

Valve Poppet

CH4 Series

4

Viton 0-Ring

NUPRO

25

Poppet Stop

CH4 Series

4

Stainless Steel

NUPRO

26

Lubrication Device

1

Steel

1/8" Pipe, Elibow

27

Bottom Cap

1

Stainless Steel

Bar 0 4" x 2 .5"

28

Rod Seal V-Packing I.D . : 1", CS: 1/4"

1

PTFE

Power-Seal Corp.

29

Veit Ring CS : 1/4"

1

Woolvelt

Sheet

30

Permaglide® Bushing PAPZ 1616 P10

1

Teflon

INA Bearing

All dimensions in inches

DWG # : BC-1
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31

Lock Washer 3/8"

6

Steel

32

Allen Head Screw 3/8" x 2.5 UNC

6

Steel

33

Lock Nut 3/4" UNF thread

1

Steel

34

Allen Head Screw 1/4" x 1 .5 UNC

6

Steel

35

Rod Extension

1

Steel

Bar 0 3 .5" x 1 .1"

36

Crosshead

1

Aluminum

Bar 0 4 " x 6"

37

Crank Case

1

Cast Iron

KOHLER

38

Crosshead Flange DWG # : RF-1

1

Steel

Bar 0 3 .5" x 1 .1"

39

Center Ring

1

Stainless Steel

Bar 04 .5" x 0.75"

40

Lubrication Device

1

Steel

1/8 " pipe, ellbow

41

0-Ring

AS 568 - 137

1

Viton

42

Valve Body

CH4 Series

2

Stainless Steel

NUPRO

43

Valve Spring

CH4 Series

2

Stainless Steel

NUPRO

44

Piston Rod

DWG #: PR-1

1

Stainless Steel

Bar 0 1 .25"x10 .5"

45

Cylinder

DWG # : IC-1

1

Stainless Steel

Bar 0 3" x 5"

46

Tie Rod

DWG #: TR-1

4

Stainless Steel

Bar 0 0 .5" x 8"

47

PolyPak Piston Seal 25000750-375

2

PTFE

PARKER

48

0-Ring

2

Viton

49

Male Connector SS-810-1-8

1

Stainless Steel

DWG # : RF-1

KOHLER Model K361

DWG # : CR-1

AS 568 - 018

Table B2 : Parts List for Two-Stage Intensifier (Version 2 .1)

Bar 0 1" x 1"

Swagelok
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APPENDIX B3

DETERMINATION OF CLEARANCE VOLUME
SINGLE STAGE INTENSIFIER Version 1 .2

All clearance spaces are described and listed Table B3.

1) Intensifier Dimensions:
Bore:

3.175 cm

1.25"

Stroke:

8.255 cm

3.25"

Rod:

1 .270 cm

0.50"

Displacement UP-stroke:

65.36 cm3

Displacement DOWN-stroke :

54.90 cm3

Displacement TOTAL:

120.26 cm3

2) Measured Clearance Spaces:
a) Stroke Clearance (UP-stroke):
This is the clearance volume between the upper piston surface at TDC and the top cap . It
is adjustable between 0 and 0.89 mm. The clearance has been adjusted to Cstri = 0.635 mm
(measured with a dial gauge) which is a total stroke clearance volume of
'CV,

=B

2

4=0 .503cm3

b) Stroke Clearance (DOWN-stroke):
This is the clearance volume between the lower piston surface at BDC and the bottom cap. The
minimum distance between piston and bottom cap (Cstr2) is 0 .89 mm minus the UP-stroke
clearance (Cstr2 = 0.255 mm) . The total stroke clearance volume is

230
CV,22

=

(B2 -

R2 ) • n

• C,,r2 =

0.169 cm3

c) Valve Clearance (Inlet Valve):
The clearance space caused by the inlet valve was measured with a liquid as assembled on the
intensifier.
CVii, = 0.9 cm3

d) Valve Clearance (Discharge Valve):
liquid measured as assembled
CVO1, = 0.0695 cm3

e) Rod Clearance:
This is the clearance space due to the radial slot between rod and bottom cap . The
dimensions of the slot are :

bore:

1 .424 cm
length: 2.032 cm

The total clearance volume is :

CR = (B2 — R2) . n •74 • L = 0.655 cm3

f) Crevice Clearance :
The crevice clearance is defined as the radial slot due to the tolerance between piston and
cylinder surface . The length of the slot is the axial distance from the horizontal piston surface to
the point of contact between seal lip and cylinder . The crevice clearance is equal for UP and
DOWN stroke. Following are the dimensions of the slot : cylinder bore:
piston diameter:

3 .160 cm

relevant length :

0.635 cm

The total crevice clearance per piston side is : Cc = (B2 - P2 ) •

4

L = 0.048 cm3

3.175 cm
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3) Neglected Clearance Spaces:
• the hex shaped socket of the set screws
• the radial crevice between the cylinder and the top cap
• the radial crevice between the cylinder and the bottom cap
• the space due to pressure loading of the piston seals
• the space due to pressure loading of the rod V-packing
• clearance spaces inside the piston

4) Total Clearance Volume:
The clearance volume must be regarded seperately for each stroke . The total clearance spaces
are summed up in the following table :
....... . . . .......... ........
ARANCE SPACR. . .<

VOLUME
DOWNS

TO

valve clearance (discharge valve

Table B3: List of Clearance Spaces of Single Stage Intensifer (Version 1 .2)
The relative clearance volume for the UP-stroke is :

1.5205
.100 = 2.33 %
65 .36

The relative clearance volume for the DOWN-stroke is :
The AVERAGED relative clearance volume is : 2 .33

2.1755
.100 = 3.96 %
54.90

65.36+
.90 =
3.96 . 54
3 .07 %
120.26
120.26
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The expected volumetric efficiency of the intensifier is illustrated in Figure B3 .1. The total
volumetric efficiency is defined as the sum of volumetric efficiencies of UP and DOWN stroke,
each corrected according to their relative volume.
VETOTAL

= VEur

65.36
120.26 +

VEDORW

54.90
120.26

VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY INTENSIFIER Version 1 .2
CLEARANCE VOLUME : UP = 2 .33%, DOWN =3 .%%

4
5
6
7
PRESSURE RATIO (P2/P 1)

8

9

Figure B3 .1: Expected volumetric efficiency of single stage intensifier (Version 1 .2)

10

11
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APPENDIX B4

DETERMINATION OF CLEARANCE VOLUME
TWO-STAGE INTENSIFIER Version 2 .1

In this section, all clearance spaces are described and listed in Table B4.

1) Intensifier Dimensions:
Bore:

3 .175 cm

1.25"

Stroke:

8 .255 cm

3.25"

Rod:

2 .540 cm

1 .00"

Displacement Stage 1 :

65.36 cm3

Displacement Stage 2 :

23.51 cm3

2) Measured Clearance Spaces in Stage 1:
a) Stroke Clearance:
This is the clearance volume between the upper piston surface at TDC and the top cap,
adjustable between 0 and 1 .52 mm. The clearance has been adjusted to C stri = 0.89 mm
(measured with a dial gauge) which is a total stroke clearance volume of

C17..I = B2 .n- 4 .C

tt,l

= 0.7038 cm3

b) Valve Clearance (Inlet Valve):
The clearance space caused by the inlet valve has been measured with a liquid as
assembled on the intensifier.
CV,,=0.90cm3
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c) Valve Clearance (Discharge Valve):
partly liquid measured and calculated
CVoy = 0.415 cm3

d) Crevice Clearance due to Piston:
The crevice clearance is defined as the radial slot due to the tolerance between piston and
cylinder surface . The length of the slot is the axial distance from the horizontal piston surface to
the point of contact between seal lip and cylinder . The crevice clearance is equal for both stages.
Following are the dimensions of the slot:
cylinder bore :

3 .175 cm

piston diameter:

3 .160 cm

relevant length :

0 .635 cm

The total crevice clearance per piston side is : Cc =

(B2 -

P2 ) •

4 . L = 0.048 cm3

e) Pressure Transducer Clearance:
This is the clearance space caused by the piezo electric pressure transducer.
CV t = 0.075 cm3

3) Measured Clearance Spaces in Stage 2:
a) Stroke Clearance:
This is the clearance volume between the lower piston surface at BDC and the bottom
cap. Its distance (Cstr2) is 1 .52 mm minus the stroke clearance of the first stage (Cstr2 = 0 .63
mm). The total stroke clearance volume is
CV,,,2 = ( B2

- R2 ) • 7r .4

• C„'2

=

0.181 cm3
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b) Valve Clearance (Inlet Valve):
The clearance space caused by the inlet valve has been measured with a liquid as
assembled on the intensifier . Note that one or two inlet valves can be used for tests.
CVii, = 1.025cm3 (each)

A plug was made to seal one inlet valve . The clearance space using the valve plug was
measured with liquid:
CVyp = 0.2 2 •7r

- 0.1 = 0.003142 in3 = 0.0515 cm3

c) Valve Clearance (Discharge Valve):
liquid measured as assembled
CVoi, = 0.125 cm3 (each)

d) Rod Clearance:
This is the clearance space due to the radial slot between rod and bottom cap. Its
dimensions are :

bore : 2 .578 cm
length: 1 .016 cm

The rod clearance volume is : CR

=

(B2 — R 2 ) -7r • 74 L = 0.156cm3

e) Crevice Clearance due to Piston:
Total crevice clearance : Cc = (B2 — P2) .

4 • L = 0.048cm3

4) Neglected Clearance Spaces:
Following clearance spaces have been neglected:
• the hex shaped socket of the set screws
• the radial crevice between the cylinder and the top cap
• the radial crevice between the cylinder and the bottom cap
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• the clearance space due to pressure loading of the piston seals
• the clearance space due to pressure loading of the rod V-packing
• clearance spaces inside the piston
• the clearance space due to the pressure transducer in the second stage

5) Total Clearance Volume:

CLEARANCE VOLUME `(+

stroke clearance

0.7038

0.181

valve clearance (inlet valve)

0.390

2 @ 1 .025

valve clearance (discharge valve)

0 .415

2 @ 0.125

rod clearance

N/A

0 .156

pressure transducer clearance

0.075

0

inlet valve plug'.

N/A

0 .0515

crevice clearance

0.048

0.048

TOTAL CLEARANCE (without plug)

1.632

2.685

TOTAL CLEARANCE (with plug)

1.632

1.711

Table B4: List of Clearance Spaces of Two-Stage Intensifier (Version 2 .1)

The relative clearance volume for Stage 1 is :

1.632 .100 =
2.50 %
65.36

The relative clearance volume for Stage 2 is :

?'685
. 100 = 11.41 %
23.53

without plug

The relative clearance volume for Stage 2 is :

1 .711 ,
100 = 7.27 %
23.53

with plug

'. Note that if the plug is used only one inlet valve accounts for clearance volume.
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APPENDIX Cl

Eauipment S pecification : TEST RIG
ELECTRIC MOTOR:
Brand Name : Hampston
Type:

variable speed, DC

Mounting:

trunnion mounted

Torque Arm : (shaft center - loadcell) 17.49"
Speed:

0 - 2400 rpm

Power:

upgraded to max. 25 hp @ 2400 rpm

Control :

tachometer feedback speed regulation

Shaft 0 :

1 .600"

MOTOR CONTROLLER:
Brand Name : Randtronics
Type:

regenerative DC motor controller

Model:

TB 750 Series

Rated Power: 15 hp (upgraded to 25 hp)
Line Voltage: 240 V (3 phase)
Output:

0 - 240 V DC (max. 55 Amps)

Field:

100 V

Mode:

tachometer feedback speed regulation

CRANK CASE:
Brand Name : Kohler
Type:

single-cylinder, 4 cycle, air cooled combustion engine

Model :

K361

Bore:

95 .2 mm (3 .75")

238
82 .6 mm (3 .25")

Stroke:

Shaft Diameter : 17/ 16"
13 .4 kW (18 hp) @3600 rpm

Power:

TRANSMISSION:
Type:

Synchronous Belt Drive (Gearbelt)

Brand Name : Browning
Model :

HPT 8M

Driver Pulley (E-motor):
Pitch Diameter:

3 .609"

Number of Teeth:

36

Bushing Type :

SH

Driven Pulley (Intensifier):
Pitch Diameter:

19.248

Number of Teeth:

192

Bushing Type :

E

Speed Ratio:

5.33 : 1

Center Distance :

19.9"

Belt Length :

2000 mm

Belt Width :

50 mm

Belt Length Factor:

1 .2

Power:

28.284 hp @ 1750 rpm driver speed

FLYWHEEL:
Outside Diameter:

16"

Width :

4"

Weight :

45 kg
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APPENDIX C2

Equipment Specification : INSTRUMENTATION
In this part, the measurement devices for steady state and high speed data are specified . All
technical data has been taken from data sheets or installation manuals that came with the devices.
The accuracy of the devices as well as non-linearity and hysterisis are not specifically
mentionned, rather, all experimental data presented is examined in terms of repeatability.
Measurement devices which have been calibrated are presented with a calibration curve as well
as a brief explanation of the calibration procedure . Following is a list of measurement devices
discussed:
STEADY STATE DATA:
• Loadcell
• Pressure Transducers
• Thermocouples
• Massflow Meter
• Tachometer
HIGH SPEED DATA:
• Shaft Encoder
• Piezoelectric Pressure Transducer

STEADY STATE DATA INSTRUMENTS:
1) LOADCELL
Measurement:

Torque

Units:

Nm

Model:

Interface SM-250 (Serial # C26470)

Type:

Strain Gage Force Transducer

Capacity :

0 - 250 lbs

Output:

3 .218 mV/V

240
10 VDC

Excitation :

Signal Conditioning : 5B38 analog device

Figure C2.1 : Loadcell Calibration Setup

The loadcell was calibrated being installed on the test rig in its original test position . The test
load was applied to the electric motor via load arm which was attached to the motor shaft (Fig.
C2.1) .

LOADCELL CALIBRATION
LOAD ARM LENGTH = 16", June-19-1992
1 .5

0
0

20

40
. TEST

60
80
TORQUE [Nm]
LINEAR FIT

Figure C2.2: Calibration curve of strain gage type loadcell

100

120

140
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Motor case and motor shaft have been locked together to transmit the load directly to the
loadcell via trunnion bearings.

Knowing the distance of the load arm and the torque arm to shaft center as well as the applied
load, the applied and measured torque can be calculated . The load applied has been measured in
pounds . The length of the load arm is 16".
The voltage output signal has been read after the signal conditioning . The voltage output has
been plotted against the torque (Nm) which has been calculated from the applied load and the
load arm length.

2) PRESSURE TRANSDUCER (2 units)
Measurement:

CNG inlet pressure, CNG discharge pressure

Units:

bar

Model:

Data Sensors, Inc., PB 1000-G

Type:

strain gage, diaphragm

Capacity:

0 - 206 bar (0 - 3000 psi)

Input:

10 VDC

Output:

30 mV

Signal Conditioning : 5B38 analog device

The pressure transducers have been calibrated on a dead weight gage tester where a hydraulic
pressure (in psig) is applied to the transducer . The voltage output signal has been recorded after
signal conditioning.

The transducer, measuring the inlet pressure, has to provide accurate reading at pressures
between 10 and 100 bar, whereas the pressure transducer for the outlet pressure has to cover the
range between 100 and 200 bar .
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CALIBRATION OF PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
INLET PRESSURE (CHANNEL #4) OCT-92
5
4

0

50

100

200

150

PRESSURE (bar)
TEST DATA

. TEST DATA

FT1 TED CURVE

Figure C2.3: Calibration curve of inlet pressure transducer

CALIBRATION OF PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
OUTLET PRESSURE (CHANNEL #5) OCT-92

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

PRESSURE (bar)
. TEST DATA

FITTED CURVE

Figure C2.4: Calibration curve of outlet pressure transducer

Both curves have been devided into linear sections to produce the most accurate reading for the
specific pressure range . Following is a table showing the linear intervals for both pressure
transducers representing the linear fit in Fig . C23 and Fig . C2 .4.
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PRESSURE (bar)

VOLTAGE (V)
Inlet Pressure Tr.

Outlet Pressure Tr.

0.00

-0.139

-0.465

13 .60

0.240

27.21

0.635

34 .01

0.830

54 .42

1 .400

68.03

1 .770

1 .265

102 .04

2 .635

2.180

136 .05

3.085

170.07

3.980
4 .680

187 .07
204 .08

4.850

238.10

5.725

Table C2: Pressure Transducer Calibration Intervals

4) PRESSURE TRANSDUCER (1 unit)
Measurement:

CNG interstage pressure

Units:

bar

Model:

Data Instruments, model SA

Type:

high-gain strain gage

Capacity:

0 - 206 bar (0 - 3000 psi)

Excitation:

10 VDC

Output:

1-6 VDC

Signal Conditioning : N/A
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The calibration of this pressure transducer has been carried out exactly the same way as
described before . The equation used for the linear fit is shown on the graph.

CALIBRATION OF PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
INIERSTAGE PRESSURE (CHANNEL # 8) NOV-92
7
6

PRESSURE [bar] = 40 .9426 * VOLTA GE [V] - 40.9426

0
0

50

100
PRESSURE (bar)

. TEST DATA

. TEST DATA

150

200

250

FITTED CURVE

Figure C2.5: Calibration curve of interstage pressure transducer

NOTE: All pressure transducers exposed to gas temperatures higher than 100°C have been
equipped with an extension pipe (from the main line) to protect the transducer from damage and
malfunction due to high gas temperatures.

5) THERMOCOUPLES (5 units)
Measurement: CNG inlet temperature, CNG interstage temperature
(before cooling), CNG interstage temperature (after cooling), CNG
outlet (end) temperature, cylinder wall temperature
Units :

°C

Model:

Omega Thermocouple
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Type:

J-type (iron(+) vs. constantan(-))

Capacity :

0 - 760 °C

Excitation :

10 VDC

Output :

0 - 40 mV

Signal Conditioning : 5B37 analog device
(provides the cold junction reference point)

The voltage output signal (mV) of a J-type thermocouple can be translated into temperature T
(°C) using a 5th order polynomial. It covers a temperature range from 0 to 760 °C (± 0 .1 °C). T
is defined as follows:
T = a® + x(a l + x (a2 + x(a3 + x ( a4 + asx))))

The coefficients for a J-type thermocouple (Seebeck Coefficient : 51 vV/°C) are as follows:
ap = -0.048868252
al = 19873 .14503

a2 = -218614.5353
a3 = 11569199 .78
a4

-264917531 .4

as = 2018441314

While the thermocouple generates a low voltage signal (0 - 40 mV), the signal conditioning
device amplifies this signal to 0 - 5 V . Therefore, the thermocouple output (TC) and the signal
conditioning output (SC) need to be correlated, where
SC = (TC * a) +b

and

TC:

-100 °C <=> -0.004632 V
+760 °C <=> +0.042922 V

SC:

-100 °C <=> 0.00 V
+760 °C <_> 5.00 V

hence:

a = 105 .1436
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b = 0 .487025
The temperature curve (polynomial) can now be plotted versus the signal conditioning output.

CALIBRATION OF THERMOCOUPLE
INLET TEMPERATURE, SIGNAL CONDITIONING : 51337
100
90

-

TEMPERATURE [°C] = 183 .6766 * VOLTAGE [V] - 89 .3303
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Figure C2.6: Calibration curve of inlet temperature thermocouple

CALIBRATION OF THERMOCOUPLE
END-, WALL-, INTERSTAGE TEMPERATURES, SIGNAL CONDITIONING : 51337
300

250

-

TEMPERATURE [°C] = 173 .7222' VOLTAGE [V] -81 .9104

loo
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Figure C2.7: Calibration curve of wall, outlet and interstage temperature thermocouples
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However, only a small part of the curve is of interest for the experiments . Therefore, a linear
regression of the curve has been done for both the inlet temperature thermocouple (needs to
cover only a small range but very accuratly) and all other thermocouples . The inlet temperature
thermocouple has been calibrated between 2 and 92 °C and the other thermocouples between 2
and 265 °C to achieve maximum accuracy.

6) MASSFLOW METER
Measurement:

CNG massflow

Units:

bar

Sensor Model:

Micro Motion DH012S 100 (Serial # : 140365)

Transmitter Model:

Micro Motion RFT9712

Type:

Coriolis meter

Capacity:

0 - 300 kg/hr

Pressure Rating:

393 bar

Temperature Rating: -240 - 204 °C
Signal Conditioning : 5B32 analog device

The massflow meter is calibrated on-line with a special calibration computer . A range of
massflows between 30 and 300 kg/hr can be selected . The setting can be changed according to
the maximum expected massflow to achieve maximum accuracy.

7) TACHOMETER
Measurement:

motor speed

Units:

rpm

Model:

Singer

Type:

generator
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Output:

7 V / 1000 rpm

Signal Conditioning : 5B31 analog device

Since the voltage signal sent to the signal conditioning device must not be higher than 5V, a
voltage devider has been installed between tachometer and the analog device,which consists of a
115 fl and a 33 SZ resistor.

TACHOMETER CALIBRATION
JUNE-09-1992, VOLTAGE OUTPUT : 2.0087 V / 1000 RPM, S .C. : 51331
5

5'

4

3

2

0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

MOTORSPEEL [RPM]
. DATA ACQUISITION READING

. VOLTMETER READING

- LINEAR FIT

Figure C2.8: Calibration curve of tachometer used on the electric motor

Consequently, the output voltage has been reduced by a factor of 0 .287 (33/115) and the new
output is 2 .008696 Volts per 1000 rpm . The signal has been measured with the data acquisition
system and with a voltmeter . While running at different speeds, the rpm reading has been
verified using a hand-held optical tachometer.
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HIGH SPEED DATA INSTRUMENTS:
1) SHAFT ENCODER
Measurement:

intensifier speed

Units:

crank angle degree

Model:

US Digital, Softpot SP-360 IB

Type:

index bearing encoder

Output:

360 TTL level pulses per shaft revolution
1 index pulse per shaft revolution (used as position
reference point and acquisition trigger)

Signal Conditioning: high speed data acquisition

A calibration of the shaft encoder is not required but the index pulse must be exactly adjusted.
The index pulse has been set to where the intensifier piston is at bottom dead center . The BDC
position has been measured using a feeler gauge . Then the softpot has been rotated to find the
index pulse and lined it up with the crank angle position at BDC . After the adjustment, the
sensor has been locked in this position (i .e. no movement relative to the crank case)

2) PIEZOELECTRIC PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
Measurement:

dynamic cylinder pressure (single stage intensifier and
first stage of two stage intensifier)

Units:

psi (later converted to bar)

Model:

PCB 112 A (Serial #: 10671)

Type:

quartz transducer

Pressure Range:

0- 3000 psi

Natural Frequency:

300 kHz

Sensitivity:

1 .09 pC/psi

Linearity :

± 1% of full scale
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Capacity:

23.6 pF

Signal Conditioning : high speed data acquisition
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Figure C2 .9: Original calibration chart for transducer # 10671, provided by PCB
Piezotronics, Inc .. Calibrated on Feb-28-1992
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3) PIEZOELECTRIC PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
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Figure C2 .10 :Original calibration chart for transducer # 10672, provided by PCB
Piezotronics, Inc . . Calibrated on Feb-28-1992

Measurement :

dynamic cylinder pressure (second stage of two stage
intensifier)

Units :

psi (later converted to bar)

Model :

PCB 112 A (Serial # : 10672)
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Type:

quartz transducer

Pressure Range:

0 - 3000 psi

Natural Frequency : 300 kHz
Sensitivity:

1.13 pC/psi

Linearity:

± 1% of full scale

Capacity :

24.1 pF

Signal Conditioning : high speed data acquisition
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APPENDIX C3

Equipment Specification : DATA ACOUISITION,
The purpose of this section is to provide information about the components of the data
acquisition system . It is aimed to specify the most important parameters and settings, rather than
a detailed description of the equipment . If further information abuot a specific model is
required, the companies should be consulted ..
The data acquisition consists of following parts:

1) Personal Computer
Brand: ANO
Type : IBM compatible
Chip: INTEL 286
The PC is equipped with an A/D board and a general purpose interface bus (GPIB) to
communicate with the ISAAC computer.

2) AID Board:
Model : ADVANTECH, PCL-818, PC-LabCard Series
Type: high speed, high performance I/O card for IBM A/D conversion
Analog Input:
• Channels : 16 single-ended or 8 differential
• Resolution : 12 bits
• Converter: ADC-774
• Conversion Time : 8 microseconds
• Input Range bipolar: ± 10V, 5V, 2 .5V, 1V, 0 .5V
•Input Range unipolar: 0-10V, 0-5V, 0-2V, 0-1V
• Input Range Selection : programmable
• Trigger Mode : by software
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Digital Output:
• Channels: 16
A/D Pacer and Counter:
• Device: INTEL 8254
• Pacer: 32-bit with a 10 MHz or 1 MHz time base
• Pacer max . Rate : 2 .5 MHz
• Counter : 16-bit counter with 100 kHz time base

3) Charge Amplifier:
Model: Kistler Instrument Corporation 5004
Type: Dual mode amplifier
Setting:

Time constant: "Medium" (1 - 5000)
Engineering Units/Volt : 500
Sensitivity: depending on pressure transducer used (see PCB
calibration information)

4) ISAAC 2000:
Company: Cyborg Corporation
On-Board Features : • 68000 microprocessor which controls all system
functions
• 2 megabytes RAM
• ICL (ISAAC Command Language)
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APPENDIX C4

TEST PROCEDURE:
Following is the typical sequence of a performance test:
1) STEADY STATE DATA:
Start UL
• All measurement devices are turned on approximately 1 hour prior to tests
• Inlet and receiver tanks are selected
• The pressure regulator is adjusted to minimum position (i .e . zero flow)
• The line pressure is adjusted to atmospheric pressure and the bypass valve
(metering valve) is opened
• The motor is turned on and adjusted to a selected speed
• The intensifier operates approximately 10 minutes at atmospheric pressure to
warm up
• The inlet pressure is slowly increased up to the desired level (gas is circled
through the bypass line at inlet pressure)
• The instrumentation and data acquisition is initiated
• Then the bypass valve is closed and gas is compressed
• The gas pressure rises until it reaches the previously adjusted cracking pressure
of the relief valve
• The discharge pressure (i .e. cracking pressure) is readjusted to the exact setting

Test
• Once a steady state condition has been established, data is acquired
• The inlet pressure is slowly increased to cover a range of pressure ratios
• At certain conditions, high speed pressure data are acquired
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2) HIGH SPEED DATA:
• Allow 2 hours warm-up time for data acquisition system
• The pressure transducers are cleaned and all grease and oil is removed with an
alcohol solution
• The setting of the charge amplifier is adjusted according to PCB specifications
• The data acquisition hardware and software is set up
• The intensifier is started and a steady state condition is selected (see steady
state data)
• Shortly before data is acquired, both ISAAC and charge amplifier are reset
• Inlet pressure, discharge pressure and filename are recorded for further
reference
• High speed cylinder pressure data acquisition is initiated via PC
• After having finished the high speed data acquisition (–20 sec), the inlet
pressure is recorded again

NOTE : It is essential to know the exact inlet pressure as this is the only reference as to how to
adjust the offset of the cylinder pressure data . If, during the time of cylinder pressure
acquisition, the inlet pressure varies more than 5% (due to malfunction of the metering valve
which is likely at very low inlet pressures because the orifice freezes as a result of gas expansion
from tank pressure to adjusted inlet pressure), the data is not valid .
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APPENDIX C5

Calculations for Single Stage Intensifier Performance:
* *************************************************

** Subroutine to calculate performance values *************
**************************************************
Set constant values:
rho .air = 1 .205'
RGEN = 8314 .34 '

kg/m"3 Density of air @ 200C, 1 .0133 bar
J/Kmol*K ' GENERAL GASCONSTANT

STANDARD VALUES FOR NATURAL GAS:
Density :
rho .STD = .713142
Molecular weight:
M.STD = 17 .1456999#
Gasconstant:
R .STD = RGEN / M .STD
B .C. HYDRO VALUES FOR NATURAL GAS:
Density:
rho .BCH = .690351
Molecular weight:
M .BCH = 16.597737#
Gasconstant:
R.BCH = RGEN / M.BCH
Kelvin = 273 .15
k.isentr = 1 .3

'kg/m"3
'kg/Kmol
'J/kg*K

'kg/m"3
'kg/Kmol
'J/kg*K

Temperature Conversion Factor
Isentropic Coefficient of Natural Gas

Set variables: Signals from instruments
Torque = EngData(VAL(chan$(1)))'
N-m
RPM = EngData(VAL(chan$(2)))'
Rev/min
in.temp = EngData(VAL(chan$(3)))'
°C
out.temp = EngData(VAL(chan$(6)))'
°C
in.press = EngData(VAL(chan$(4)))'
bar
out.press = EngData(VAL(chan$(7)))'
bar
wall .temp = EngData(VAL(chan$(8)))'
°C
CNG .mass = EngData(VAL(chan$(5)))' kg/hr
Corrected Torque:
torque.corr - torque - (1 .371 + 0 .000394 * RPM) '
Intensifier Speed : (speed .rat = speed ratio)
intens .RPM = RPM / speed.rat
Pressure Ratio:
p .ratio = out.press / in .press
Pressure Difference:
p .diff = out.press - in.press '

bar
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Temperature Conversion to Kelvin:
in.tempK = in .temp + Kelvin'
K
out .tempK = out .temp + Kelvin '
wall .tempK = wall .temp + Kelvin'
Temperature Difference:
temp .diff = out .temp - in .temp '

K
K

°C

Temperature Ratio
temp .ratio = out .tempK / in .tempK
Force on piston rod:
rod .force = out .press * 10000 * bore " 2 * pi / 4 / 1000000'

N

Polytropic Coefficient:
poly.coeff = LOG(p.ratio) / (LOG(p .ratio) - LOG(temp .ratio))
Piston speed max.
pist .speed = ((intens .RPM * stroke * pi / 60) / 100)'

m/sec

Volume flow:
vol.flow = CNG .mass * R.BCH * in .tempK / (1 .013 * 100000)'
scfm = vol .flow * 35 .3146 / 60'

Normal Cubic Meters / hr
standard cubic feet per minute

Theoretical Temperatures:
theoret.out .tempK = in.tempK * p.ratio " ((k .isentr - 1) / k.isentr)'
theoret .out .temp = theoret.out .tempK - Kelvin'
°C

Kelvin

Displacement:
disp.up = bore " 2 * pi / 4 * stroke / 1000000 * ncylinders'
m3 for UP stroke
disp.down = disp .up - rod " 2 * pi / 4 * stroke / 1000000 * ncylinders'
m3 for DOWN stroke
disp.total = disp.up + disp .down'
m3 for whole intensifier revolution (UP + DOWN)
Mass:
ind.mass = in .press * 100000 * disp .total / R.BCH / in.tempK * intens .RPM * 60 '
kg/hr for UP and DOWN stroke
mass .up = in.press * 100000 * disp .up / R.BCH / in.tempK * intens .RPM * 60'
kg/hr for UP stroke
mass .down = in.press * 100000 * disp .down / R.BCH / in.tempK * intens.RPM * 60'
kg/hr for DOWNstroke
Volumetric Efficiency:
vol .eff.total = CNG.mass / ind .mass * 100'
% for UP and DOWN stroke
vol .eff.up = CNG.mass * disp.up / disp .total / mass .up * 100 '
% for UP stroke
vol .eff.down = CNG .mass * disp.down / disp.total / mass .down * 100' % for DOWN stroke
Power:
ind .power = (poly .coeff / (poly.coeff - 1)) * CNG .mass * R .BCH * in.tempK * (temp .ratio - 1) / 3600 / 1000'
kW theoretical (polytropic) power
theoret.power = (k.isentr / (k .isentr - 1)) * CNG.mass * R.BCH * in .tempK * ((p .ratio " ((k .isentr - 1) / k.isentr)) 1) / 3600 / 1000'
kW theoretical (isentropic) power consumption
act.power = torque * RPM * 2 * pi / 60 / 1000

kW actual power consumption

act.power.corr = torque .corr * RPM * 2 * pi / 60 / 1000

kW corrected power consumption
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Mechanical Efficiency:
mech.eff = theoret.power / act .power.corr * 100

% overall (isentropic) efficiency

Power Consumption per Unit Mass:
power.per.mass = act.power.corr / CNG .mass

(kW/kg/hr)

CALIBRATION FILE ("intens.cal"):
Single Stage Intensifier (Version 1 .2),
CALIBRATION FILE FOR INTENSIFIER DATA ACQUISITION
Last modified 11-30-1992
Intensifier Version 1 .02, Mechanical Drive, E-Motor
Torque
0
N-m
-5,-.02271, 1 .369, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
-456.56, 0, 128.11, 456 .56, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

Measurement
Voltage Range (# defined in software)
Units
Voltage Signal
Corresponding Engineering Units

Wall Temperature
6
eC
0, .5, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 4.59, 265.5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Tachometer
5
rpm
.002, 3 .75, 4.083, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 2106, 2298, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Inlet Pressure
0
bar
-.139, .24, .635, .83, 1.4, 1.77, 2.635, 4.68, 0, 0
0, 13.605, 27.21, 34 .013, 54 .421, 68.027, 102.04, 187.075, 0, 0
Outlet Pressure
8
bar
-.465, 1 .265, 2 .18, 3.085, 3 .98, 4.85, 5 .725, 0, 0, 0
0, 68.03, 102.04, 136 .05, 170 .07, 204.08, 238 .1, 0, 0, 0
Inlet Temperature
7
eC
0, .5, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 2.508, 94.34, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Outlet Temperature
6
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eC
0, .5, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 4.59067, 265 .5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Massflow
0
kg/hr
-5, 0, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
-100, 0,100, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

CONFIGURATION FILE ("intens.cfg"):
Single Stage Intensifier (Version 1 .2)
CONFIGURATION FILE FOR INTENSIFIER DATA ACQUISITION
Last modified 12-02-1992
Intensifier Version 1 .01 Mechanical Drive, E-Motor
DOUBLE ACTING
Mode:
BORE :
3 .175 cm
STROKE :
8 .255 cm
ROD :
1 .27 cm
# of Cylinders : 1
Speed Ratio :
5 .33 : 1
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Variable Name
Torque
Engine Speed
CNG Inlet Temp .
CNG Inlet Pressure
CNG Massflow dm/dt
CNG Outlet Temp .
CNG Outlet Pressure
Cyl. Wall Temp .

Channel
0
2
5
3
7
6
4
1

(N-m)
(RPM)
(eC)
(bar)
(kg/hr)
(eC)
(bar)
(eC)

Number of display columns: 8
#
Variable
Title 1
1
3
Inlet
2
6
Outlet
3
4
Inlet
4
7
Outlet
5
11
Power
6
15
Volum .
7
5
measur .
8
1
Torque
ISAAC Configuration:
Number of Channels :
2
Channel
Label
Units
0
BDC
88
1
Pressure
(PSI)
Crank angle pulses/rev =
360
Data points required/rev =
360
External clock divide =
1
Number of consecutive cycles =
1

Constant Value
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

Title 2
Temp .
Temp
Pressure
Pressure

Units
eC
eC
bar
bar
kW

Effic .
Massflow

(%)

Slope
1 .000
1 .000

Display
######.#
#####.##
######.#
######.#
#####.##
#####.##
#####.##
#####.##

kg/hr
(Nm)

Offset
0 .000
0 .000
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APPENDIX C6

Calculations for Two-State Intensifier Performance:
SUB PerfCalc
**************************************************
** Subroutine to calculate performance values *************
**************************************************
Set constant values:
rho.air = 1 .205'
kg/m"3 Density of air @ 20eC, 1 .0133 bar
J/Kmol*K
RGEN = 8314.34 '
GENERAL GASCONSTANT
STANDARD VALUES FOR NATURAL GAS:
Density:
rho.STD = 0.713142
Molecular weight:
M .STD = 17 .1456999#
Gasconstant:
RSTD = RGEN / M .STD
B .C. HYDRO VALUES FOR NATURAL GAS:
Density:
rho .BCH = .690351
Molecular weight:
M .BCH = 16 .597737#
Gasconstant:
R.BCH = R.GEN / M.BCH
Kelvin = 273 .15
k.isentr = 1 .3

kg/m"3
kg/Kmol
J/kg*K

kg/m"3
kg/Kmol
J/kg*K

conversion factor
isentropic coefficient of natural gas

Set Variables : Signals from instruments
Torque = EngData(VAL(chan$(1)))
RPM - EngData(VAL(chan$(2)))
in.temp = EngData(VAL(chan$(3)))
out.temp = EngData(VAL(chan$(6)))
in.press = EngData(VAL(chan$(4)))
out .press = EngData(VAL(chan$(7)))
wall.temp = EngData(VAL(chan$(8)))
CNG .mass - EngData(VAL(chan$(5)))
inter.temp.BC = EngData(VAL(chan$(9)))
inter.temp.AC = EngData(VAL(chan$(10)))
inter.press = EngData(VAL(chan$( 1 1)))
BC : Before Cooling
AC : After Cooling

Intensifier Speed: (speed .rat = speed ratio)
intens .RPM = RPM / speed.rat

N-m
Motor Speed in RPM
CNG inlet temperature in eC
CNG end temperature (after 2nd stage) in eC
CNG inlet pressure in bar
CNG end pressure (after 2nd stage) in bar
wall temperature of intensifier cylinder in eC
CNG massflow in kg/hr
interstage temperature after 1st stage in eC
interstage temperature before 2nd stage in eC
interstage pressure in bar
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Torque Correction:
Torque.corr = Torque - (1.371 - 0 .000394 * RPM)
Pressure Ratios:
p.ratio.1 = inter .press / in.press
p.ratio.2 = out .press / inter.press
p.ratio.total = out.press / in.press

first stage
second stage
overall pressure ratio

Conversion of Temperatures to Kelvin:
in.tempK = in.temp + Kelvin
out.tempK = out.temp + Kelvin
inter.tempK .BC = inter.temp.BC + Kelvin
inter.tempK .AC = inter.temp.AC + Kelvin
wall.tempK = wall.temp + Kelvin

inlet temperature conversion to Kelvin
end temperature conversion to Kelvin
interstage temperature before cooling conversion to Kelvin
interstage temperature after cooling conversion to Kelvin
wall temperature conversion to Kelvin

Temperature Differences:
temp.diff.1 = inter .temp.BC - in.temp
temp.diff.2 = out.temp - inter.temp.AC
temp.diff.cool = inter.temp.BC - inter.temp.AC
temp.diff.total = out.temp - in.temp

first stage in eC
second stage in eC
intercooling in eC
total temperature difference in eC

Temperature Ratios:
temp .ratio.1 = inter.tempK .BC / in.tempK
temp .ratio.2 = out.tempK / inter .tempK .AC

first stage
second stage

Volume Flow:
vol.flow = CNG .mass * R.BCH * in .tempK / (1 .013 * 100000)
scfm = vol .flow * 35 .3146 / 60

Normal Cubic Meters per Hour
Standard Cubic Feet per Minute

Theoretical Discharge Temperatures:
theoret.out.tempK.1 = in.tempK * p.ratio.1 " ((k.isentr - 1) / k.isentr)
first stage (in Kelvin)
theoret.out.tempK .2 = inter.tempK .AC * p.ratio.2 " ((k.isentr - 1) / k .isentr) second stage (in Kelvin)
theoret.out.temp.1 = theoret .out.tempK .1 - Kelvin
first stage (in Celsius)
theoret.out.temp.2 = theoret .out.tempK .2 - Kelvin
second stage (in Celsius)
Polytropic Coefficient:
poly.coeff.1 = LOG(p.ratio.1) / (LOG(p .ratio.1) - LOG(temp.ratio.l))
poly.coeff.2 = LOG(p.ratio.2) / (LOG(p.ratio.2) - LOG(temp.ratio.2))

first stage
second stage

Intensifier Displacement:
FIRST STAGE:
disp. l = ((bore.1 " 2) - (rod . l " 2)) * pi / 4 * stroke.1 * ncylinders .1 (in cm3)
SECOND STAGE:
disp.2 = ((bore .2 " 2) - (rod.2 " 2)) * pi / 4 * stroke.1 * ncylinders .2 (in cm3)
Theoretical Massflow:
FIRST STAGE:
mass.l = in.press * 100000 * disp.l / 1000000 / R.BCH / in.tempK * intens.RPM * 60
(in kg/hr)
SECOND STAGE:
mass.2 = inter.press * 100000 * disp .2 / 1000000 / R.BCH / inter .tempK .AC * intens .RPM * 60 (in kg/hr)
NOTE : The massflow of the second stage does not necessarily have to match with the massflow of the first stage
because the second stage might be partially bypassed
Volumetric Efficiency:
FIRST STAGE:
vol.eff.1 = CNG .mass / mass .l * 100
SECOND STAGE :

(in %)
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(in %)
vol.eff.2 = CNG .mass / mass.2 * 100
OVERALL:
vol.eff.total = vol .eff.1
(in %)
NOTE : The volumetric efficiency for the second stage is only valid if the interstage pressure is lower than the end
pressure (because in this case there is no more bypassing)
Theoretical Power Consumption:
FIRST STAGE:
poly.power.l = (poly .coeff.1 / (poly.coeff.1 - 1)) * CNG .mass * R.BCH * (inter.temp.BC - in .tempK) / 3600 /
(in kW) polytropic power consumption
1000
isentr.power.1 = (k.isentr / (k.isentr - 1)) * CNG.mass * R .BCH * in .tempK * ((p.ratio.1 " ((k .isentr - 1) /
k.isentr)) - 1) / 3600 / 1000
(in kW) isentropic power consumption
SECOND STAGE:
poly.power.2 = (poly.coeff.2 / (poly.coeff.2 - 1)) * CNG.mass * R.BCH * (out.tempK - inter .temp.AC) / 3600 /
1000
(in kW) polytropic power consumption
isentr.power.2 = (k.isentr / (k .isentr - 1)) * CNG.mass * R.BCH * inter.tempK.AC * ((p.ratio.2 " ((k.isentr - 1) /
k.isentr)) - 1) / 3600 / 1000
(in kW) isentropic power consumption
OVERALL:
poly.power.tot = poly.power.1 + poly .power.2
polytropic power consumption
isentr.power.tot = isentr.power.1 + isentr.power.2
isentropic power consumption
Measured Power Consumption:
act.power = Torque .corr * RPM * 2 * pi / 60 / 1000

(in kW)

Power Consumption per Unit Mass:
power.per.mass - act.power / CNG.mass

(in kW/(kg/hr))

Efficiencies:
isentr.eff = isentr .power.tot / act.power * 100
poly.eff = poly .power.tot / act.power * 100

(in %) isentropic efficiency
(in %) polytropic efficiency

CALIBRATION FILE ("2stage.cal"):
Two-Stage Intensifier (Version 2 .1)
CALIBRATION FILE FOR INTENSIFIER DATA ACQUISITION
Last modified 11-02-1993
Intensifier Version 2.01, 2-Stage, Mechanical Drive, E-Motor
Torque
Measurement
0
Voltage Range (# defined in software)
N-m
Units
-5,-.0134, 1 .3783, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Voltage Signal
-456.56, 0, 128.11, 456 .56, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Corresponding Engineering Units
Wall Temperature
6
BC
0, .5, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 4.59, 265 .5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Tachometer
5
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rpm
.002, 3 .75, 4.083, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 2106, 2298, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Inlet Pressure
0
bar
-.139, .24, .635, .83, 1.4, 1.77, 2.635, 4 .68, 0, 0
0, 13 .605, 27.21, 34 .013, 54.41, 68 .027, 102.04, 187.075, 0, 0
Outlet Pressure
8
bar
-.465, 1 .265, 2.18, 3.085, 3 .98, 4.85, 5.725, 0, 0, 0
0, 68.03, 102.04, 136.05, 170.07, 204.08, 238.1, 0, 0, 0
Inlet Temperature
7
0
0, .5, 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0, 2.508, 94.34, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Outlet Temperature
6
eC
0, .5, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 4.5907, 265.5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Massflow
0
kg/hr
-5, 0, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
-100, 0, 100, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Interstage Press.
4
bar
1,6.4,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0,221 .1,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
none
0
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Interst . Temp. BC
6
aC
0, .5, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 4.5907, 265.5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
Interst . Temp. AC
6
eC
0, .5, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 4.5907, 265.5, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
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CONFIGURATION FILE ("2stage.cfg"):
Two-Stage Intensifier (Version 2.1)
CONFIGURATION FILE FOR INTENSIFIER DATA ACQUISITION
Last modified 11-02-1993
Intensifier Version 2.01 Mechanical Drive, E-Motor
Dimensions of the 2-Stage Intensifier:
FIRST STAGE:
BORE:
3 .175 cm
STROKE:
8.255 cm
ROD:
0 cm
# of Cylinders : 1
SECOND STAGE:
3.175 cm
BORE:
STROKE:
8.255 cm
ROD :
2.54 cm
# of Cylinders : 1
Speed Ratio: 5 .33 : 1
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Variable Name
Torque
Engine Speed
Inlet Temp .
Inlet Pressure
Massflow dm/dt
Outlet Temp.
Outlet Pressure
Wall Temp .
Interstage. Temp . BC
Interstage. Temp. AC
Interstage . Pressure

Number of display columns : 8
#
Variable
Title 1
1
4
Inlet
2
11
Inter .
Outlet
3
7
4
5
Massflow
5
1
Torque
6
9
Inter.
7
10
Inter .
8
6
Outlet
ISAAC Configuration:
Number of Channels:
3
Channel
Label
0
BDC
1
Pressure
2
Pressure
Crank angle pulses/rev = 360
Data points required/rev = 360
External clock divide = 1
Number of consecutive cycles = 1

Channel
0
2
5
3
7
6
4
1
10
11
8

(N-m)
(RPM)
(eC)
(bar)
(kg/hr)
(eC)
(bar)
(eC)
(eC)
(eC)
(bar)

Units
88
(PSI)
(PSI)

Title 2
Press.
Press.
Press.
Temp. BC
Temp. AC
Temp .

Slope
1 .000
1 .000
1 .000

Constant Value
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
Units
bar
bar
bar
kg/hr
Nm
eC
eC
eC

Display
######.#
######.#
###### .#
##### .##
#####.##
######.#
######.#
######.#

Offset
0.000
0.000
0.000
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APPENDIX D1

The Effect of Cooling

NO COOLING
Intensifier Speed 150 rpm, Discharge Pressure 208 .5 bar

ln(V)
_ Inlet Pressure 20.2 bar

— THEORY 2 .5% Clearance Volume

Figure Dl .l: The ln(P)-In(V) diagram at design pressure ratio (no cooling)

AIR COOLING
Intensifier Speed 150 rpm, Discharge Pressure 201 bar
6

Pressure Ratio : 9 .95 : 1

5 .5

5

2.
-

n = 1 .289

4.5
1

4

n = 1 .191

3 .5

3

2.5
0

2

3

4

In(V)
Inlet Pressure 20.2 bar

T THEORY 2 .5% Clearance Volume

Figure D1.2: The In(P)-ln(V) diagram at design pressure ratio (air cooling)

5
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WATER COOLING

Intensifier Speed 150 rpm, Discharge Pressure 205 .7 bar
6
5 .5
5
4 .5

4
3.5
3
2.5
2

0

3

4

ln(V)
Inlet Pressure 19.5 bar

— THEORY 2.5% Clearance Volume

Figure D1.3 : The ln(P)-ln(V) diagram at design pressure ratio (water cooling)

5
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APPENDIX D2

SINGLE STAGE INTENSIFIER CAPACITY

Figure D2.1 : Single stage intensifier capacity (in Nm3/hr)

Figure D2.2 : Single stage intensifer capacity (in SCFM)
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APPENDIX D3

The Effect of Chan ges in Discharge Pressure

VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY
DISCHARGE PRESSURE: 200 bar, INf ENSIFIER SPEED : 150 rpm
90

40
7

8

9

11

10

12

13

PRESSURE RATIO (P2/P1)
. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

LINEAR REGRESSION

Figure D3 .1: Volumetric efficiency at 200 bar discharge pressure and 150 rpm

VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY
DISCHARGE PRESSURE : variable 170-180 bar, INTENSIFIER SPR.
: I) : 150 rpm
90

80

70

60

50

Volumetric Efficiency at Design Pressure Ratio : 68 .1%

40

8

9

10

12

11

PRESSURE RATIO (P2/P I)
. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

LINEAR REGRESSION

Figure D3.2 : Volumetric efficiency at 175 bar discharge pressure and 150 rpm
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VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY
DISCHARGE PRESSURE : variable 145-160 bar, INTENSIFIER SPEED : 150 rpm
90

VI"

vim -T •.

Volumetric Efficiency at Design Pressure Ratio : 70.8%
40
8

9

10
11
PRESSURE RATIO (P2/P 1)

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

12

LINEAR REGRESSION

Figure D3.3: Volumetric efficiency at 150 bar discharge pressure and 150 rpm
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APPENDIX El

TWO-STAGE INTENSIFIER CAPACITY

CNG VOLUME FLOW (Nm3/hr)
DISCHARGE PRESSURE : 200 BAR
35
30

2

v

25
20
15

J

10
5
0
2

4

6

8

10

12

OVERALL PRESSURE RATIO
Fill 1'E1.) CURVE

Figure E1 .1: Two-Stage Intensifier Capacity in Normal Cubic Meters per Hour.

Figure E1 .2: Two-Stage Intensifier Capacity in Standard Cubic Feet per Minute.
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APPENDIX E2

PRESSURE-VOLUME DIAGRAMS OF THE TWO-STAGE INTENSIFIER,

CYLINDER PRESSURE vs VOLUME
Stage 1&2, Intensifier Speed : 100 rpm
250

Inlet Pressure: 43 .3 bar

200

Interstage Pressure : 134 bar

Stage 2

Discharge Pressure : 200 bar
Overall Pressure Ratio 4 .6 : 1
Stage 1
5o

0
0

to

20

30

40

5o

60

70

80

VOLUME (crrr"3)
. Experimental Data
Theory

Figure E2 .1: The p-V diagram at 100 rpm and 4 .6 : 1 overall pressure ratio.

CYLINDER PRESSURE vs VOLUME
Stage 1&2, Intensifier Speed : 100 rpm
250

Inlet Pressure : 29.1 bar

200

Interstage Pressure : 100 bar
Discharge Pressure : 197 bar

Overall Pressure Ratio 6 .7 : 1
5o

0
0

to

20

30

40

50

60

VOLUME (cm^3)
. Experimental Data
Theory

Figure E2 .2 : The p-V diagram at 100 rpm and 6 .7 : 1 overall pressure ratio .
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CYLINDER PRESSURE vs VOLUME
Stage 1&2, Intensifier Speed : 150 rpm

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

VOLUME (cm^3)
. E,q erimental Data
Theory

Figure E2.3: The p-V diagram at 150 rpm and 10 .4 : 1 overall pressure ratio.

CYLINDER PRESSURE vs VOLUME
Stage 1X2, Intensifier Speed : 150 rpm
250

200

50

0
0

to

20

30

40

50

60

VOLUME (cm^3)
Experimental Data
Theory

Figure E2.4 : The p-V diagram at 150 rpm and 8 .9 : 1 overall pressure ratio .
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CYLINDER PRESSURE vs VOLUME
Stage 1&2, Intensifier Speed : 150 rpm
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. Experimental Data
Theory

Figure E2 .5: The p-V diagram at 150 rpm and 6 .4 : 1 overall pressure ratio.

CYLINDER PRESSURE vs VOLUME
Stage 1&2, Intensifier Speed : 200 rpm
250

200

50

0
0
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VOLUME (cm^3)
. Experimental Data
Theory

Figure E2 .6: The p-V diagram at 200 rpm and 12 .1 : 1 overall pressure ratio .
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